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Dynamics of D-brane Black Holes
Steven S. Gubser1
Abstract
We explore the interplay between black holes in supergravity and quantum field theories on the world-
volumes of D-branes. Each sheds light on the other in various ways. The world-volume description
provides a statistical mechanical picture of black hole entropy and a manifestly unitary account of
Hawking radiation. The black hole description elucidates the nature of the couplings between the
world-volume theory and supergravity in the bulk. Finally, the computation of Green’s functions in
the world-volume theory can be mapped in a large N limit to a classical minimization problem in
supergravity.
A brief summary of black hole entropy calculations for D-brane black holes is followed by a detailed
study of particle absorption by black holes whose string theory description involves D-branes inter-
secting along a string. A two-dimensional conformal field theory with large central charge describes
the low-energy excitations of this string. In the string theory description, Hawking radiation is simply
the time-reversal of particle absorption. The greybody factors (deviations in the power spectrum from
Planck’s law) are characteristic of conformal field theory at finite temperature.
Particle absorption by extremal three-branes is examined next, with particular attention to the
implications for supersymmetric gauge theory in four dimensions. A fascinating duality between
supergravity and gauge theory emerges from the study of these processes. Fields of supergravity
are dual to local operators in the gauge theory. A non-renormalization theorem of N = 4 gauge
theory helps explain why certain aspects of the duality can be explored perturbatively. Anomalous
dimensions of a large class of local operators in the gauge theory are shown to become large at strong
’t Hooft coupling, signaling a possible simplification of N = 4 gauge theory in this limit.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The usual conception of how string theory (see for example [1]) makes contact with the physical
world is that string theory is compactified from ten to four dimensions on a manifold of size on the
order 10−32 cm—roughly as small compared to a proton as a proton is to Mount Everest. All the
“fundamental” particles of the Standard Model of particle physics are supposed to be realized as
different excitation modes of strings. The most powerful of particle accelerators probe distances only
about a sixth of the way (on a logarithmic scale) between the proton’s size and the string scale, so
it is difficult to imagine how the “stringy” character of elementary particles could ever be directly
observed. There is however an extensive literature investigating the phenomenological implications of
string theory and how contact may yet be made with experiment (for a recent review see [2]).
String theory is also a quantum theory of gravity. In fact, it is the only consistent quantum
theory to date which contains gravity in any dynamical sense. (In two and three dimensions, theories
of quantum gravity can be formulated, but they are non-dynamical in the sense that gravitons do
not propagate). Another avenue, then, for connecting string theory with the physical world is via
quantum gravitational effects. As an example one might consider Hawking radiation from black holes.
This is an essentially quantum mechanical effect: whereas black holes classically cannot radiate (due
to the causal structure of their geometry), quantum mechanically they radiate as blackbodies. For
many years a fundamental, microscopic description of this effect was almost as much a mystery in
string theory as in General Relativity. However, recent advances in the description of string-theoretic
solitons have enabled string theorists to give an account of Hawking radiation for a certain limited
class of black holes. It is worth emphasizing that we are still very far from experiment, particularly
since the black holes amenable to treatment in string theory in general carry a large electric charge.
Astrophysically, such a charge would quickly be neutralized by infalling matter.
The recent developments in the understanding of dualities in string theory (for a review see [3]) are
very much at the heart of progress in the string-theoretic description of black holes. A particularly
prominent role has been played by the so-called D-branes [4], which are objects derived via a detailed
understanding of T-duality in open and closed string theories. Closed string theories require that
strings cannot have ends, whereas open strings by definition do have ends. However, the full con-
sistency of closed string theories under duality symmetries requires the existence of D-branes, which
can be thought of as special surfaces on which strings are allowed to end. But they are more than
this mathematical characterization suggests: they are dynamical objects in themselves, with a definite
tension which at weak coupling is large compared to the tension of fundamental strings. The large
tension of D-branes suggests that they may be suitable objects from which to build black holes. The
development of this idea and its implications for the description of dynamical effects like Hawking
radiation are two of the main themes of this thesis.
The link between extremal or near-extremal black holes and the world-volume theories describing
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excitations of branes has been explored in a now-voluminous literature. Various aspects of the general
program of understanding this link have been initiated in [5, 6] (entropy of effective string models), [7,
8] (Hawking radiation processes), and [9, 10] (absorption into extremal three-branes). A tangentially
related subject, the probing of sub-string-scale geometries using D-branes, grew from the initial work
of [11] into the vast subject of matrix theory [12].
The excitations of D-branes at low energies are described by supersymmetric gauge theories [13].
This observation opens up yet another avenue for connecting string theory with mainstream physics:
if on one hand D-branes describe black holes, and on the other hand are characterized at low energies
by gauge theory, then perhaps some information about gauge theory is encoded in the supergravity
solutions of the corresponding black holes. The realization that there are concrete ways of developing
this correspondence is at present one of the main sources of excitement in the string theory community.
There are even hints that supersymmetry may no longer be an essential ingredient in the gravity–
gauge theory correspondence. Earlier work on extracting gauge theory physics from intersecting brane
configurations [14] relies very little on supergravity, but has yielded some remarkable insights into the
geometric character of supersymmetric gauge theory (for a review see [15]).
In the past few months, with the appearance of the papers [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], our entire un-
derstanding of the link through string theory and D-branes between supergravity and gauge theory
has evolved rapidly. The essential ingredients in the new approach are the following two insights:
1) information about the infrared behavior of gauge theories is encoded in the near-horizon geome-
try of black branes in supergravity; and 2) perturbations to the gauge theory can be implemented
by constraints on the supergravity fields on a hypersurface which surrounds the brane at a distance
close to where the near-horizon geometry merges with asymptotically flat space. The second insight,
achieved in various forms in [17, 18, 19, 20], has been termed “holography” by Witten. Although this
term (originally proposed by ’t Hooft and Susskind as applicable to black holes) has been used in a
somewhat murky fashion in the string theory literature, its current application is appropriate in the
following sense. The dynamics of the gauge theory is mirrored in the supergravity theory subjected
to boundary conditions on the hypersurface, which is of one lower dimension than the ambient space
(but of the same dimension as the world-volume of the gauge theory). Thus one views the gauge
theory as a hologram of the supergravity.
All but the last two chapters of this thesis are devoted to the pre-holography era of black holes in
string theory. Chapter 2 presents a brief investigation of the entropy of black holes built out of D-
branes. The focus is on the two examples which have been most intensively studied in the literature:
D3-branes in ten-dimensional spacetime, and three-charge black holes with regular horizon in five-
dimensional spacetime. The remarkable insight that the D-brane approach yields is that the entropy
of certain black holes can be explained in terms of the statistical mechanics of the world-volume theory
of D-branes.
The remainder of the thesis is split into two parts. The first part, chapters 3-5, is based on the
papers [21, 22, 23]. The focus is on the string theory description of Hawking radiation and particle
absorption by near-extremal black holes in four and five dimensions. The string theory model for
these black holes is an “effective string” whose excitations are described by a conformal field theory
(CFT). The influential paper [5] includes a computation of the central charge of this conformal field
theory via a moduli space argument. In chapter 2 we develop a more concise but limited version
of this argument using index theorems. Here the effective string is realized as a D3-brane with two
of its spatial dimensions wrapped around a four-dimensional manifold. A more familiar description,
developed initially in [6], is to view the effective string as some number of D1-branes embedded in
D5-branes (whose four extra dimensions are again wrapped around a four-dimensional manifold). A
black hole in five dimensions can be obtained by wrapping the effective string around a circle. Black
holes in four dimensions have also been treated via effective strings which can be constructed within
string theory [24, 25], but which arise most naturally intersecting five-branes in M-theory [26, 27].
In the extensive recent literature comparing black hole entropy with microscopic state counts,
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black holes which admit an effective string description have always proven the most reliably tractable.
Agreements between the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and the statistical mechanical entropy are no
longer considered miraculous in the case of supersymmetric black holes, because the two calculations
are different ways of counting states that preserve supersymmetry. These so-called BPS states are
generally protected against mass renormalizations by their short multiplet structure under the super-
symmetry algebra. More surprising are successful comparisons of near-extremal black hole entropy
with statistical mechanical analyses, because in such cases there is no supersymmetry to prevent mi-
crostates from changing their masses as one proceeds from the region of weak coupling where the
statistical mechanical analysis is performed to the region of strong coupling where supergravity is
applicable. In chapter 2 we will see that such agreements are indeed rather the exception than the
rule. However, comparisons of the entropy of near-extremal effective string black holes have succeeded
in certain limits [6]. As it turns out, the central charge alone determines the effective string model’s
entropy in the relevant limits, usually termed the “dilute gas regime.”1 Thus the status of the central
charge as a non-renormalized quantity (namely a measure of the density of BPS states) basically
guarantees the success of the entropy comparisons in the dilute gas regime.
The original realization [5] of the effective string CFT was as a supersymmetric non-linear sigma
model whose target space was a symmetric power of a four dimensional manifold. It is straightforward
to extract the central charge and proceed with entropy calculations, but it has proven more difficult
to determine what are the primary fields and how they couple to the fields of supergravity. Precisely
these questions can be explored via calculations of absorption and Hawking emission by black holes.
In the semi-classical supergravity description of black holes, Hawking radiation and particle ab-
sorption are radically different phenomena: absorption is a classical effect, while Hawking radiation
is strictly quantum mechanical. To be precise, Hawking’s formula (see for example [28]) relating
the emission rate dΓ of massless particles into an element of wave-number phase space d3k to the
absorption cross-section σ is
dΓ = h¯c
σ
eE/kBT − 1
d3k
(2π)3
(1.1)
where the temperature is given in terms of the surface gravity κ at the horizon:
T =
h¯
c
κ
2πkB
. (1.2)
Planck’s constant is involved in two essential ways, and both the Hawking rate and the Hawking
temperature vanish as h¯→ 0. From here on we will adopt units in which h¯ = c = kB = 1.
In string theory the relation between absorption and Hawking radiation is simply time-reversal.
Absorption into an extremal black hole is mediated by S-matrix elements which can be calculated
from a knowledge of couplings between supergravity and the effective string. Hawking radiation is
impossible for an extremal black hole, but the effective string description extends easily to the near-
extremal case, and then the same S-matrix element that describes particle absorption also mediates
Hawking radiation. Time-reversal symmetry is broken only by the kinematics of the thermal field
theory on the effective string. Absorption and emission processes are related by detailed balance,
so that an effective string black hole can be in equilibrium with a thermal sea of particles in the
ambient space (it should be remarked at this point that unlike Schwarzschild black holes, near-extremal
black holes generically have positive specific heat, so thermal equilibrium is possible). Indeed, in the
statistical mechanical string theory picture, (1.1) is nothing more than the statement of detailed
balance. A concrete illustration of this point will be developed in chapter 3 in the context of fixed
scalars.
Supergravities in dimensions less than ten with extended supersymmetry emerge from the low-
energy limit of string theory, and in general have a large number of scalar fields [29]. For the purpose
1This is only true once the proper identification of charges and angular momenta has been made in the effective
string description.
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a) b)
Figure 1.1: a) Particle absorption by the effective string; b) The string disk diagram for absorption.
of studying effective string black holes, we will primarily be interested in maximally supersymmetric
theories in four or five dimensions, which admit extremal black holes with regular horizons ([30] and
references therein). Some of the scalar fields can be regarded as moduli of the compactified geometry
that takes the theory down from ten dimensions to four or five. In general, small fluctuations of these
scalars obey the curved space wave equation (the massless Klein-Gordon equation), and are termed
“minimal scalars.” Their absorption into black holes can be described in the effective string language
as a massless closed string state hitting a set of intersecting D-branes and turning into a pair of open
strings that run in opposite directions along the 1 + 1-dimensional intersection manifold, as depicted
in figure 1.1a). In principle these absorption amplitudes can be computed via a string disk diagram,
figure 1.1b), with one insertion in the bulk (the closed string vertex) and two on the boundary (the
open string vertices). Calculations along these lines have been explored [31], but difficulties arise due
to the complicated nature of the D-brane bound state which constitutes the effective string. It proves
more insightful to propose as a low-energy effective action the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action [32].
Because this action includes among its fields the induced metric on the effective string, the dilaton,
and other fields of supergravity (in a manner recently systematized in [33, 34, 35, 36] for certain
simpler brane configurations than the effective string), there is an implicit prescription for calculating
the coupling between supergravity fields and effective string excitations.
In view of the extensive literature on minimal scalars, our primary focus will be on another class,
the so-called “fixed scalars” ([21] and references therein) whose absorption cross-section at low energies
(and consequently Hawking emission) is suppressed by powers of the energy relative to that of the
minimal scalars. In the effective string description, fixed scalars couple to no less than four excitations
on the effective string. In figure 1.1b), one would have four rather than two boundary insertions. In
the DBI effective action, the coupling turns out to be quartic rather than quadratic in the elementary
fields. Morally speaking, one can view the suppression of the absorption cross-section as due to
the amount of phase space available at low energies. From the point of view of supergravity, the
suppression is due to a potential barrier, which might also be thought of as a variable mass term in
the Klein-Gordon equation.
The standard WKB method for barrier penetration does not apply to the calculation of the low-
energy cross-section because the wavelength is longer than the width of the barrier. Instead, when
the linearized equations of motion are not exactly soluble, one can use approximation techniques first
developed in [37]. A substantial part of chapters 3-6 is devoted to the application of these techniques
to various extremal and near-extremal black holes. In particular, chapter 4 is devoted to an analysis
of partial waves of a minimal scalar falling into near-extremal black holes in five dimensions, while
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chapter 6 focuses on partial waves of minimal scalars falling into D3-branes in ten dimensions. Aside
from a derivation of a version of the Optical Theorem in arbitrary dimensions, the semi-classical
calculations in these chapters are fairly nondescript. The real interest lies in the relevance to a
microscopic string theory description.
The description of partial wave absorption in the effective string model is somewhat problematic
because of our limited understanding of the underlying conformal field theory. It is clear [38] that
angular momentum is carried by the fermionic excitations of the effective string. The Pauli Exclusion
principle would then seem to imply that only a finite number of partial waves are capable of coupling
to the effective string. The analysis of chapter 4 suggests that this number is large and possibly related
to the principle of cosmic censorship.
In chapter 5, an attempt is made to move a few steps closer to astrophysical reality by considering
particles with spin (photons or chiral fermions) falling into a black hole in four dimensions. The
effective string description is again found to be in remarkable agreement with the functional form of
the cross-sections. Supersymmetry still plays an essential role in the discussion, since the black hole
under consideration is realized in pure N = 4 supergravity. This is not a theory which descends in
any simple way from string theory, so the effective string model lacks a microscopic justification (in
contrast to the case of the D1-D5 bound state in five dimensions or the four-charge black hole in
N = 8 four-dimensional supergravity). However, taking it as a useful effective description in terms of
conformal field theory we explore the properties of conformal Green’s functions at finite temperature.
The powerful constraints of conformal invariance essentially dictate the energy dependence of the
cross-section, also termed the greybody factor.
The second part of the thesis, chapters 6-8, is based on the papers [10, 39, 18], and is concerned
primarily with the relation via string theory of ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity with four-
dimensional N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory. The supergravity theory is the low-
energy limit of type IIB string theory, which is one of the two maximally supersymmetric string
theories in ten dimensions. One of the charged branes in this theory is the D3-brane, which (following
[4]) one views as a 3 + 1-dimensional hypersurface (usually flat) in 9 + 1-dimensional spacetime, on
which strings are allowed to end. One of the early discoveries [13] was that the low-energy effective
theory describing excitations ofN coincident D3-branes isN = 4 SYM theory with gauge group U(N).
It has long been hoped that this theory, on account of its supersymmetry, conformal symmetry, and
finiteness, would provide one of the simplest examples of an interacting quantum field theory in 3+ 1
dimensions. However, the theory has proven notoriously difficult to solve in any sense similar to
the exactly solvable quantum field theories in 1 + 1 dimensions—for example rational conformal field
theories [40, 41, 42].2 For this reason, any handle one can get on N = 4 SYM via D3-branes is of
tremendous interest, independent of black hole physics.
In fact, the same supergravity methods used to explore low-energy absorption processes in the
case of four- and five-dimensional black holes apply equally to the case of the extremal D3-brane.
In chapter 6 these methods are compared with tree-level calculations in the world-volume theory. It
is shown that the energy dependence of absorption cross-sections is predicted reliably by the gauge
theory;3 however it is only for low partial waves (the s-wave or the p-wave) for the infalling particle
that we have been able to obtain the properly normalized cross-section through tree-level calculations.
In a sense even this level of agreement between gauge theory and supergravity is surprising, because
the gauge theory calculations are valid only when the ’t Hooft coupling gYM
√
N is small, whereas the
supergravity calculations are reliable only when the spacetime curvatures are small. These turn out
to be exactly opposite limits. In chapter 7 we advance an explanation for why the tree-level gauge
theory computation for the s-wave was in fact reliable. The absorption cross-sections are related to
2See however [43] for recent progress on extracting correlation functions of N = 4 SYM using superspace techniques.
3In light of recent developments [18, 19] relating Kaluza-Klein masses in the near-horizon geometry to the conformal
dimensions of gauge theory operators, this agreement illustrates how the dimensions of operators coupling to arbitrary
partial waves can be computed successfully at weak coupling.
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D3
a) b)
Figure 1.2: The throat-brane correspondence.
the cuts in two-point functions in the gauge theory: to be precise,
lim
κ→0
iω
κ2
σ = DiscΠSYM2 (p
2)
∣∣∣∣
pµ=(ω,0,0,0)
. (1.3)
In (1.3), κ is the gravitational constant (2κ2 = 16πGN ), Π
SYM
2 is a Green’s function in the gauge
theory, and pµ = (ω, 0, 0, 0) is imposed to reflect the four-dimensional components (parallel to the D3-
brane) of the ten-dimensional momentum pM of the infalling particle. The “decoupling” limit κ→ 0 is
taken in order to extract from the cross-section the part which is relevant to the renormalizable gauge
theory. This corresponds to the leading dependence of σ on the energy ω. In principle, the full cross-
section contains information about the full (non-renormalizable) theory describing fluctuations of the
D3-branes; this is thought to be a non-abelian extension of the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action [44].
While the dynamics of the DBI theory may be reflected in a very complicated two-point function ΠDBI2 ,
certain two-point functions in the renormalizable gauge theory are quite simple and well-understood on
account of its conformal symmetry. The example considered in chapter 7 is the two-point function of
the stress-energy tensor, which pertains to the absorption of gravitons polarized parallel to the brane.
This two-point function is in fact related to a conformal anomaly, and as such can be computed
reliably at one loop. The corresponding statement regarding the graviton cross-section is that it may
be computed reliably at tree level: all radiative corrections cancel.
In hindsight the formula (1.3) should have immediately suggested the far-reaching extension of
the gauge theory–supergravity correspondence which we formulate in chapter 8. As a preliminary to
the statement of this extension, it is perhaps useful to review a heuristic picture of the throat-brane
correspondence developed in conversations with Prof. C. Callan. String theory offers two different
descriptions of three-branes, each valid in a different regime of couplings. The first is the low-energy
supergravity solution, pictured schematically in figure 1.2a). The near-horizon region (pictured as a
long throat in the figure) has the geometry of anti-de Sitter space, AdS5, times a sphere S
5 of constant
radius. It is joined in the “mouth region” (the vicinity of the dotted line) to the asymptotically flat
region. The second description, figure 1.2b) is simply a cluster of N coincident D3-branes in flat
space. Because these two pictures describe the same physical system, the response to perturbations
(i.e. infalling particles from asymptotically flat infinity) should be the same. Experience with the
linearized equations of motion in supergravity teaches us that perturbations which are the same far
from the brane are also the same to leading order in small energies when propagated in the curved
geometry down to the dotted line as when propagated to the location of the D-branes in flat space.
Now imagine solving supergravity in the throat subject to boundary conditions imposed on the dotted
line. In view of the physical equivalence of a) and b), that solution should encode the same physics
as the D-brane world-volume gauge theory, when subjected to the same external perturbations.
The claim can be made precise in the following fashion. Consider a field φ in supergravity which
couples to a local operator O in the world-volume. For the sake of having a mathematically well-
defined problem, consider Wick-rotating both the gauge theory and the supergravity to a Euclidean
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signature (this is a well-defined operation on the supergravity side because the near-horizon metric is
conformal to flat space). Let us define K[φ0] as the minimum of the supergravity action S[φ] in the
throat, subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions φ = φ0 imposed at the mouth. In the low-energy
limit, this is equivalent to imposing asymptotic boundary conditions on supergravity fields in anti-
de Sitter spacetime. Then the extension of (1.3) can be formulated as an identification of the free
energy of the gauge theory with the supergravity action:
ZYM[φ0] = e
−βFYM [φ0] =
〈
exp
(
−
∫
d4xφ0O
)〉
= e−K[φ0] = maximum
φ=φ0 on ∂AdS
e−S[φ] .
(1.4)
The main caveat to this identification is that the validity of classical supergravity requires that the
number of D3-branes be large so that curvatures are small. More precisely the ’t Hooft coupling
gYM
√
N must be large. It is possible that quantum loop corrections to the supergravity action
(obtained by replacing the maximum in the last expression by a formal path integral, evaluated via
the saddle point approximation) can provide at least the leading 1/N2 corrections to the large N
behavior of FYM . A truly satisfactory treatment of such effects and the (possibly more important)
α′ corrections must be carried out via the full type IIB string theory in the near-horizon background
geometry. Unfortunately, this geometry is supported by a Ramond-Ramond five-form flux, and it is
not known how to incorporate such a field into the usual non-linear sigma model approach to string
theory.
From the point of view of quantum field theory, however, an exciting consequence of (1.4) is that in
the strong coupling limit, N = 4 gauge theory seems to simplify to something which can be captured
by a classical minimization problem.4 In particular, as will be suggested in chapter 8, all operators
in the gauge theory except chiral primaries and their descendants (the operators corresponding to
fields in the supergravity theory) may be expected to acquire a large mass dimension in the strong
coupling limit. It is conceivable that they even drop out of the operator algebra in this limit, leaving
us with a greatly reduced set of finite gauge-invariant Green’s functions. It would be the realization
of the dreams of decades to obtain simple expressions for these Green’s functions, or at least simple
equations for them.
4The following ideas arose in a discussion with Prof. T. Banks.
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Chapter 2
Entropy considerations
A large segment of the recent string theory literature, starting with [5], is devoted to comparisons of
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for a black hole or brane with entropies derived by counting states
in some microscopic theory proposed to describe the black hole degrees of freedom. Finding the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is straightforward, since it is one quarter of the horizon area in Planck
units. As a rule, the microscopic calculations rely on either conformal invariance or the assumption
of weak coupling to aid in the counting.
In section 2.1 we calculate the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of clusters of coincident Dp-branes and
compare with the free field theory result derived from the matter content of the world-volume theory.
These results represent an extension of the work of [45] and have also appeared in various forms in
the literature [46, 47, 48, 49].
In section 2.2 we exhibit a derivation of the effective string model of five-dimensional black holes
starting from a D3-brane wrapped around a two-cycle of a four-dimensional compact manifold. The
methods are similar to those developed in [27] to study effective string descriptions of four-dimensional
black holes. Index theorems relating the dimensions of cohomology groups to integrals of characteristic
classes are used to calculate the central charge of the CFT characterizing fluctuations of the effective
string.
2.1 Thermodynamics of coincident branes
Coincident near-extremal black p-branes are described by the solution [50, 47]
ds2 = −A(r)dt2 + B(r)dr2 + C(r)r2dΩ2n+1 +D(r)dyidyi
= − h√
f
dt2 +
√
f
h
dr2 +
√
fr2dΩ2n+1 +
1√
f
dyidyi
e2φ = f (n−4)/2 ,
(2.1)
where
h = 1− r
n
0
rn
f = 1 +
rn0 sinh
2 α
rn
. (2.2)
In (2.1), ds2 = Gµνdx
µdxν is the string metric, related to the Einstein metric gµν by gµν = e
−φ/2Gµν .
The yi are the p spatial coordinates of the p-brane world-volume. For convenience we set n = 7− p.
Newton’s constant in uncompactified type II string theory is [51]
16πG = 2κ2 = (2π)7g2(α′)4 . (2.3)
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The right hand side is the value at infinity, where the dilaton φ vanishes. With varying φ, the string
coupling is really geφ. The Planck length ℓPl therefore acquires a factor e
φ/4. We have to include this
factor when we calculate the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy: that entropy is roughly one “string bit”
per unit Planck area ℓ8Pl. More precisely,
Scl =
Astr
4Ge2φ
=
4πΩn+1
2κ2
V rn+10 coshα , (2.4)
where Astr is measured using the string metric and Ωn+1 is the volume of the sphere S
n+1:
Ωm = VolS
m = 2
π
m+1
2
Γ
(
m+1
2
) . (2.5)
The mass of black p-branes was computed in general by Lu in [52]. To apply his results it is
necessary to use the Einstein metric. The result is
MADM =
Ωn+1V
2κ2
rn0
(
n+ 2
2
+
n
2
cosh 2α
)
. (2.6)
The non-extremal energy is defined as the difference between this mass and its extremal limit:
Ecl =MADM −M0 =M0
(
n+ 2
n
csch 2α+ coth 2α− 1
)
(2.7)
where
M0 =
QpV
(2π)pgα
′p+1
2
. (2.8)
Lastly, one must consider the charge of the p-brane, which is quantized in a manner consistent with
the Dirac quantization condition [50]. For BPS states (extremal branes), the charge µp is related to
the tension τp:
2κ2τ2p = µ
2
p = (2π)
7−2p(α′)3−p . (2.9)
For non-extremal branes, one has the relation [47]
1
2r
n
0 sinh 2α =
2κ2
nΩn+1
Qpτp =
Qp
√
2κ2(2π)7−2p(α′)3−p
nΩn+1
=
(2π)n
nΩn+1
√
α′
n
gQp . (2.10)
Given S and E, we can compute T from thermodynamics:
Tcl =
(
∂Ecl
∂Scl
)
Q,V
=
n
4πr0 coshα
. (2.11)
This value precisely matches with Hawking’s formula T = κ2π where κ is the surface gravity, computed
according to the formula
κ =
∂A/∂r
2
√
AB
∣∣∣∣
r=r0
, (2.12)
where A and B are the metric components appearing in (2.1). Note that (2.12) gives the same answer
for the string metric as for the Einstein metric. This will always happen unless the dilaton does
something singular on the horizon, which would seem unphysical because the horizon is supposed to
be locally undetectable to an infalling observer.
By straightforward state counting, a free gas of 8Q2p species of bosons and an equal number of
fermions at temperature T occupying a volume V can be shown to have free energy
Ffree = −8Q2p
Ωp−1
(2π)p
Γ(p)ζ(p+ 1)(2− 2−p)V T p+1 . (2.13)
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It follows that the energy and entropy are given by
Efree = −pFfree Sfree = −p+ 1
T
Ffree . (2.14)
The p = 3 case agrees with the results of [45]. Note however that here we are taking V and T as the
independent variables which are identified between GR and D-branes.
The quantity which can most directly be compared with field theory is the free energy:
Fcl = Ecl − TclScl = −M0
(
n− 2
n
csch 2α− coth 2α+ 1
)
. (2.15)
If we define χ by Fcl = Ffreeχ, then
χ = c
[
gQp
(
√
α′T )n−4
]−n−4
n−2
(2.16)
where c is a pure number:
c =
4
4n−3
n−2 (n− 2)n−3nn−2π n
2
−3n+10
2(n−2)
28 − 2n
Γ
(
7−n
2
)
Γ
(
n+2
2
) 2
n−2
Γ(7− n)ζ(8 − n) . (2.17)
When n = 4 (i.e. for the three-brane), χ = c = 3/4, a result first obtained in [45, 53]. Results have
been obtained in [46, 49]. For n 6= 4, the ratio in square brackets in (2.16) is precisely the ’t Hooft
coupling of the world-volume gauge theory multiplied by the power of the temperature needed to make
it dimensionless. This has led to the conjecture [48] that the semi-classical result Fcl constitutes a
prediction of gravity about the entropy of maximally supersymmetric gauge theory at strong coupling.
More generally, one would expect that the exact free energy interpolates between Ffree and Fcl as one
proceeds from weak to strong coupling. It remains a mystery how one might make any concrete check
on this interesting speculation.
2.2 Embedding of three-branes and the effective string
In [27], methods of algebraic geometry were used to make an exact count of the degrees of freedom on
the effective string that underlies microscopic models of four-dimensional black holes [25, 26]. These
powerful methods can be adapted to the analogous computation for five-dimensional black holes, where
the effective string [5, 6] is a left-right symmetric conformal field theory with (4, 4) supersymmetry.
When the effective string is realized as Q1 D1-branes bound to Q5 D5-branes wound around T
5, it
was argued in [6, 54] that the number of left-moving bosons (real scalars) was NBL = 4Q1Q5. The
central charge consequently was found to be c = 6Q1Q5, and the microscopic entropy of the conformal
field theory (CFT) at level (NL, NR),
S = 2π
√
Q1Q5(
√
NL +
√
NR) , (2.18)
agreed with the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the geometry with the same charges.
The purpose of this section is to obtain the formula NBL = 4Q1Q5 from a T-dual picture where
the D1-D5 system is replaced by two sets of intersecting D3-branes. We will restrict ourselves to BPS
brane configurations, with the understanding that once the central charge of the effective string CFT
is established the general dilute-gas formula (2.18) follows immediately for near-extremal black holes
as well as extremal ones. The extremal entropy calculation can be regarded as a subcase of [5] where
the analysis is particularly simple.
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The D3-brane must span the entire S1 which the effective string wraps, so its embedding in the
transverse T 4 is specified by a two-cycle. For a more general manifold M of complex dimension 2,
the embedding of the D3-brane is a complex curve P . In order to preserve some supersymmetry, M
must be either T 4 or K3, and P must be a holomorphic cycle. Using the same letter P to denote the
dual of P in integral cohomology, the requirement of holomorphicity is ∂¯P = 0. Carrying over the
assumptions of [27] that M is much larger than the string scale, that S1 is much larger yet, and that
P is a very ample divisor of M , one is left with the fairly simple problem of determining the moduli
of the effective string from Kaluza-Klein (KK) reduction of the degrees of freedom on a D3-brane
wrapping a given homology cycle.
The real scalar bosons on the effective string come from two sources: the moduli of the D3-brane
embedding and the D3-brane gauge field, KK-reduced to 1 + 1 dimensions. Explicitly,
NBL = dP + b1 , (2.19)
where dP is the number of real moduli of the embedding of P in M and b1 is the first Betti number
of P . The number of right-moving bosons is of course the same since the effective string in this case
is left-right symmetric. Note in particular that b1, not the numbers b
±
1 of self-dual and anti-self-dual
one-forms in H1(P ), enter into the formulas for NBL and N
B
R . This is in contrast to the M5-brane
case considered in [27]. The difference is that the field strength of the gauge field on the D3-brane is
not required to be self-dual, whereas for the M5-brane it is.
Following the methods of [27], let us now compute dP and b1. It is hoped that this simple application
of the powerful techniques of algebraic geometry will lead to a more detailed understanding of the
effective string.
To compute dP one needs to give a description of the moduli space of embeddings of P in M .
The holomorphic cycle P cannot be specified as the vanishing locus of a holomorphic function on M
because holomorphic functions on M are constant. But it is possible to do something almost as good:
one can specify P as the vanishing locus of a holomorphic section s of a holomorphic line bundle L
over M . The convenience of this description is two-fold. First, the Chern class of L is c(L) = 1 + P .
And second, the moduli space is the (complex) projectivization of the Dolbeault cohomology space
H0(M,L) [27]. This is because the zeroth Dolbeault space specifies precisely the different ways of
picking a section s with ∂¯s = 0; the projectivization is necessary because λs for nonzero complex λ
specifies the same surface P as does s. Using an index theorem, one obtains
2∑
i=0
(−1)i dimHi(M,L) =
∫
M
ec1(L) td(M)
=
∫
M
(
1 + P + 12P
2
) (
1 + 112c2(M)
)
=
∫
M
(
1
2P
2 + 112c2(M)
)
= D + 112C2(M) .
(2.20)
The validity of the second line depends on c1(M) = 0, which is guaranteed for K3 by SU(2) holonomy.
Since M is a complex two-manifold, C2(M) is the Euler number χ(M): for T
4 this is 0 while for
K3 it is 24. A detailed exposition of the properties of K3 can be found in [55], and [56] contains all
the information regarding characteristic classes needed for the present discussion. In the third line of
(2.20), D is the intersection number of P with itself. Given an integral basis αA of H
2(M,Z), the
intersection form is
DAB =
1
2
∫
M
αA ∧ αB . (2.21)
Expanding the cycle P =
∑
A p
AαA in the dual basis of the homology group, one obtains D =
1
2DABp
ApB. For D3-brane configurations on T 4 T-dual to Q1 D1-branes bound to Q5 D5-branes, one
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has P = Q1α1 +Q5α5 (as before, in homology) where α1 and α5 are two tori whose cross product is
the full T 4: the x1-x2 torus and x3-x4 torus, for example. Then D = Q1Q5.
Finally, one can use the observation [27] that all Dolbeault numbers but the zeroth vanish when P
is very ample to obtain
dp = 2D +
1
6χ(M)− 2 . (2.22)
The task of computing b1 is conceptually more straightforward than dP , since b1 = 2−χ(P ) where
χ(P ) is the Euler characteristic of P . The Euler character of P is c1(P ), and using the factorization
property of Chern classes one can argue that c1(P ) = −P . Heuristically, the derivation of this equality
rests on identifying fibers of L over a point of P as the part ofM ’s tangent space normal to P . Roughly
speaking, when we take the tensor sum of normal and tangent bundles to P , we obtain the tangent
bundle of M restricted to P , whose Chern class is simply 1. Chern classes multiply over tensor sums,
so c(P )c(L) = 1 and consequently c(P ) = 1− P . The subtleties we have ignored in this explanation
are concisely dealt in [27] via an exact sequence argument. Now one can compute
χ(P ) =
∫
P
c1(P ) = −
∫
P
P = −
∫
M
P 2 = −2D (2.23)
and obtain at last
b1 = 2D + 2 . (2.24)
Putting everything together,
NBL =
2
3cL = 4D +
1
6χ(M) =
{
4D for M = T 4
4D + 4 for M = K3.
(2.25)
Correction terms like 16χM , subleading for large intersection number, were argued in [27] to correspond
to supergravity loop corrections.
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Chapter 3
D-brane approach to fixed scalars
3.1 Introduction
Many conventional wisdoms of general relativity are being reconsidered in the context of string theory
simply because the string effective actions for gravity coupled to matter are more general than those
considered in the past. One of the important differences is the presence of non-minimal scalar–gauge
field couplings, leading to a breakdown of the “no hair” theorem (see the discussion in [57, 58]).
Another new effect is the existence of certain scalars which, in the presence of an extremal charged
black hole with regular horizon [59, 60, 61, 62, 63], acquire an effective potential [64, 65] which fixes
their value at the horizon [66, 67, 68, 69]. These are the fixed scalars. The absorption of fixed scalars
into D = 4 extremal black holes was considered in [70] and found to be suppressed compared to
ordinary scalars: whereas the absorption cross-section of the latter approaches the horizon area Ah as
ω → 0 [71], the fixed scalar cross-section was found to vanish as ω2.
This chapter is based on the paper [21]. Our main result is that the fixed scalar emission and
absorption rates, as calculated using the methods of semi-classical gravity, are exactly reproduced by
the effective string model of black holes based on intersecting D-branes. The D-brane description of the
five-dimensional black holes involves n1 1-branes and n5 5-branes with some left-moving momentum
along the intersection [5, 6]. The low-energy dynamics of the resulting bound state is believed to be
well described by an effective string wound n1n5 times around the compactification volume [72, 7, 8,
73, 74, 75]. This model has been successful in matching not only the extremal [5, 6] and near-extremal
[54, 51, 72] entropies, but the rate of Hawking radiation of ordinary scalars as well [8, 73, 74, 75].
As part of our study, we have computed the semi-classical absorption cross-section of fixed scalars
from both extremal and near-extremal D = 5 black holes. In general, we find cross-sections with a
non-trivial energy dependence. In particular, for the extremal D = 5 black holes with two charges
equal,
σabs =
π2
2
R2r3Kω
2
ω
2TL
1− e− ω2TL
(
1 +
ω2
16π2T 2L
)
where rK , R ≫ rK and TL are parameters related to the charges. At low energies the cross-section
vanishes as ω2, just as in the D = 4 case studied in [70]. For non-extremal black holes, however,
the cross-section no longer vanishes as ω → 0. For near-extremal D = 5 black holes, we find (for
ω ∼ TH ≪ TL)
σabs(ω) =
1
4
Ahr
2
K(ω
2 + 4π2T 2H) ,
where TH is the Hawking temperature. A similar formula holds for the D = 4 case. Thus, even at low
energies, the fixed scalar cross-section is sensitive to several features of the black hole geometry. By
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comparison, the limiting value of the ordinary scalar cross-section is given by the horizon area alone.
All of the complexities of the fixed scalar emission and absorption will be reproduced by, and find a
simple explanation in, the effective string picture.
The absorption cross-section for ordinary scalars finds its explanation in the D-brane description
in terms of the process scalar → L + R together with its time-reversal L + R → scalar, where L
and R represent left-moving and right-moving modes on the effective string [6, 7, 8, 73, 74, 75]. The
absorption cross-section for fixed scalars is so interesting because, as we will show, it depends on the
existence of eight kinematically permitted processes:
1) scalar→ L+ L+R+R
2) scalar + L→ L+R+R
3) scalar +R→ L+ L+R
4) scalar + L+R→ L+R
(3.1)
and their time-reversals. One of the main results of this chapter is that competition among 1–4 and
their time-reversals gives the following expression for the fixed scalar absorption cross-section,
σabs(ω) =
πr21r
2
5
256T 2eff
ω
(
e
ω
TH − 1
)
(
e
ω
2TL − 1
)(
e
ω
2TR − 1
)(ω2 + 16π2T 2L)(ω2 + 16π2T 2R) , (3.2)
where TL and TR are the left and right-moving temperatures, Teff is the effective string tension
[57, 58, 62, 72, 76, 77, 78, 79] and r21 and r
2
5 are essentially the 1-brane and 5-brane charges. The only
restriction on the validity of (3.2) is that TL, TR, ω ≪ 1/r1 ∼ 1/r5 so that we stay in the dilute gas
regime and keep the wavelength of the fixed scalar much larger than the longest length scale of the
black hole. Remarkably, the very simple effective string result (3.2) is in complete agreement with
the rather complicated calculations in semi-classical gravity! The semi-classical calculations involve
no unknown parameters, so comparison with (3.2) allows us to infer Teff . The result is in agreement
with the fractional string tension necessary to explain the entropy of near-extremal 5-branes [76].
To set up the semi-classical calculations, we will develop in section 3.2 an effective action technique
for deriving the equations of motion for fixed scalars. This technique shows how the fixed scalar
equation couples with Einstein’s equations when r1 6= r5; therefore, we restrict ourselves to the
regime r1 = r5 = R where the fixed scalar equation is straightforward. We briefly digress to four
dimensions, demonstrating how the same techniques lead to similar equations for fixed scalars. Clearly,
comparisons analogous to the ones made in this chapter are possible for the four-dimensional case,
where the effective string appears at the triple intersection of M-theory 5-branes [26]. In section 3.3
we use the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action to see how various scalars in D = 5 couple to the effective
string. The main result of section 3.3 is that the leading coupling of the fixed scalar is to four
fluctuation modes of the string. This highlights its difference from the moduli which couple to two
fluctuation modes. In section 3.4 we return to five dimensions and exhibit approximate solutions
to the fixed scalar equation, deriving the semi-classical emission and absorption rates. In section
3.5 we calculate the corresponding rates with D-brane methods, finding complete agreement with
semi-classical gravity. We sum up in section 3.6.
3.2 Field theory effective action considerations
3.2.1 D = 5 case
First we shall concentrate on the case of a D = 5 black hole representing the bound state of n1 RR
strings and n5 RR 5-branes compactified on a 5-torus [6]. This black hole may be viewed as a static
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solution corresponding to the following truncation of type IIB superstring effective action compactified
on 5-torus (cf. [80, 81])
S5 =
1
2κ25
∫
d5x
√−g
[
R− 4
3
(∂µφ5)
2 − 1
4
GplGqn(∂µGpq∂
µGln + e
2φ5
√
G∂µBpq∂
µBln) (3.3)
− 1
4
e−
4
3φ5GpqF
(K)p
µν F
(K)q
µν −
1
4
e
2
3φ5
√
GGpqHµνpHµνq − 1
12
e
4
3φ5
√
GH2µνλ
]
,
where µ, ν, ... = 0, 1, .., 4; p, q, ... = 5, ..., 9. φ5 is the 5-d dilaton and Gpq is the metric of 5-torus,
φ5 ≡ φ10 − 1
4
lnG , G = detGpq ,
and Bpq are the internal components of the RR 2-form field. F
(K)p
µν is the Kaluza-Klein vector field
strength, while Hµνp and Hµνλ are given explicitly by [80]
Hµνp = Fµνp −BpqF (K)qµν , Fp = dAp , F (K)p = dA(K)p , (3.4)
Hµνλ = ∂µB
′
νλ −
1
2
A(K)pµ Fνλp −
1
2
AµpF
(K)p
νλ + cycles ,
where Aµp = Bµp + BpqA
(K)q
µ and B′µν = Bµν + A
(K)p
[µ Aν]p − A(K)pµ BpqA(K)qν are related to the
components of the D = 10 RR 2-form field BMN .
The shifts in the field strengths in (3.4) will vanish for the black hole background considered below
(for which the internal components of the 2-form Bpq will be zero and the two vector fields A
(K)p and
Ap will be electric), and, as it turns out, are also not relevant for the discussion of perturbations.
For comparison, a similar truncated D = 5 action with Bpq, Fµνp and Hµνλ from the NS-NS sector
has the following antisymmetric tensor terms (the full action in general contains both RR and NS-NS
antisymmetric tensor parts) [80]
−1
4
GplGqn∂µBpq∂
µBln − 1
4
e−
4
3φ5GpqHµνpHµνq − 1
12
e−
8
3φ5H2µνλ .
We shall assume that there are non-trivial electric charges in only one of the five internal directions
and that the metric corresponding to the internal 5-torus (over which the 5-brane will be wrapped) is
(ds210)T 5 = e
2ν5dx25 + e
2ν(dx26 + dx
2
7 + dx
2
8 + dx
2
9) , (3.5)
where x5 is the string direction and ν is the scale of the four 5-brane directions transverse to the
string. It is useful to introduce a different basis for the scalars, defining the six-dimensional dilaton,
φ, and the scale λ of the x5 (string) direction as measured in the D = 6 Einstein-frame metric:
φ = φ10 − 2ν = φ5 + 1
2
ν5 , λ = ν5 − 1
2
φ =
3
4
ν5 − 1
2
φ5 . (3.6)
The action (3.3) can be expressed either in terms of φ5, ν5, ν or φ, λ, ν (in both cases the kinetic term
is diagonal). In the latter case (we set Bpq = 0)
S5 =
1
2κ25
∫
d5x
√−g
[
R− (∂µφ)2 − 4
3
(∂µλ)
2 − 4(∂µν)2 (3.7)
− 1
4
e
8
3λF (K)µν
2 − 1
4
e−
4
3λ+4νF 2µν −
1
12
e
4
3λ+4νH2µνλ
]
.
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Here F
(K)
µν ≡ F (K)5µν is the KK vector field strength corresponding to the string direction, while
Fµν ≡ Fµν5 and Hµνλ correspond the “electric” (D1-brane) and “magnetic” (D5-brane) components
of the field strength of the RR 2-form field. Evidently φ is an ordinary “decoupled” scalar while λ
and ν are different: they interact with the gauge charges. We shall see that they are examples of the
so-called “fixed scalars.”
To study spherically symmetric configurations corresponding to this action it is sufficient to choose
the five-dimensional metric in the “2+3” form
ds25 = gmndx
mdxn + ds23 = −e2adt2 + e2bdr2 + e2cdΩ23 , (3.8)
where a, b, c are functions of r and t. Solving first the equations for Hµνλ, Fµν and F
(K)
µν and assuming
that the first two have, respectively, the magnetic and the electric components (with the charges P and
Q corresponding to the D5-brane and the D1-brane), while the third has only the electric component
with the Kaluza-Klein charge QK , we may eliminate them from the action (3.7). The result is an
effective two-dimensional theory with coordinates xm = (t, r) and the action given (up to the constant
prefactor) by1
S2 =
∫
d2x
√−ge3c
[
R + 6(∂mc)
2 − (∂mφ)2 − 4
3
(∂mλ)
2 − 4(∂mν)2 + V (c, ν, λ)
]
=
∫
dtdr
[
− e3c+b−a(6c˙b˙+ 6c˙2 − φ˙2 − 4
3
λ˙2 − 4ν˙2) (3.9)
+ e3c+a−b(6c′a′ + 6c′2 − φ′2 − 4
3
λ′2 − 4ν′2)
+ 6ea+b+c − 2ea+b−3cf(ν, λ)
]
.
The first term in the potential originates from the curvature of the 3-sphere while the second is
produced by the non-trivial charges,
f(ν, λ) = Q2Ke
− 83λ + e
4
3λ(P 2e4ν +Q2e−4ν) . (3.10)
This is a special case of the more general expression following from (3.3): if the electric charges
corresponding to the vector fields in (3.3) are QKp and Q
p we get
f(φ5, Gpq) = e
4
3φ5QKpQKqG
pq + e−
2
3φ5
(
P 2G1/2 +QpQqGpqG
−1/2
)
. (3.11)
The potential f in (3.10) has the global minimum at e4ν = QP−1, e4λ = Q2KQ
−1P−1. These values
of ν and λ are thus fixed points to which these fields are attracted on the horizon, which is why such
fields can be called fixed scalars. By contrast, the decoupled scalar φ can be chosen to be equal to an
arbitrary constant.
As an aside, we note that this structure of the potential (3.10) explains why one needs at least three
different charges to get an extremal D = 5 black hole with a regular horizon (i.e. with scalar fields
that do not blow up): it is necessary to have at least three exponential terms to “confine” the two
fixed scalars. If the number of non-vanishing charges is smaller than three, then one or both scalars
will blow up at the horizon.
Equivalent actions and potentials are found for theories that are obtained from the one above by
U-duality. For example, in the case of the NS-NS truncation of type II action, which has a D = 5
1The full set of equations and constraints is derived by first keeping the 2-d metric gmn general and using its
diagonal gauge-fixed form only after the variation. In addition to choosing gmn diagonal as in (3.8), one can use the
gauge freedom to impose one more relation between a and b.
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black hole solution representing a bound state of NS-NS strings and solitonic 5-branes, we can put
the action in the form (3.9), where λ is still the scale of the string direction as measured by the 6-d
metric, while the roles of 2ν (the scale of the 4-torus) and −φ are interchanged.2
In order to find the static black hole solution to (3.9), we define ρ = 2c + a, dτ = −2e−3c−a+bdr.
Now (3.9) reduces to a “particle” action (we choose φ = const)
S1 =
∫
dτ
[
3
2
(∂τρ)
2 − 3
2
(∂τa)
2 − 4
3
(∂τλ)
2 − 4(∂τν)2 + 3
2
e2ρ − 1
2
e2af(ν, λ)
]
, (3.12)
which should be supplemented by the “zero-energy” constraint,
3
2
(∂τρ)
2 − 3
2
(∂τa)
2 − 4
3
(∂τλ)
2 − 4(∂τν)2 − 3
2
e2ρ +
1
2
e2af(ν, λ) = 0 .
The special structure of f in (3.10) makes it possible to find a simple analytic solution of this Toda-
type system. Introducing new variables α = a− 43λ, β = a+ 23λ+2ν, γ = a+ 23λ− 2ν and using the
special form (3.10) of f , we can convert (3.12) to four non-interacting Liouville-like systems (related
only through the constraint)
S1 =
∫
dτ
[
3
2
(∂τρ)
2 − 1
2
(∂τα)
2 − 1
2
(∂τβ)
2 − 1
2
(∂τγ)
2 (3.13)
+
3
2
e2ρ − 1
2
Q2Ke
2α − 1
2
P 2e2β − 1
2
Q2e2γ
]
.
The general solution depends on the three gauge charges P,Q,QK and one parameter which we
will call µ which governs the degree of non-extremality. In a convenient gauge, the solution reads
[82, 6, 63, 51]
e2a = hH−2/3 , e2b = h−1H1/3 , e2c = r2H1/3 , H ≡ HPˆHQˆHQˆK , (3.14)
e2λ = HQˆK (HQˆHPˆ )
− 12 , e4ν = HQˆH
−1
Pˆ
, e2φ = e2φ10,∞ , (3.15)
h = 1− 2µ
r2
, Hqˆ = 1 +
qˆ
r2
, qˆ ≡
√
q2 + µ2 − µ , q = (P,Q,QK) .
We have chosen the asymptotic values λ∞ and ν∞ to be zero. To compare with previous equations,
we also note that e2ρ = r2(r2 − 2µ).
In the extremal limit, µ = 0, one finds
e−α = HQK , e
−β = HP , e−γ = HQ ,
where Hq = cq + qτ and τ = 1/r
2. The constants cQK , cP , cQ must satisfy cQK cP cQ = 1 in order for
the 5-d metric to approach the Minkowski metric at infinity. The two remaining arbitrary constants
correspond to the asymptotic values of λ and ν. As is clear from (3.9),(3.10), shifting λ and ν
by constants is equivalent to a rescaling of QK , Q, P . The assumption that ν∞ = 0 and λ∞ =
ν5∞ + ν∞ − 12φ10,∞ = 0 implies (setting α′ = 1):
V4 = e
4ν∞ = 1 , R2 = e2ν5∞ = g = eφ10,∞ , κ25 =
2π2g2
RV4 , (3.16)
where (2π)4V4 is the volume of T
4 in the (6789) directions, while R is the radius of the circle in
direction 5. Then the charges QK , Q, P are related to the quantized charges n1, n5, nK as follows:
n1 =
V4Q
g
=
Q
g
, n5 =
P
g
, nK =
R2V4QK
g2
=
QK
g
. (3.17)
2There exists an equivalent representation of this NS-NS action where the fixed scalars are the 5-d dilaton and the
scale of the string direction, while the scale of the 4-torus is decoupled.
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The somewhat unusual form of the last relation is due to our choice λ∞ = 0 instead of more standard
ν5∞ = 0.
In using the black hole solution (3.14), (3.15), we will often find it convenient to work in terms of
characteristic radii rather than the charges, so we define
r21 = Qˆ , r
2
5 = Pˆ , r
2
K = QˆK , r
2
0 = 2µ . (3.18)
From the classical GR point of view, these parameters can take on any values. Recent experience has
shown, however, that when the radii satisfy [75]
r0, rK ≪ r1, r5 (3.19)
the black hole can be successfully matched to a bound state of D1-branes and D5-branes (with no
anti-branes present) carrying a dilute gas of massless excitations propagating along the bound D1-
branes. Evidence for this gas can be seen directly in the energy, entropy and temperature of the black
hole solution. Introducing a new parameter σ through
r2K = r
2
0 sinh
2 σ
one finds the following expressions [51, 75] for the ADM mass, Hawking temperature and the entropy
in the parameter region (3.19):
M =
2π2
κ25
(
r21 + r
2
5 +
1
2
r20 cosh 2σ
)
, T−1H =
2πr1r5
r0
coshσ , (3.20)
S =
2πAh
κ25
=
4π3
κ25
r1r5r0 coshσ .
The entropy and energy are those of a gas of massless one-dimensional particles with the left-movers
and right-movers each having its own temperature [75]:
TL =
r0e
σ
2πr1r5
, TR =
r0e
−σ
2πr1r5
. (3.21)
The Hawking temperature is related to these two temperatures by
2
TH
=
1
TL
+
1
TR
, (3.22)
a fact which also has a natural thermodynamic interpretation. These results will be heavily used in
later comparisons of classical GR results with D-brane calculations of corresponding quantities.
Let us now turn to the discussion of the propagation of perturbations on this black hole background.
The goal will be to calculate the classical absorption cross-section of various scalar fields and eventually
to compare them with comparable D-brane quantities. The behavior of “free’ scalars, like φ, is quite
different from that of “fixed” scalars, like λ and ν. The spherically symmetric fluctuations of φ obey
the standard massless Klein-Gordon equation in this background. Namely, if δφ = eiωtφ˜(r), then[
r−3
d
dr
(hr3
d
dr
) + ω2h−1HPˆHQˆHQˆK
]
φ˜ = 0 , (3.23)
This scattering problem, and its D-brane analog, have been analyzed at length recently and we will
have no more to say about it. The spherically symmetric fluctuations of the metric functions a, b, c
and the scalars λ, ν in general obey a complicated set of coupled differential equations.3 However,
3The spherically symmetric fluctuations of the gauge fields need not be considered explicitly: since the dependence
on Hµνλ and Fµν is gaussian, they are automatically included when going from (3.7) to (3.9).
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when the charges P and Q are set equal, a dramatic simplification occurs: the background value of
ν in (3.15) (i.e. the scale of the transverse 4-torus) becomes constant and its small fluctuations δν
decouple from those of the other fields.4 The gaussian effective action for δν extracted from (3.9) is
δS2 =
∫
d2x
√−ge3c
[
−4(∂mδν)2 − 32P 2e−6c+ 43λ(δν)2 + ...
]
(3.24)
and spherically symmetric fluctuations δν = eiωtν˜ obey[
r−3
d
dr
(hr3
d
dr
) + ω2h−1H2
Pˆ
HQˆK − 8P 2r−6H−2Pˆ
]
ν˜ = 0 . (3.25)
This is the standard Klein-Gordon equation (3.23) augmented by a space-dependent mass term orig-
inating from the expansion of the effective potential f(ν, λ) in (3.10). This mass term falls off as
r−6 at large r, and, in the extremal case, blows up like 8/r2 near the horizon at r = 0. This is the
l(l + 2)/r2 angular momentum barrier for an l = 2 partial wave in D = 5. This “transmutation” of
angular momentum plays an important role in the behavior of the fixed scalar cross-section. For later
analysis, it will be convenient to rewrite this equation using the coordinate τ = 1/r2:[
[(1− 2µτ) d
dτ
]2 +
1
4
ω2τ−3(1 + Pˆ τ)2(1 + QˆKτ)− 2P
2(1− 2µτ)
(1 + Pˆ τ)2
]
ν˜ = 0 . (3.26)
Note that, when all the three charges are equal, P = Q = QK , the background value of the other
scalar, λ, is constant as well. Then the small fluctuations of this field decouple from gravitational
perturbations and satisfy the same equation as ν, (3.25). If only two of the charges are equal, then
there is only one fixed scalar which has a constant background value and decouples from gravitational
perturbations. We would also like to know the fixed scalar scattering equations (and solutions) for
the general QK 6= Q 6= P black hole. This problem is surprisingly complicated due to mixing with
gravitational perturbations. The disentanglement of the equations was achieved in [83].
To summarize, we have identified a set of scalars around the familiar type II string D = 5 black
hole solution which merit the name of “fixed scalars” in that their horizon values are fixed by the
background charges. Their fluctuations in the black hole background satisfy the Klein-Gordon equa-
tion, augmented by a position-dependent mass term. In section 3.4 we will solve the new equations
to find the absorption cross-section by the black hole for these special scalars.
3.2.2 D = 4 case
Previous experience [84, 85, 26, 86, 74, 87] suggests that one may be able to extend the D = 5 successes
in reproducing entropies and radiation rates with D-brane methods to D = 4 black holes carrying 4
charges. Although we will not pursue the p-brane approach to D = 4 black hole dynamics in this
chapter, this is a natural place to discuss D = 4 fixed scalars and to record their scattering equations
for later use.
A convenient representation of the D = 4 black hole with four different charges [60, 61, 62] is the
D = 11 supergravity configuration 5⊥5⊥5 of three 5-branes intersecting over a common string [26, 88].
The three magnetic charges are related to the numbers of 5-branes in three different hyperplanes, while
the electric charge has Kaluza-Klein origin. The reduction to D = 4 of the relevant part of the D = 11
supergravity (or D = 10 type IIA) action has the form
S4 =
1
2κ24
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R− 2(∂µν)2 − 3
2
(∂µζ)
2 − 4
3
(∂µξ)
2 − (∂µη)2 (3.27)
4Similar simplification occurs when any two of the three charges are equal. For example, if P = QK we may introduce
λ′ = − 1
2
(λ − 3ν), ν′ = − 1
2
(ν + λ) (in terms of which the kinetic part in the action (3.9) preserves its diagonal form)
to discover that ν′ has decoupled fluctuations. The resulting equation for δν′ has the same form as the equation for δν
in the case of P = Q.
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−1
4
e3ζ(F (K)µν )
2 − 1
4
eζ
(
e−
8
3 ξ(F (1)µν )
2 + e
4
3 ξ[e2η(F (2)µν )
2 + e−2η(F (3)µν )
2]
)]
.
The scalar fields are expressed in terms of components of the internal 7-torus part of the D = 11
metric. By the logic of the previous section, the scale ν of the 6-torus transverse to the intersection
string is a decoupled scalar, while the fields ζ, ξ, η (related to the scale of the string direction and the
ratios of sizes of 2-tori shared by pairs of 5-branes) are fixed scalars. If the internal part of the D = 11
metric is
ds27 = e
2ν4dx24 + e
2ν1(dx25 + dx
2
6) + e
2ν2(dx27 + dx
2
8) + e
2ν3(dx29 + dx
2
10) ,
where x4 is the direction of the common string, then
ν = ν1 + ν2 + ν3, ξ = ν1 − 1
2
ν2 − 1
2
ν3, η = ν3 − ν2, ζ = ν4 + 2
3
(ν1 + ν2 + ν3).
Using an ansatz for the 4-d metric similar to (3.8), solving for the vector fields, and substituting
the result back into the action, we get the following effective two-dimensional action (cf. (3.9))
S2 =
∫
d2x
√−ge2c
[
R+ 2(∂mc)
2 − 2(∂µν)2 − 3
2
(∂mζ)
2 − 4
3
(∂mξ)
2 − (∂mη)2 (3.28)
+ 2e−2c − 1
2
e−4cf(ζ, ξ, η)
]
,
where
f(ζ, η, ξ) = Q2Ke
−3ζ + eζ
[
P 21 e
− 83 ξ + e
4
3 ξ(P 22 e
2η + P 23 e
−2η)
]
. (3.29)
As in the D = 5 case, one finds that the special structure of f makes it possible to diagonalize the
interaction term by a field redefinition and thus find the static solution in a simple factorized form
[60, 61, 62, 88] (cf. (3.14))
ds24 = −e2adt2 + e2bdr2 + e2cdΩ32 , (3.30)
e2a = hH−1/2 , e2b = h−1H1/2 , e2c = r2H1/2 , H ≡ HQˆKHPˆ1HPˆ2HPˆ3 ,
e2η = HPˆ3H
−1
Pˆ2
, e2ξ = HPˆ1(HPˆ2HPˆ3)
−1/2 , e2ζ = HQˆK (HPˆ1HPˆ2HPˆ3)
−1/3, (3.31)
h = 1− 2µ
r
, Hqˆ = 1 +
qˆ
r
, qˆ ≡
√
q2 + µ2 − µ , q = (QK , P1, P2, P3) .
As in the D = 5 case, for the generic values of charges the spherically symmetric perturbations of this
solution obey a complicated system of equations (for discussions of perturbations of single-charged
dilatonic black holes see, e.g., [89, 43, 90, 91]). However, when the three magnetic charges are equal, η
and ξ have constant background values, and so their small spherically-symmetric fluctuations decouple
from the metric perturbations,
δS2 =
∫
d2x
√−ge2c
[
−(∂mδη)2 − 2P 2e−4c+ζ+ 43 ξ(δη)2 + ...
]
, (3.32)
leading to the following radial Klein-Gordon equation with an extra mass term:[
r−2
d
dr
(hr2
d
dr
) + ω2h−1H3
Pˆ
HQˆK − 2P 2r−4H−2Pˆ
]
η˜ = 0 . (3.33)
Here δη(r, t) = eiωtη˜(r); cf. (3.25). The same universal equation is found for δξ. In terms of τ = 1/r
this becomes [
[(1− 2µτ) d
dτ
]2 + ω2τ−2(1 + Pˆ τ)3(1 + QˆKτ) − 2P
2(1 − 2µτ)
(1 + Pˆ τ)2
]
η˜ = 0 . (3.34)
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Represented in this form this is very similar to (3.26) found in the D = 5 case: the differential operator
and mass terms are exactly the same, while the frequency terms are related by ω → 2ω, τ−3(1 +
Pˆ τ)2 → τ−2(1 + Pˆ τ)3.
In the extremal case and with all four charges chosen to be equal, QK = P , (3.33) reduces to the
equation studied in [70]. The characteristic coefficient 2 in the mass term gives the effective potential
of the form l(l+1)/r2 near the horizon, with l = 1. Away from the horizon, the fixed scalar equation
differs from that of the l = 1 partial wave of the ordinary scalar.
Finally, let us note that there exist other representations of the 4-charge D = 4 black hole. For
example in the case of the 2⊥2⊥5⊥5 representation [26], or, equivalently, the U-dual D = 4 con-
figuration in the NS-NS sector with two (electric and magnetic) charges coming from the D = 10
antisymmetric tensor and two (electric and magnetic) charges being of Kaluza-Klein origin, we may
parametrize the metric as
ds210 = e
2ν4dx24 + e
2ν5dx25 + e
2ν(dx26 + dx
2
7 + dx
2
8 + dx
2
9) .
This leads to the effective Lagrangian related to the above one (3.28) by a linear field redefinition and
re-interpretation of the charges. The potential is (cf. (3.29))
f(φ, ν4, ν5) = e
2φ(Q2Ke
2ν4 +Q2e−2ν4) + e−2φ(P 2Ke
2ν5 + P 2e−2ν5) ,
where φ is the 4-d dilaton. This shows that the scale of the remaining 4-torus, ν, decouples.
3.3 Effective string couplings
We now turn to a discussion of the effective action governing the absorption and emission of fixed
scalars by the bound state of D1- and D5-branes. We use the same framework as the recent demon-
strations of agreement between GR and D-brane treatments of the absorption of generic decoupled
scalars [6, 7, 8, 73, 74]. We assume that: (i) the D = 5 black hole is equivalent to n1 D1-branes
bound to n5 D5-branes, with some left-moving momentum; (ii) that the low-energy dynamics of this
system is described by the DBI action for a string with an effective tension Teff , and (iii) that the
relevant bosonic oscillations of this effective string are only in the four 5-brane directions (i = 6, 7, 8, 9)
transverse to the 1-brane. These assumptions serve to specify the detailed couplings of external closed
string fields, in particular the fixed scalars, to the D-brane degrees of freedom. This is an essential
input to any calculation of absorption and emission rates and, as we shall see, brings fairly subtle
features of the effective action into play.
Specifically, we assume that the low-energy excitations of our system are described by the standard
D-string action
I = −Teff
∫
d2σ e−φ10
√
− detγab + ... , γab = Gµν(X)∂aXµ∂bXν , (3.35)
where φ10 and Gµν are the D = 10 dilaton and string-frame metric. The specific dependence on φ10
is motivated by the expected 1/gstr behavior of the D-string tension. The normalization constant of
the tension, Teff , is subtle and will be discussed later. Our goal is to read off the couplings between
excitations of the effective string and the fluctuations of the metric and dilaton that correspond to
the fixed scalars.
It should be noted that the essential structure of the effective string action we are interested
in can be, at least qualitatively, understood using semi-classical effective field theory methods. A
straightforward generalization of the extremal classical solution [82, 6] describing a BPS bound state
of a string and 5-brane in which the string is localized on the 5-brane5 has the D = 10 string metric
5Instead of talking about a bound state of several single-charged D-strings and D5-branes with coinciding centers,
it is sufficient, at the classical level, to consider just a single string and a single 5-brane having charges Q ∼ n1 and
P ∼ n5.
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(m = 1, 2, 3, 4; i = 6, 7, 8, 9)
ds210 = H
−1/2
1 H
−1/2
5 (−dt2 + dx25) +H1/21 H1/25 dxmdxm +H1/21 H−1/25 dxidxi ,
where H5 = H5(xm) = 1 + P/x
2
m and H1 = H1(xm, xi) is a solution of
[∂m∂m +H5(xn)∂
i∂i]H1 = 0
such that for P → 0 it approaches the standard string harmonic function, H1 → 1+Q/(x2i + x2m)3. If
one averages over the xi-dependence ofH1 one returns to the original delocalized case, H1 = 1+Q/x
2
i ,
which corresponds to the extremal limit of the D = 5 black hole (3.14),(3.15) with QK = 0 (here we
consider the unboosted string). The presence of the 5-brane breaks the O(1, 1)×O(8) symmetry of the
standard RR string solution down to O(1, 1)× O(4) × O(4). Since the localized solution also breaks
4+4 translational invariances, the string soliton has 4+4 collective coordinates: Xm(x5, t), X
i(x5, t).
The corresponding O(4) × O(4) invariant effective string action thus should have the following form
in the static gauge,
I =
∫
d2σ[T0 + T‖∂
aX i∂aX
i + T⊥∂aXm∂aXm + ...] .
The constants T0, T‖, T⊥ can be determined using standard methods (see, e.g., [92]) by substituting
the perturbed solution into the D = 10 effective field theory action, etc. T0 is proportional to the
ADM mass of the background, T0 ∼ P + Q. The same should be true also for T⊥, T⊥ ∼ P + Q,
since Xm describe oscillations of the whole bound state in the common transverse 4-space. At the
same time, T‖ is the effective tension of the string within the 5-brane, so that T‖ ∼ Q. In the special
cases P = 0 and Q = 0 these expressions are in obvious agreement with the standard results for a
free string and a free 5-brane. In the case when P ≫ Q, i.e. n5 ≫ n1, we learn that T⊥ ≫ T‖, so
that oscillations of the string in the four directions Xm transverse to the 5-brane can be ignored.6
If we further assume, following [72, 94], that the string lying within the 5-brane has the effective
length Leff ∼ QP ∼ n1n5, we finish with the following expression for the effective string tension in the
relevant directions parallel to the 5-brane: Teff ∼ T‖/Leff ∼ 1/P ∼ 1/n5. This picture is consistent
with that suggested in [72, 76] and will pass a non-trivial test below.
In accord with the assumption (iii), we thus drop terms involving derivatives of Xm = X1,2,3,4 (i.e.
motions in the uncompactified directions). We also eliminate two more string coordinates by choosing
the static gauge X0 = σ0, X5 = σ1 and write
γab ≡ ηab + γˆab = Gab(x) + 2Gi(a(x)∂b)X i +Gij(x)∂aX i∂bXj . (3.36)
We make the Kaluza-Klein assumption that the background fields φ10 and Gµν depend only on the
external coordinates xm ≡ Xm,m = 0, 1, ..., 5. Since we are interested in linear absorption and
emission processes, we make a weak-field expansion in powers of φ10 and hµν ≡ Gµν − ηµν , splitting
hij into traceless and trace parts: hij = h¯ij+
1
4δijh. Finally, we distinguish L and R string excitations
by introducing ∂+ = ∂0 + ∂1 , ∂− = −∂0 + ∂1. We can then use the formula√
− det(ηab + γˆab) = 1 + 1
2
γˆ+− − 1
8
γˆ++γˆ−− +
1
16
γˆ+−γˆ++γˆ−− + . . .
6One may also give the following argument in support of the claim that transverse oscillations of the string
can be ignored when the string is light compared to the 5-brane. The classical action for a D-string probe
moving in the above background produced by a bound state of R-R string and 5-brane has the following form:
I1 = T0
∫
d2σ[e−φ
√
−det(Gµν + B
(NS)
µν ) + B
(R) + ...] (we shall set the world-sheet gauge field to zero and choose
the static gauge). If the string is oriented parallel to the x5 direction of the 5-brane (a BPS configuration), the non-
trivial part of the potential term cancels out [93]. The same is true for the dependence on the H1-function in the
second-derivative terms which have the form I1 = T0
∫
d2σ[1+ 1
2
∂aXi∂aXi+
1
2
H5(X)∂aXm∂aXm+ ...]. The function
H5 = 1 +
P
X2m
thus determines the metric of the transverse part of the moduli space (see also [11]), i.e. it plays the
role of an effective T⊥ which blows up when the string approaches the 5-brane. Thus the string probe can freely move
within the 5-brane, but its transverse motions are suppressed.
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to expand (3.35), finding the following action for X i:
IX = −Teff
∫
d2σ
[
1 +
1
2
∂+X∂−X − 1
8
(∂+X)
2(∂−X)2 + ... (3.37)
+ L0 + L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 + L
′
4 + ...
]
,
L0 =
1
2
(h55 − h00)− φ10 , L1 = 1
2
h5i(∂+ + ∂−)X i , (3.38)
L2 = −1
2
φ∂+X
i∂−X i +
1
2
h¯ij∂+X
i∂−Xj − 1
8
(h00 + h55)[(∂+X)
2 + (∂−X)2] , (3.39)
L3 = −1
4
h5i[∂−X i(∂+X)2 + ∂+X i(∂−X)2] , (3.40)
L4 =
1
8
(φ10 − 1
2
h)(∂+X)
2(∂−X)2 =
1
8
φ(∂+X)
2(∂−X)2 − 1
4
ν(∂+X)
2(∂−X)2 , (3.41)
L′4 =
1
16
(h55 + h00)∂+X∂−X [(∂+X)2 + (∂−X)2] +
1
16
(h55 − h00)(∂+X)2(∂−X)2
=
1
8
λ[∂+X∂−X((∂+X)2 + (∂−X)2) + (∂+X)2(∂−X)2] (3.42)
+
1
16
φ[∂+X∂−X((∂+X)2 + (∂−X)2) + (∂+X)2(∂−X)2] +O(h00) .
The expansion has been organized in powers of derivatives of X i and we have kept terms at most linear
in the external fields (since we don’t use them in what follows, we have dropped higher-order terms
involving h¯ij). We have also reorganized those fields in a way appropriate for the compactification on
a five-torus:
ν ≡ 1
8
h , φ ≡ φ10 − 1
4
h , λ ≡ 1
2
h55 +
1
8
h− 1
2
φ10 =
1
2
h55 − 1
2
φ , h ≡ hii , (3.43)
where ν is the scale of the 4-torus part of the 5-brane (if Gij = e
2νδij then, in the linearized ap-
proximation, hii = 8ν), φ is the corresponding six-dimensional dilaton and λ is the scale of the fifth
(string) dimension measured in the six-dimensional Einstein metric. These are the same three scalar
fields that appear in the GR effective action (3.7), (3.9).
Since the kinetic terms in the effective action (3.7), (3.9) are diagonal in φ, ν and λ, we can
immediately read off some important conclusions from (3.39), (3.41). The expansion in powers of
world-sheet derivatives is a low-energy expansion and, of the fields we have kept, only the dilaton
φ is coupled at leading order. It is also easy to see that the off-diagonal components of the metric
h¯ij have the same coupling as φ to lowest order in energy. (These are the fields whose emission and
absorption were considered in [7, 8, 73]). What is more interesting is that the scalar ν only couples at
the next-to-leading order (fourth order in derivatives). Note that its interaction term can be written
in terms of world-sheet energy-momentum tensors as νTX++T
X
−−.
7 The scalar λ likewise does not get
emitted at the leading order and does couple at the same order as φ, but with a different vertex.8
The graviton components in the time and string directions h00 and h55 couple to the string in a
way similar to λ, which reflects their mixing with λ in the effective action (3.9). Indeed, the vertex
(h00 + h55)(T
X
++ + T
X
−−) gives a vanishing contribution to the amplitude of production of a closed
string state: it only couples a pair of left-movers or a pair of right-movers so that the production
is forbidden kinematically. The important (and non-trivial) point is that the simplest DBI action
7There is a similar coupling for φ which produces a subleading correction to its emission rate.
8The different vertices for ν and λ probably reflect the different behavior of their fluctuations (the non-decoupling
of δλ from metric perturbations) in the case when QK is not equal to Q = P .
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for the coupling of the external fields to the D-brane gives the fields ν and λ, previously identified
as the “fixed scalars’, different (and weaker) couplings to the effective string than the fields like
φ previously identified as “decoupled scalars.” The precise couplings will shortly be used to make
precise calculations of absorption and emission rates.
The action (3.37) is at best the bosonic part of a supersymmetric action. In previous discussions
of D-brane emission and absorption, it has been possible to ignore the coupling of external fields
to the massless fermionic excitations of the D-brane. For the questions that interest us, that will
no longer be possible and we make a specific proposal for the couplings of world-sheet fermions. In
the successful D-brane description of the entropy of rotating black holes [38, 95], five-dimensional
angular momentum is carried by the fermions alone. There are two world-sheet fermion doublets,
one right-moving and one left-moving. The SO(4) rotations of the uncompactified (1234) coordinates
are decomposed as SU(2)L × SU(2)R and the obvious (and correct) choice is to take the left-moving
fermions, Sa, to be a doublet under SU(2)L and the right-moving fermions, S
a˙ to be a doublet under
SU(2)R. This set of fermions may be bosonized as two boson fields, ϕ
1 and ϕ2. As mentioned above,
the next-to-leading terms in (3.40),(3.41) can be written in terms of the X-field stress-energy tensor,
TX++ = (∂+ ~X)
2 , TX−− = (∂− ~X)
2 .
The obvious guess for the supersymmetric completion of these interaction terms is simply to add the
bosonization fields ~ϕ to the world-sheet energy-momentum tensors:
TX++ → T tot++ = (∂+ ~X)2 + (∂+~ϕ)2 ,
and similarly for TX−−. This will have a crucial effect on the normalization of the fixed scalar absorption
rate.
3.4 Semi-classical description of absorption
In this section we will mainly discuss the solution of the radial differential equation one obtains for
s-wave perturbations in the fixed scalar ν related to the volume of the internal T 4 in string metric
(3.5). Let us start by restating some results of section 3.2. From (3.8), (3.14) and (3.15) one can read
off the five-dimensional Einstein metric:
ds25 = −(HQˆHPˆHQˆK )−2/3hdt2 + (HQˆHPˆHQˆK )1/3
(
h−1dr2 + r2dΩ23
)
. (3.44)
To avoid the mixing between gravitational perturbations and the fixed scalar, we will restrict ourselves
to the case P = Q, i.e. r1 = r5 = R, P
2 = R2(R2 + r20) (see (3.18)). The small fluctuation equation,
(3.25), may be written as[(
hr3∂r
)2
+
(
r2 +R2
)2
(r2 + r2K)ω
2 − 8r
4R4
(r2 +R2)2
h
(
1 +
r20
R2
)]
ν˜ = 0 , (3.45)
where h = 1− r20r2 . Since we work in the regime r0 ≪ R, we will neglect the last factor in the last term.
Several different radial coordinates are useful in different regions. The ones we will use most often
are u and y defined by the relations
1− r
2
0
r2
= e−r
2
0/u
2
, y =
R2rKω
2u2
. (3.46)
Note that u→ 0 and y →∞ at the horizon.
The most efficient tool for obtaining the absorption cross-section is the ratio of fluxes method used
in [75]. In all the cases we will treat, the solution to (3.45) whose near-horizon limit represents purely
infalling matter has the limiting forms
ν˜ ≈ eiy (3.47)
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near the horizon and
ν˜ ≈ αJ1(ωr)
ωr
=
α
2
H
(1)
1 (ωr) +H
(2)
1 (ωr)
ωr
(3.48)
far from the black hole, where J1 is a Bessel function.
9 The term in (3.48) containing H
(2)
1 (ωr) is the
incoming wave. Once the constant α is known, one can compute the flux for the incoming wave and
compare it to the flux for the infalling wave (3.47) to find the absorption probability. In the present
instance, fluxes are purely radial:
J =
1
2i
(ν˜∗dν˜ − c.c.) = Jrdr . (3.49)
Observing that the number of particles passing through a sphere S3r at radius r in a time interval [0, t]
is ∫
S3r×[0,t]
∗J = 2π2hr3Jrt , (3.50)
one concludes that the flux per unit solid angle is
F = hr3Jr = 1
2i
(ν˜∗hr3∂rν˜ − c.c.) . (3.51)
The absorption probability is
1− |S0|2 = FhF incoming∞
=
2π
|α|2R
2rKω
3 . (3.52)
We will always be interested in cases where this probability is small. By the Optical Theorem, the
absorption cross-section is
σabs =
4π
ω3
(
1− |S0|2
)
=
8π2
|α|2R
2rK . (3.53)
Readers unfamiliar with the solution matching technology may be helped by the analogy to tunneling
through a square potential barrier in one dimension. If particles come from the left side of the barrier,
the wave function is to a good approximation a standing wave on the left side of the barrier, a
decreasing exponential inside the barrier, and a purely right moving exponential on the right side of
the barrier.
To obtain the familiar result σabs = Ah for low-energy, ordinary scalars falling into an extremal
black hole, it suffices to match the limiting value of (3.47) for small y directly to the limiting value
of (3.48) for small r [71]. Due to non-extremality and to the presence of the potential term in (3.45),
this naive matching scheme is invalid. A more refined approximate solution must be used, and a more
physically interesting low-energy cross-section will be obtained.
We will now present approximate solutions to (3.45) in two regimes most easily characterized in D-
brane terms: we shall first consider TR = 0 with ω/TL arbitrary; then we shall consider TR much less
than TL but not zero, and allow ω/TR to vary arbitrarily. In [96] a more general case was considered:
ω/TL and ω/TR both arbitrary.
When TR = 0, the black hole is extremal: r0 = 0 and r = u. As usual, one proceeds by joining a
near horizon solution I to a far solution III using an exact solution II to the ω = 0 equation [8, 73, 70].
9In fact there can be phase shifts in the arguments of the exponential in (3.47) and the Bessel functions in (3.48),
but they are immaterial for computing fluxes at leading order.
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The dominant terms of (3.45) and the approximate solutions in the three regions are
I.
[
∂2y + 1−
2η
y
− 2
y2
]
ν˜I = 0 ν˜I = G1(y) + iF1(y)
II.
[
(r3∂r)
2 − 8R
4
H2
]
ν˜II = 0 ν˜II =
C
H(r)
+DH2(r)
III.
[
(r3∂r)
2 + r6ω2
]
ν˜III = 0 ν˜III = α
J1(ωr)
ωr
+ β
N1(ωr)
ωr
,
(3.54)
where C,D, α and β are constants, H = 1+R2/r2, and F1 and G1 are Coulomb functions [97] whose
charge parameter η is given by
η = − 14
(
2ωrK +
ωR2
rK
)
= − 1
4π
ω
TL
(
1 + 2
r2K
R2
)
. (3.55)
In the last equality we have used the definition of TL in (3.21). The quantity r
2
K/R
2 is small in the
dilute gas approximation, and we will neglect it when comparing the final semi-classical cross-section
with the D-brane answer.
By design, ν˜I → eiy as y → ∞ up to a phase shift in y. An approximate solution can be patched
together from ν˜I,II,III if one sets
C =
α
2
=
2
3C1(η)ωrK
, D = 0 , β = 0 , (3.56)
where C1(η) =
1
3e
−πη/2|Γ(2 + iη)| [97]. A slightly better matching can be obtained by allowing D
and β to be nonzero, but the changes in the final solution do not affect the fluxes Fh and F∞ (these
changes are however crucial in determining S0 by the old methods of [37], and give phase information
on the scattered wave which the flux method does not). Having only C 6= 0 in region II is analogous to
the fact that for right-moving particles incident on a square potential barrier, the wave function under
the barrier can be taken as a purely falling exponential with no admixture of the rising exponential.
From (3.56) and (3.53) the cross-section is immediate:
σabs =
π2
2
rKR
2(ωrK)
2|3C1(η)|2 = 14Ah(ωrK)2(1 + η2)
2πη
e2πη − 1 , (3.57)
where Ah is the area of the horizon (given in (3.20)). Note that the derivation of (3.57) does not
require the assumption that rK ≪ R.
To make the comparison with the D-brane approach, we can write (3.57) in the following suggestive
form
σabs =
π2
2
rKR
2(ωrK)
2
ω
2TL
1− e− ω2TL
(
1 +
ω2
16π2T 2L
)[
1 +O(r2K/R
2)
]
. (3.58)
In section 3.5 we will compute the same quantity using effective D-string method and will find agree-
ment to the indicated order of accuracy. To obtain O(r2K/R
2) corrections on the D-brane side one
would have to go beyond the dilute gas approximation. An interesting special case where these cor-
rections vanish is when TL = 0, corresponding to η → −∞. In the brane description, this corresponds
to 1-branes and 5-branes only with no condensate of open strings running between them: a pure
quantum state with no thermal averaging. The limiting forms of the GR result (3.57) and of the
D-brane absorption cross-section (3.2) to be derived in section 3.5 then agree exactly:
σabs =
(
π
4
)3
R8ω5 . (3.59)
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Now let us continue on to the second regime in which an approximate solution to the radial equation
(3.45) is fairly straightforward to obtain: ω, TR ≪ TL with ω/TR arbitrary. A quantity which enters
more naturally into the differential equations than ω/TR is
B =
R2rKω
r20
=
ω
κ
tanhσ ≈ ω
κ
, κ ≡ 2πTH , (3.60)
where κ is the surface gravity at the horizon, and in the last step we used the fact that σ ≫ 1 when
TR ≪ TL. In dropping terms from the exact equation (3.45) to obtain soluble forms in the three
matching regions, it is essential to retain B as a quantity of O(1); however, r0/rK and ωR
2/rK can be
regarded as small because TR ≪ TL and ω ≪ TL. In regions II and III, the approximate equations
turn out to be precisely the same as in (3.54), but in I one obtains a more complicated differential
equation: [
∂2y + 1−
8
B2
e−2y/B
(1− e−2y/B)2
]
ν˜I = 0 . (3.61)
This equation can be cast in the form of a supersymmetric quantum mechanics eigenfunction problem.
Define a rescaled variable z = y/B and supercharge operators
Q = −∂z + coth z , Q† = ∂z + coth z . (3.62)
Then (3.61) can be rewritten in the form
QQ†ν˜I =
[−∂2z + 2csch2 z + 1] ν˜I = (1 +B2) ν˜I . (3.63)
The eigenfunctions of the related Hamiltonian Q†Q = −∂2z + 1 are just exponentials, and from them
one can read off the solutions to (3.63): the infalling solution is
ν˜I =
Q eiBz
1− iB =
coth z − iB
1− iB e
iBz =
coth yB − iB
1− iB e
iy . (3.64)
The factor in the denominator is chosen so that ν˜I ≈ eiy for large y.
Performing the matching as usual, one obtains
σabs =
1
4Ah(ωrK)
2(1 +B−2) = 14Ah(ωrK)
2
(
1 +
4π2T 2H
ω2
)
. (3.65)
In section 3.5 we will show that the effective string calculation gives the same result when ω, TR ≪ TL.
3.5 D-brane absorption cross-sections and emission rates
In this section we give a detailed calculation of the emission and absorption of the fixed scalar ν, using
the interaction vertices computed in section 3.3. We recall that ν is related (see (3.5)) to the volume
(measured in the string metric) of the compactification 4-torus orthogonal to the string. To study the
leading coupling of ν, it is sufficient to retain the following two terms in the string effective action (cf.
(3.37)):
I =
∫
d2σ
{
− 1
2
(∂+ ~X · ∂− ~X + ∂+~ϕ · ∂−~ϕ)
+
1
4Teff
[
(∂+ ~X)
2 + (∂+~ϕ)
2
] [
(∂− ~X)2 + (∂−~ϕ)2
]
ν(x)
} (3.66)
where we have absorbed
√
Teff into the fields to make them properly normalized. From (3.7) we see
that the scalar field with the proper bulk kinetic term is 2ν/κ5. Consider the invariant amplitude
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for processes mediated by the quartic interaction in (3.66). If p1 and p2 are the left-moving energies,
while q1 and q2 are the right-moving ones, the matrix element among properly normalized states is
√
2κ5
Teff
√
q1q2p1p2
ω
. (3.67)
The basic assumption of the D-brane approach to black hole physics is that the left-movers and
right-movers can be treated as thermal ensembles [6, 51]. Strictly speaking, they are microcanonical
ensembles, but for our purposes the canonical ensemble is good enough and we proceed as if we
are dealing with a massless one-dimensional gas of left-movers of temperature TL and right-movers
with temperature TR. The motivation for this assumption has been explained at length in several
recent papers [6, 51, 75]. To compute the rate for the process scalar → L + L + R + R we have to
square the normalized matrix element (3.67) and integrate it over the possible energies of the final
state particles. Because of the presence of the thermal sea of left-movers and right-movers, we must
insert Bose enhancement factors: for example, each left-mover in the final state picks up a factor of
1 + ρL(pi) = −ρL(−pi), where
ρL(pi) =
1
e
pi
TL − 1
(3.68)
is the Bose-Einstein distribution. If there were a left-mover of energy pi in the initial state, it would
pick up an enhancement factor ρL(pi). Similar factors attach to right-movers.
Conservation of energy and of momentum parallel to the effective string introduces the factor
(2π)2δ(p1 + p2 + q1 + q2 − ω)δ(p1 + p2 − q1 − q2) = 1
2
(2π)2δ(p1 + p2 − ω
2
)δ(q1 + q2 − ω
2
) (3.69)
into the integrals over p1, p2, q1, and q2. Putting everything together, we find that the rate for
scalar→ L+ L+R+R is given by
Γ(1) = Γ(scalar→ L+ L+R+R)
=
36
4
κ25Leff
4π2T 2effω
∫ ∞
0
dp1dp2 δ
(
p1 + p2 − ω
2
) p1
1− e−
p1
TL
p2
1− e−
p2
TL
×
∫ ∞
0
dq1dq2 δ
(
q1 + q2 − ω
2
) q1
1− e−
q1
TR
q2
1− e−
q2
TR
,
(3.70)
where Leff is the length of the effective string. The factor of 36 = 6
2 arises from the presence of
six species of left-movers (four bosons and two bosonized fermions) and six species of right-movers.
We divide by 4 = 22 because of particle identity: because the two left-movers in the final state are
identical particles, the integral over p1, p2 counts every left-moving final state twice (similarly for the
right-movers).
To write down the rates for the three other absorptions processes (that is, processes 2, 3, and 4 in
eq. (3.1)), it is convenient to define the integrals
IL(s1, s2) =
∫ ∞
0
dp1dp2 δ
(
s1p1 + s2p2 +
ω
2
)
s1p1ρL(s1p1) · s2p2ρL(s2p2)
IR(s1, s2) =
∫ ∞
0
dq1dq2 δ
(
s1q1 + s2q2 +
ω
2
)
s1q1ρL(s1q1) · s2q2ρL(s2q2) .
(3.71)
The choices si = 1 and si = −1 correspond, respectively, to putting a particle in the initial or final
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state. Then the total absorption rate, including all four competing processes of (3.1), is
Γabs(ω) = Γ(1) + Γ(2) + Γ(3) + Γ(4)
= 36
κ25Leff
4π2T 2effω
[
1
4IL(−1,−1)IR(−1,−1) + 12IL(−1, 1)IR(−1,−1)
+ 12IL(−1,−1)IR(−1, 1) + IL(−1, 1)IR(−1, 1)
]
=
9κ25Leff
4π2T 2effω
∫ ∞
−∞
dp1dp2 δ
(
p1 + p2 − ω
2
) p1
1− e−
p1
TL
p2
1− e−
p2
TL
×
∫ ∞
−∞
dq1dq2 δ
(
q1 + q2 − ω
2
) q1
1− e−
q1
TR
q2
1− e−
q2
TR
=
κ25Leff
(32π)2T 2eff
ω(
1− e− ω2TL
)(
1− e− ω2TR
) (ω2 + 16π2T 2L) (ω2 + 16π2T 2R) .
(3.72)
The fractional coefficients inside the square brackets on the second line of (3.72) are symmetry factors
for the final states (the initial states are always simple enough so that their symmetry factors are unity).
It is remarkable that although the individual processes 1–4 have rates which cannot be expressed in
closed form, their sum is expressible in terms of integrals which can be performed analytically [98]
because they run over all p1, p2, q1, and q2.
A similar calculation may be performed for the four emission processes, with the result
Γemit(ω) = e
− ω
TH Γabs(ω) = −Γabs(−ω) , (3.73)
where the Hawking temperature characterizing the distribution of the emitted scalars is related to TR
and TL by (3.22). Our convention has been to compute Γabs(ω) assuming that the flux of the incoming
scalar is unity. We have also suppressed the phase space factor d4k/(2π)4 for the outgoing scalar in
computing Γemit(ω), and we have assumed that the outgoing scalar is emitted into the vacuum state,
so that Γemit(ω) includes no Bose enhancement factors. These conventions were chosen because they
lead to simple expressions for Γemit(ω) (3.73) and σabs below, but they must be borne carefully in
mind when considering questions of detailed balance. Suppose we put the black hole in a thermal
bath of scalars at temperature TH . Then Γabs(ω) and Γemit(ω) pick up Bose enhancement factors
for the scalars: those factors are, respectively, 1/(eω/TH − 1) and 1/(1− e−ω/TH ). Once these factors
are included, the emission and absorption rates become equal by virtue of the first equality in (3.73).
The fact that calculating Γemit(ω) in the same way that we calculated Γabs(ω) leads to (3.73) is a
nontrivial check on detailed balance. This check is analogous to verifying that QED reproduces the
Einstein A and B coefficients for the decay of the first excited state of hydrogen.
Because Γabs(ω) was computed assuming unit flux, one would naively guess that the absorption
cross-section to be compared with a semi-classical calculation is σabs = Γabs(ω). (Now we are back to
the conventions where Γabs(ω) and Γemit(ω) do not include Bose enhancement factors for the scalars).
This is not quite right; instead,
σabs(ω) = Γabs(ω)− Γemit(ω) = Γabs(ω) + Γabs(−ω) . (3.74)
To see why (3.74) is right, we have to remember what we are doing in a semi-classical computation.
We send in a classical wave in the field whose quanta are the scalars of interest, and we watch to
see what fraction of it is sucked up by the black hole and what fraction is re-emitted. The quantum
field theory analog is to send in a coherent state of scalars with large average particle number, so
that the flux is almost fixed at its classical expectation value F . The dominant processes are then
absorption and stimulated emission. The Bose enhancement factors collapse to F for both absorption
and emission, up to errors which are insignificant in the semi-classical limit. The net rate at which
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particles are absorbed is then Γabs(ω)F − Γemit(ω)F . But this rate is σabsF by definition, whence
(3.74). Note that the last expression in (3.74) is manifestly invariant under time-reversal, which takes
ω → −ω.
In order to obtain definite results for the absorption cross-section, we must supply values for the
effective length Leff of the string, as well as its effective tension Teff . It is a by-now-familiar story that
multiple D-strings bound to multiple five-branes behave like a single D-string multiply wound about
the compactification direction [72]. In the case at hand it is well-understood that the effective string
length is [72, 75]
κ25Leff = 4π
3r21r
2
5 . (3.75)
With this substitution, the fixed scalar ν absorption cross-section becomes
σabs(ω) =
πr21r
2
5
256T 2eff
ω
(
e
ω
TH − 1
)
(
e
ω
2TL − 1
)(
e
ω
2TR − 1
)(ω2 + 16π2T 2L)(ω2 + 16π2T 2R) . (3.76)
This is similar to, but not quite the same as, the absorption cross-section for the ordinary “unfixed”
scalar calculated in [75].
The object of our exercise is to offer further evidence that the D-brane configuration is the corre-
sponding black hole by showing that (3.76) is identical to the corresponding quantity calculated by
standard classical GR methods. For technical reasons, the GR calculation in a general black hole
background is quite difficult and the results we have been able to obtain (presented in section 3.4)
are only valid in certain simplifying limits. The most important simplification is to take equal brane
charges r1 = r5 = R.
First we consider the extremal limit, TR = 0. Here (3.76) reduces to
σabs(ω) =
π3r21r
2
5T
3
L
8T 2eff
ω2
ω
2TL
1− e− ω2TL
(
1 +
ω2
16π2T 2L
)
. (3.77)
This is to be compared with the classical fixed scalar absorption cross-section in the extremal back-
ground (eq. (3.58)):
σabs(ω) =
π2
2
R2r3Kω
2
ω
2TL
1− e− ω2TL
(
1 +
ω2
16π2T 2L
)
. (3.78)
Using that in the extremal limit
TL =
rK
πr1r5
,
and remembering that we were only able to do the classical calculation for r1 = r5 = R, we see that
the D-branes and GR match if we take the effective string tension to be
Teff =
1
2πR2
=
1
2πα′gn5
, (3.79)
where we have restored the dependence on α′ that we have been suppressing since (3.16). This value
for Teff is precisely equal to the tension of the “fractionated” D-string moving inside n5 5-branes
[72, 76]. This is a highly non-trivial independent check on the applicability of the effective string
model to fixed scalars, and also on the idea of D-string “fractionation!”
Another interesting comparison to be made is for near-extremal black holes. For ω, TR ≪ TL but
with ratio of ω to TR otherwise arbitrary, (3.76) becomes, using (3.79) for the tension,
σabs(ω) =
π2
2
R2r3K(ω
2 + 4π2T 2H) . (3.80)
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This is in exact agreement with the absorption cross-section on non-extremal black holes (3.65) com-
puted using general relativity.
For the fixed scalar the coupling to (∂X)2 is absent from the D-brane action, and the cross-section
we found is the leading effect. For an ordinary decoupled scalar, such as the 6-d dilaton, both terms
are present. So, the cross-section computed above should be part of the correction to the leading
effect determined in [75]. This is an interesting topic for future investigation.
3.6 Conclusions
Let us try to recapitulate in a few words what it has taken many equations to state. The main
thrust of the chapter has been to explore the behavior of the type of fixed scalar studied earlier in
[64, 65, 69, 66, 67, 68], and most recently in [70] – but now in the context of five-dimensional black
holes that can be modeled by bound states of D1-branes and D5-branes [5, 6, 72, 7, 8, 73, 99, 75]. For
the most part we have focused on the fixed scalar ν which corresponds to the volume of the internal
four-torus as measured by the string metric. Through an interesting interplay between semi-classical
computations (where the basic theory is well known but analytically intractable in general) and D-
brane computations (where the theory is less well known but very tractable), we have arrived at a
general formula (3.76) for the cross-section for low-energy fixed scalars to be absorbed into the black
hole.
The absorption cross-section (3.76) has a much richer and more interesting functional form than
the simple ω2 dependence found in [70]. Even in the simple limit ω, TR ≪ TL in which comparison
calculations between GR and D-branes were initially performed [7, 8, 73], the fixed scalar cross-section
goes not as ω2 but as ω2 + κ2, where κ = 2πTH is the surface gravity at the horizon. While we have
derived the expression (3.76) in full generality only in the D-brane picture, we have demonstrated that
it agrees with semi-classical calculations of the cross-section in the two regimes: one regime reproduces
this novel ω2+ κ2 behavior, while the other deals with absorption into extremal black holes. Because
the equations for the gravitational perturbations and fixed scalar perturbations couple unless two
of the three charges, e.g., the 1-brane charge and the 5-brane charge, are equal to each other, our
semi-classical computations are limited to the equal charge case (similar equal-charge assumption was
used in D = 4 case in [70]). Modulo this limitation, we have confidence that a full greybody factor
computation along the lines of [75] would reproduce the general result (3.76).
One of the reasons why the extension of the semi-classical calculations to unequal 1-brane and
5-brane charges (but with both still greater than the third charge, P,Q ≫ QK , to remain in the
dilute gas region) would be interesting, is that the D-brane computations involve one free parameter,
the tension Teff of the effective string, which can be read off from a comparison with a semi-classical
calculation. The expectation, based on the work of [72, 76] and on the arguments given at the
beginning of section 3.3, is that Teff =
1
2πα′gn5
. Our work confirms this relation when the 1-brane and
5-brane charges are equal. What a semi-classical calculation with unequal charges should confirm is
that Teff is independent of the number of 1-branes.
Although our ultimate goal has been to demonstrate a new agreement between semi-classical GR
and a perturbative treatment of the effective string, we have along the way studied interesting facets
of both formalisms separately. On the D-brane side, we have been forced to go beyond the leading
quadratic terms in the expansion of the DBI action and examine terms quartic in the derivatives of the
string collective coordinate fields X i. As we argued in section 3.3, the generic form of the quadratic
terms is practically inevitable given the invariances of the problem. But the decoupling of the fixed
scalar from quadratic terms and the precise form of its coupling to quartic terms is a signature of
the DBI action. The agreement between the D-brane and GR cross-sections for fixed scalars is thus
a more stringent test of the DBI action than the agreements obtained previously [8, 73, 74, 75] for
ordinary scalars.
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From the open string theory point of view, the (∂X)2 term in the D-string action (3.35),(3.37)
originates upon dimensional reduction from the F 2µν term in the D = 10 Born-Infeld action, while
the (∂X)4 terms correspond to the F 4µν -terms. It is amusing to note that the fixed scalars, which
are coupled to the Maxwell terms of the closed string vector fields in the spacetime effective action
(3.7), thus do not couple to the Maxwell term of the open string vector field in the effective D-string
action, while exactly the opposite is true for the decoupled scalars. It is thus the F 4µν -terms in the
DBI action (which are important also in some other contexts) that are effectively responsible for the
leading contribution to the cross-section of fixed scalars.
At the relevant (∂X)4 order, the processes involving fermionic excitations of the effective string con-
tribute in the same way as purely bosonic processes. Fortunately, the coupling of bosonic excitations
to the fixed scalar field predicted by the DBI action is of a particularly simple form, TX++T
X
−−ν(x),
which admits an obvious generalization to include fermions: T tot++T
tot
−−ν(x). Obtaining precise agree-
ment with GR using this coupling and the normalization of Teff as in [72, 76] may be viewed as
determining a partial supersymmetrization of the effective string action via D-brane spectroscopy.
On the GR side, we have to some extent systematized the study of spherical black hole config-
urations, including spherically symmetric perturbations around the basic D = 5 black hole with
three charges, by reducing the problem to an effective two-dimensional one. For time-independent
configurations, this gives a straightforward derivation of the basic black hole solution. We were dis-
appointed to find, however, that, despite relative simplicity of the effective two-dimensional theory
compared to the full supergravity equations, it still leads to complicated coupled differential equations
for time-dependent fluctuations around the static solution. So far, we have been able to extract simple
equations from the intractable general case only when some pair of charges are equal. Then the back-
ground value of one fixed scalar becomes constant and its fluctuations decouple from the other fields,
leading to a non-extremal five-dimensional generalization of the equation studied in [70]. Similar two-
dimensional effective theory techniques with similar equal charge limitations were applied to the basic
four-dimensional black hole with four charges. In this chapter, we have taken the four-dimensional
calculations only far enough to see that fixed scalars whose background values become constant when
three of the four charges are equal have an absorption cross-section with the characteristic ω2 + κ2
dependence.
One final comment is that we have focused almost exclusively on absorption rather than Hawking
emission. This is not because Hawking emission is any more difficult, but rather because agreement
between the semi-classical Hawking calculation and the D-brane result is inevitable once a successful
comparison of absorption cross-sections is made. To see this, one must only note that detailed balance
between emission and absorption is built into the Hawking calculation and that it can be checked
explicitly in the D-brane description. Once detailed balance is established in both descriptions, it
obviously suffices to check that the absorption cross-section agrees between the two in order to be
sure that emission rates must agree as well.
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Chapter 4
Partial wave absorption by effective
strings
4.1 Introduction
The D1-brane D5-brane bound state toroidally compactified down to five dimensions has proven to be
one of the most fruitful string theoretic models of black holes. Since the original paper of [6], which
proposed the model as a way to study black hole dynamics in a manifestly unitary string theoretic
framework, and the subsequent work in [72] clarifying the means by which a single multiply wound
effective string arises in a description of the low-energy dynamics, there have been many exciting
papers relating properties of five-dimensional and four-dimensional black holes to the effective string.
An explanation of the near-extremal entropy was given in [6, 38, 95], following the ideas originally
laid out in [5]. Absorption cross-sections and the corresponding Hawking emission rates were worked
out in [7, 8, 73, 99, 75, 87, 21, 96, 100, 101] yielding impressive agreement at low energies with the
effective string model. Suggestions that the effective string model may have some flaws or limitations
have arisen in the work of [102, 103, 83].
In a recent paper by Strominger and Maldacena [100] it was found from a general analysis of
thermal two-point functions that the effective string seems capable of explaining the semi-classical
absorption cross-sections for arbitrary partial waves of ordinary scalars. Subsequent work by Mathur
[104] exhibited more detailed agreement between the effective string model and General Relativity for
these processes. Ordinary scalars are scalars whose equation of motion in five-dimensions is φ = 0.
The canonical examples of ordinary scalars are the off-diagonal gravitons hij with both i and j lying
within the D5-brane but perpendicular to the D1-brane. These are the scalars for whose s-wave
cross-section full agreement between General Relativity and the effective string was first achieved in
[8].
The results of [100, 104] overlap substantially with [22], on which the present chapter is based. The
organization is as follows. Section 4.2 covers the semi-classical analysis of partial wave absorption and
includes a derivation of a form of the Optical Theorem for the absorption of scalar particles which was
quoted without proof in [10]. Section 4.3 presents the effective string description of the same processes,
exhibiting along the way a simple method for performing all the phase space integrals encountered in
[104]. In section 4.4, the limitation on the number of partial waves the effective string can couple to
arising from statistics and locality is compared with the limitation imposed semi-classically by cosmic
censorship. Section 4.5 summarizes the results and indicates directions for further work.
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4.2 The semi-classical computation
The quantity that can be conveniently computed using the matching technique is the absorption
probability. To convert this to an absorption cross-section, it is necessary to use properties of the
partial wave expansion in four spatial dimensions and to invoke the Optical Theorem. The details of
this connection were worked out independently in [104], but because the derivation given below applies
for arbitrary dimensions, it seems worthwhile to present it in full. In all of what follows, n = d − 1
will denote the number of spatial dimensions.
The Optical Theorem for scattering of a scalar field off a spherically symmetric potential states
that if the scattering wave-function has for large r the asymptotic form
φ(~r) ∼ eikx + f(θ) e
ikr
r(n−1)/2
(4.1)
(here x = r cos θ), then the total cross-section is
σtotal = −2
(
2π
k
)n−1
2
ℜ
(
i
n−1
2 f(0)
)
. (4.2)
To find the partial wave expansion of (4.1), it is first necessary to make a Neumann expansion of the
exponential function, which can be done using Gegenbauer polynomials [105]:
eir cos θ = 2n/2−1Γ(n/2− 1)
∞∑
ℓ=0
iℓPℓ(cos θ)(ℓ + n/2− 1)
Jℓ+n/2−1(r)
rn/2−1
Pℓ(cos θ) =
⌊ℓ/2⌋∑
m=0
(−1)m2ℓ−2m Γ(ℓ+ n/2− 1−m)
Γ(n/2− 1)m!(ℓ− 2m)! cos
ℓ−2m θ .
(4.3)
The Pℓ(cos θ) are just the Legendre polynomials when n = 3. For arbitrary n, they can be defined by
the expansion
(1− 2a cos θ + a2)1−n/2 =
∞∑
ℓ=0
Pℓ(cos θ)a
ℓ . (4.4)
An alternate normalization proves more convenient:
P˜ℓ(cos θ) =
√
2
π
2n/2−1Γ(n/2− 1)(ℓ+ n/2− 1)Pℓ(cos θ) . (4.5)
Using asymptotic properties of Bessel functions, one can now write down the partial wave expansion
of (4.1) as
eikx + f(θ)
eikr
r(n−1)/2
∼
∞∑
ℓ=0
1
2 P˜ℓ(cos θ)
Sℓe
ikr + (−1)ℓin−1e−ikr
(ikr)(n−1)/2
. (4.6)
When f(θ) = 0 identically, Sℓ = 1 for all ℓ.
The absorption cross-section for the ℓth partial wave can now be computed as the difference between
the total ℓ-wave cross-section computed via the Optical Theorem,
σℓtotal = −
(√
2π
k
)n−1
P˜ℓ(1)ℜ(Sℓ − 1) , (4.7)
and the ℓ-wave scattering cross-section,
σℓscattered = (VolS
n−2)
|Sℓ − 1|2
4kn−1
∫ π
0
dθ sinn−2 θ P˜ℓ(cos θ)2 . (4.8)
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The final result,
σℓabs =
2n−2πn/2−1
kn−1
Γ(n/2− 1)(ℓ + n/2− 1)
(
ℓ+ n− 3
ℓ
)(
1− |Sℓ|2
)
, (4.9)
relates the absorption cross-section σℓabs to the absorption probability 1− |Sℓ|2. The results for n = 3
and n = 4 are
σℓabs =
π
k2
(2ℓ+ 1)
(
1− |Sℓ|2
)
in three spatial dimensions
σℓabs =
4π
k3
(ℓ+ 1)2
(
1− |Sℓ|2
)
in four spatial dimensions.
(4.10)
With these results in hand, let us proceed to the semi-classical computation of the cross-section for
an ordinary scalar φ in the ℓth partial wave to be absorbed into a black hole. It is hoped that this
piece of “spectroscopic data” will be illuminating of the form of the effective string action.
An ordinary scalar is one whose equation of motion is just the Laplace equation following from the
black hole metric, which in five dimensions is
ds2 = −F−2/3hdt2 + F 1/3 (h−1dr2 + r2dΩ2S3)
F = f1f5fK =
(
1 +
r21
r2
)(
1 +
r25
r2
)(
1 +
r2K
r2
)
h = 1− r
2
0
r2
.
(4.11)
The mass, entropy, Hawking temperature, U(1) charges, and characteristic radii are conveniently
parametrized as
M =
π
8
r20
∑
i=1,5,K
cosh 2σi S =
π2
2
r30
∏
i=1,5,K
coshσi βH = 2πr0
∏
i=1,5,K
coshσi
Qi =
r20
2
sinh 2σi ri = r0 sinhσi
(4.12)
in five-dimensional Planck units. Using a separation of variables,
φ = e−iωtPℓ(cos θ)R(r) ,
one can extract from the Laplace equation φ = 0 the radial equation[
(hr3∂r)
2 + r6Fω2 − r4hℓ(ℓ+ 2)]R = 0 . (4.13)
Because of the left-right symmetry of the effective string description for five-dimensional black holes,
the absorption cross-section for the near-extremal case provides essentially no more information about
the effective string than the extremal case does. In the interest of a simple presentation, we will
therefore restrict the calculations in both this section and the next to the extremal case. The near-
extremal generalizations of the results are summarized at the end of each section.
In the near horizon region (denoted I for consistency with the literature [37, 87, 21]), (4.13)
for an extremal black hole can be approximated by a Coulomb equation [97] in the variable y =
(r1r5rKω)/(2r
2), while in the far horizon region III it can be approximated as a Bessel equation:
I.
[
∂2y + 1−
2η
y
− ℓ(ℓ+ 2)/4
y2
]
RI = 0 RI = Gℓ/2(y) + iFℓ/2(y)
III.
[
(r3∂r)
2 + r6ω2 − r4ℓ(ℓ+ 2)]RIII = 0 RIII = αJℓ+1(ωr)
ωr
+ β
Nℓ+1(ωr)
ωr
,
(4.14)
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where α and β are constants to be determined in the matching and
η = − 14
∑
i=1,5,K
r1r5rKω
r2i
≡ − ω
4πTL
(4.15)
is the charge parameter of the Coulomb functions. The infalling solution RI can be matched directly
onto RIII without the aid of an intermediate region II, with the result
α =
ℓ!
Cℓ/2(η)
22ℓ+1πℓ
(Ahω3)ℓ/2
, β = 0 . (4.16)
The quantity
Cℓ/2(η) =
2ℓ/2e−πη/2
∣∣∣Γ ( ℓ2 + 1 + iη) ∣∣∣
Γ(ℓ+ 2)
(4.17)
enters into the series expansion of Coulomb functions.
A more accurate matching can be obtained with β 6= 0, but the level of accuracy embodied in
(4.16) is sufficient for the flux ratio method [75, 87, 21]. In this method, the absorption probability is
computed as the ratio of the infalling flux at the horizon to the flux in the incoming wave at infinity.
The result is
1− |Sℓ|2 = 1
π
Ahω
3
|α|2 = 4π
(
Ahω
3
16π2
)ℓ+1 C2ℓ/2(η)
ℓ!2
. (4.18)
Now the formula (4.10) comes into play to give the final result:
σℓabs = Ah(ℓ + 1)
2
(
Ahω
3
16π2
)ℓ C2ℓ/2(η)
ℓ!2
=
Ah
ℓ!4
(
Ahω
3
8π2
)ℓ
e
ω
4TL
∣∣∣Γ( ℓ2 + 1− i ω4πTL)∣∣∣2
(4.19)
The right hand side of (4.19) depends on r1, r5, and rK only through Ah and TL. Both quantities
are symmetric in the three radii, and in fact admit U-duality invariant generalizations [106]. The
near-extremal generalization of (4.19),
σℓabs = Ah
(ωr0/2)
2ℓ
ℓ!4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Γ
(
1 + ℓ2 − iω4πTL
)
Γ
(
1 + ℓ2 − iω4πTR
)
Γ
(
1− i ω2πTH
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (4.20)
also treats the three charges on an equal footing. The temperatures TL and TR are given by [106]
βL,R = 2πr0
(∏
i
coshσi ∓
∏
i
sinhσi
)
(4.21)
in the general non-extremal case.
4.3 The effective string analysis
Despite recent progress in formulating superspace actions for branes [33, 34, 107] and in generaliz-
ing the DBI action to nonabelian gauge theory (see [108] and references therein), a first-principles
derivation of a complete action for the effective string, including all couplings to fields in the bulk of
spacetime, has yet to be achieved. The goal of this section is to write down a reasonable form for the
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part of the action responsible for coupling the effective string to higher partial waves of an ordinary
scalar and see how the cross-sections it predicts compare with the semi-classical result (4.19).
Consider the off-diagonal graviton hij with i and j parallel to the D5-brane but perpendicular to
the D1-brane. The lowest-order interaction of this field with excitations on the effective string can be
read off from the DBI action [8]: in static gauge where t = τ and x5 = σ,
Vint = −teff
∫ Leff
0
dσ 2hij(τ, σ, ~x=0)∂+X
i∂−Xj . (4.22)
The convention in (4.22) and elsewhere is to sum over all i 6= j. The fields hii couple somewhat
differently; an exploration of those couplings and their physical consequences was initiated in [21].
In [76], an analysis of the entropy and temperature of near-extremal 5-branes led to an effective
string with ceff = 6 and Teff = 1/(2πr
2
5). An extension of the methods used in [76] to the case r1 ∼ r5
leads to [109]
Teff =
1
2π(r21 + r
2
5)
. (4.23)
The natural assumption is that teff , by definition the tension that appears in front of the DBI action,
is precisely Teff . Strangely enough, all previous scattering calculations except the fixed scalar compu-
tation of [83] (whose implications regarding the effective string tension are unclear as yet) either do
not depend on teff or require r1 = r5. Thus, purely from the point of view of scattering computations,
teff seems ambiguous by a factor of the form f(r1/r5) where f(1) = 1. One of the motivations for
studying higher partial waves is to resolve this ambiguity. The result we will obtain is
teff =
1
2πr1r5
. (4.24)
Because of the evaluation of hij at ~x = 0, (4.22) is a coupling to the s-wave of hij only. How might it
be generalized to include the dominant couplings to arbitrary partial waves? To begin with, a coupling
to the ℓth partial wave should include ℓ derivatives of hij since the wave-function vanishes like |~x|ℓ.
It is the fermions on the effective string which carry the angular momentum [38, 95]: the left-moving
and right-moving fermions transform in a fundamental of SU(2)L and SU(2)R respectively, where the
SO(4) of rotations in the four non-compact spatial dimensions is written as SO(4) = SU(2)L×SU(2)R.
Purely on group theory grounds, one thus expects the ℓth partial wave to couple to ℓ left-moving and ℓ
right-moving fermions. The order of the absorption process in the string coupling can be read off from
(4.19) as gℓ+1 where g is the closed string coupling. Exactly two more open string vertex operators
should be included in the interaction to make the disk diagram come out with this power of g. The
natural candidate for the interaction is
Vint = −teff
∫ Leff
0
dσ 2hij(τ, σ, x
m=Ψ¯γmΨ)∂+X
i∂−Xj
= −teff
∫ Leff
0
dσ 2
∞∑
ℓ=0
1
ℓ!
(
ℓ∏
k=1
Ψ¯γmkΨ
)
∂m1 · · · ∂mℓhij(τ, σ, xm=0) ∂+X i∂−Xj .
(4.25)
Extra derivatives on the fermion fields are possible a priori, but power counting in ω for ω/TL ≪ 1
shows that they must be absent if (4.19) is to be reproduced. The same general form of the coupling
was deduced independently in [100] through a greybody factor analysis.
The outstanding fallacy of (4.25) is that the sum terminates at ℓ = 4 because there are only four
types of left-moving fermions and the same number of right-moving fermions. The situation is even
worse when one factors in the restrictions from SO(4) group theory. As we shall see after (4.29), only
the ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1 partial waves can be absorbed.
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In (4.25), the γm are gamma matrices of SO(4, 1):
γ0 =
(−i 0
0 i
)
γm =
(
0 τm
αβ˙
τmα˙β 0
)
(4.26)
where
τmαα˙ = (1, iσ1, iσ2, iσ3) τ
mα˙α = ǫα˙β˙ǫαβτm
ββ˙
= (1,−iσ1,−iσ2,−iσ3) , (4.27)
σi being the usual Pauli matrices. We follow northwest contraction conventions for raising and lowering
spinor indices, and we set ǫ01 = ǫ
01 = ǫ0˙1˙ = ǫ
0˙1˙ = 1. The four-component spinor Ψ decomposes into
SU(2)L and SU(2)R fundamentals, which are left-movers and right-movers on the effective string,
respectively. These complex fermions decompose further into real components of the 10-dimensional
Majorana-Weyl spinor that one would expect to emerge most simply from a full string theory analysis:
Ψ =
(
Ψ+α
Ψ¯α˙−
)
Ψ1± =
ψ1± + iψ
2
±√
2
Ψ2± =
ψ3± + iψ
4
±√
2
.
(4.28)
Note that complex conjugation raises or lowers a spinor index, rather than dotting or undotting it as
in the case of SO(3, 1).
For ℓ ≥ 2 the ℓth term in the interaction (4.25) makes subleading contributions to the absorption
of lower partial waves because the expression ∂m1 · · ·∂mℓhij does not pick out a pure ℓth partial wave
from a plane wave. The cure for this is to symmetrize SU(2)L and SU(2)R spinor indices:
Vint = −2teff
∫ Leff
0
dσ
4∑
ℓ=0
iℓ
ℓ!
ℓ∏
k=0
(
Ψαk+ Ψ−β˙k + Ψ¯
αk
+ Ψ¯−β˙k
)(
τ
m1(β˙1
(α1
· · · τ |mℓ|β˙ℓ)αℓ)
)
· ∂m1 · · · ∂mℓhij∂+X i∂−Xj + . . .
(4.29)
Terms have been omitted in (4.29) which make subleading contributions. The product of fermion
fields is antisymmetric in α1 . . . αℓ and in β˙1 . . . β˙ℓ. Hence all terms in (4.29) vanish except ℓ = 0 and
ℓ = 1. The conclusion is that only the first two partial waves can be absorbed. This limitation is not
merely a failing of the specific form (4.25); it is intrinsic to the approach of coupling partial wave to
a product of fermion fields evaluated at a single point on the effective string without derivatives. To
reiterate, the addition of derivatives introduces extra powers of the energy in the final cross-section
which would cause disagreement with (4.19). Let us proceed with the analysis of ℓ = 1 and consider
possible extensions to ℓ ≥ 2 later.
There are many steps involved in passing from the interaction (4.29) to the cross-section for ℓ = 1.
To avoid losing factors it pays to be as explicit as possible. Let us begin with mode expansions of
the fields appearing in (4.29). The forms of mode expansions are dictated by the kinetic terms in the
action. In the present case, the kinetic terms are
Sbulk =
1
2κ26
∫
d6x 14 (∂µhij)(∂
µhij) + . . .
Sstring = −2teff
∫
d2σ
[
∂+Xi∂−X i + ψ∆+ i∂−ψ
∆
+ + ψ
∆˙
− i∂+ψ
∆˙
− + . . .
]
,
(4.30)
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resulting in the mode expansions
ψ∆+ (τ + σ) =
∑
k5∈ 2π
Leff
(Z−−1/2)
1√
2Leffteff
(
b∆k e
ik·σ + h.c.
)
ψ∆˙−(τ − σ) =
∑
k5∈ 2π
Leff
(Z++1/2)
1√
2Leffteff
(
b∆˙k e
ik·σ + h.c.
)
X i(σ, τ) =
∑
k5∈ 2π
Leff
Z
1√
2Leffteffk0
(
aike
ik·σ + h.c.
)
hij(xµ) =
∑
k5,~k
√
2κ26
2V L5k0
(
gijk e
ik·x + h.c.
)
.
(4.31)
The sum over k5, ~k has k5 ∈ 2πL5Z and km ∈ 2π4√V Z for m = 1, 2, 3, 4. V is the volume of a large box
in which we imagine enclosing the four uncompactified spatial dimensions. The indices ∆ and ∆˙ run
from 1 to 4, and since ψ∆+ and ψ
∆˙
− are real, conjugation does not change the position of the indices.
Typographical convenience will dictate the position of ∆ and ∆˙.
It is important that hij is moded differently in the x5 direction from the effective string excitations:
the minimal quantum of Kaluza-Klein charge for an excitation on the effective string is 1/(n1n5) of
the minimal quantum for a particle in the bulk [94, 72]. In (4.31) we have not been careful about
zero modes because it is the oscillator states which are important for the absorption processes. The
factors in (4.31) were chosen to make the commutation relations simple:
{b∆k , bΓq
†} = δk5−q5δ∆Γ
{b∆˙k , bΓ˙q
†} = δk5−q5δ∆˙Γ˙
[aik, a
j
q
†
] = δk5−q5δ
ij
[gijk , g
fh
q
†
] = δ~k−~qδ
if δjh if i < j and f < h .
(4.32)
The goal now is to compute the amplitude 〈f˜ |Vint |˜i〉 for an absorption process where a scalar in
the ℓ = 1 partial wave turns into two bosons and two fermions on the effective string. The tildes
on |˜i〉 and |f˜〉 are meant to indicate that these state vectors are not the real initial and final states:
they include only the particles that participate in the interaction and not the whole thermal sea of
left-movers that give the effective string its Kaluza-Klein charge. Restoring the thermal sea is an easy
exercise which will be postponed until (4.39).
Two other slight simplifications will be made to ease the notational burden. First, indices can be
dropped on all the X i fields, but then one must include an extra factor of 2 in the rate, as shown in
(4.35). The 2 accounts for the fact that hij can turn into a left-moving X
i and a right-moving Xj or
a left-moving Xj and a right-moving X i. The second simplification is to consider only
|˜i〉 = g†k|0〉
|f˜〉 = a†pba†qbb∆pf
†
b∆˙qf
†|0〉 ,
(4.33)
which is to say we put all the particles on the effective string into the final state and none into the
initial state. A simple way to account for all the crossed processes which also contribute to absorption
will be discussed after equation (4.42). In (4.33) and below, k refers to the momentum of the bulk
scalar, p refers to the momentum of a left-mover on the effective string, and q refers to the momentum
of a right-mover.
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The desired matrix element can now be read off from (4.29) and (4.32) as
〈f˜ |Vint |˜i〉 = C∆˙∆
k1
2Leffteff
κ5
√
p0bq
0
b
V k0
δk5−p5
b
−p5
f
−q5
b
−q5
f
, (4.34)
where C∆˙∆ is the 4 × 4 matrix diag{1,−1, 1,−1}. To extract the rate is is necessary to use a gen-
eralization of Fermi’s Golden Rule that includes Bose enhancement factors and Fermi suppression
factors:
Γ = 2
∑
|f˜〉
(ρXL (p
0
b) + 1)(ρ
X
R (q
0
b ) + 1)(1− ρψL(p0f ))(1 − ρψL(q0f ))
·
∣∣∣〈f˜ |Vint |˜i〉∣∣∣2 2πδ (k0 − p0b − p0f − q0b − q0f)
= 2
∑
∆,∆˙
|C∆˙∆ |2 ·
∑
modes
(ρXL (p
0
b) + 1)(ρ
X
R (q
0
b ) + 1)(1− ρψL(p0f ))(1 − ρψL(q0f ))
· k
2
1κ
2
5
V k0(2Leffteff)2
p0bq
0
bδk5−p5
b
−p5
f
−q5
b
−q5
f
2πδ
(
k0 − p0b − p0f − q0b − q0f
)
(4.35)
where
ρXL (p
0
b) =
1
ep
0
b
/TL − 1 , ρ
ψ
L(p
0
i ) =
1
ep
0
i
/TL + 1
(4.36)
and similarly for the right-moving thermal occupation factors. Again, the explicit factor of 2 in the
first line of (4.35) is present to account for the two distinct choices, i+ j− or i− j+, for polarizing
the bosonic fields.
The vanishing of all cross-sections beyond ℓ = 1 is an egregious failing of the most naive effective
string model. The simplest fix would be to allow an incoming scalar to couple to a product of fermion
fields evaluated at a single point on the spatial S1 which the effective string wraps, but not necessarily
at a single point in the effective string coordinates σ. In terms of the (4,4) SCFT from which the
effective string emerges as a particular twisted sector, this more general coupling seems very natural
because it still involves only a local operator constructed from a product of the 4n1n5 species of
fermions in the SCFT.
The present treatment extends easily to cover this more general interaction. Let Dk and D˙k be
4n1n5-valued indices for the left- and right-moving fermion fields, respectively. Consider the final
state
|f˜〉 = a†pba†qb
(
bD1p1
†
bD˙1q1
† · · · bDℓpℓ
†
bD˙ℓqℓ
†
)
|0〉 . (4.37)
The matrix element is now of the form
〈f˜ |Vint |˜i〉 = CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ
kℓ1
(2Leffteff)ℓ
κ5
√
p0bq
0
b
V k0
δk5−p5
b
−Σp5
i
−q5
b
−Σq5
i
. (4.38)
The coefficient tensor CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ is antisymmetric in D1 . . . Dℓ and in D˙1 . . . D˙ℓ. It encodes the SO(4)
group theory factors isolating the ℓth partial wave as well as restrictions on the possible final states
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arising from D1-brane and D5-brane Chan-Paton factors. The rate is
Γ = 2
∑
|f˜〉
(ρXL (p
0
b) + 1)(ρ
X
R (q
0
b ) + 1)
ℓ∏
i=1
[
(1 − ρψL(p0i ))(1 − ρψL(q0i ))
]
·
∣∣∣〈f˜ |Vint |˜i〉∣∣∣2 2πδ (k0 − p0b −∑p0i − q0b −∑q0i )
=
2
ℓ!2
∑
Dk,D˙k
|CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ |2 ·
∑
modes
(ρXL (p
0
b) + 1)(ρ
X
R (q
0
b ) + 1)
ℓ∏
i=1
[
(1 − ρψL(p0i ))(1 − ρψL(q0i ))
]
· k
2ℓ
1 κ
2
5
V k0(2Leffteff)2ℓ
p0bq
0
b δk5−p5
b
−Σp5
i
−q5
b
−Σq5
i
2πδ
(
k0 − p0b −
∑
p0i − q0b −
∑
q0i
)
.
(4.39)
The 1/ℓ!2 in the last expression arises because the sums over Dk, D˙k, pk, and qk are unrestricted, and
there are ℓ!2 different permutations of a given set of values for these quantities which yield the same
final state |f˜〉.
When the energy of the incoming scalar is much greater than the gap, a continuum approximation
can be made in (4.39): ∑
p
→
∫
dp
Leff
2π
, δp → 2π
Leff
δ(p) . (4.40)
For the sake of simplicity, only massless particle absorption will be considered. In that case the flux
associated with the state g†k|0〉 is F = 1/V . The absorption cross-section is
σabs = V Γ(scalar→ bL + bR + ℓfL + ℓfR) + crossed processes
=
∑
Dk,D˙k
|CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ |2
ℓ!24ℓ
κ25Leff
(2πteff)2ℓ
ω2ℓ−1ILIR
(4.41)
where
IL =
∫ ∞
−∞
dp0b
ℓ∏
i=1
dp0i δ
(
ω
2
− p0b −
ℓ∑
i=1
p0i
)
p0b
1− e−p0b/TL
ℓ∏
i=1
1
1 + e−p
0
i
/TL
(4.42)
and similarly for IR. Γ(scalar → bL + bR + ℓfL + ℓfR) is what was computed in (4.39). Arbitrary
crossings of the basic process scalar → bL + bR + ℓfL + ℓfR and their time-reversals also contribute
to the net absorption rate from which σabs is computed. However, the simple trick of extending the
integrals in (4.42) over the entire real line can be used to keep track of all of them. A demonstration
of this with careful attention paid to symmetry factors can be found in chapter 3 for the special
case where only two left-moving bosons and two right-moving bosons are involved. For ℓ = 0 the
dependence on teff disappears in (4.41), as was noted in chapter 3.
The integral (4.42) is a convolution of ℓ+ 1 simple functions and so can be done most directly by
transforming to Fourier space, where convolutions become products. Three integrals which are useful
for doing the Fourier transforms are∫ ∞
−∞
dp eixp
p
2 sinh p2TL
= (πTL)
2sech2 (πTLx)∫ ∞
−∞
dp eixp
1
2 cosh p2TL
= (πTL)sech (πTLx)
∫ ∞
−∞
dx e−ixp(πTL)ℓ+2 sechℓ+2(πTLx) = (2πTL)ℓ+1
∣∣∣Γ( ℓ2 + 1− i p2πTL) ∣∣∣2
(ℓ+ 1)!
.
(4.43)
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The first two integrals are Fourier inversions of the third in the special cases ℓ = 0 and −1. Now the
computation is straightforward:
IL = e
ω
4TL
∫ ∞
−∞
dp0b
ℓ∏
i=1
dp0i δ
(
ω
2
− p0b −
ℓ∑
i=1
p0i
)
p0b
2 sinh
p0
b
2TL
ℓ∏
i=1
1
2 cosh
p0
i
2TL
=
e
ω
4TL
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dxe−ixω/2(πTL)ℓ+2 sech
ℓ+2(πTLx)
=
(ℓ + 1)!
π
(πTL)
ℓ+1C2ℓ/2(η) .
(4.44)
The last step uses (4.15) and (4.17). IR can be computed similarly, but since TR = 0 by assumption,
the result is much simpler:
IR =
(ω/2)ℓ+1
(ℓ+ 1)!
. (4.45)
Now the absorption cross-section can be given in closed form:
σℓabs =
∑
Dk,D˙k
|CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ |2
ℓ!24ℓ
κ25Leff
(2πteff)2ℓ
ω3ℓ
π
(
πTL
2
)ℓ+1
C2ℓ/2(η)
= Ah
∑
Dk,D˙k
|CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ |2
(
Ahω
3
16π2
)ℓ C2ℓ/2(η)
ℓ!2
.
(4.46)
In the second equality two key relations have been used:
TL =
rK
πr1r5
κ25LeffTL
2
= Ah . (4.47)
Both are valid when rK ≪ r1, r5. The first can be derived by setting the effective string entropy equal
to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The second is a limiting case of (4.21). In addition, the tension
has at last been fixed:
teff =
1
2πr1r5
. (4.48)
Because the cross-section (4.19) depends on n1 and n5 only through the product n1n5 in the dilute gas
regime, and because the same is true of the quantities Leff , TL, and Ah when r0 = 0 and rK ≪ r1, r5,
the choice teff ∼ 1/√n1n5 seems inevitable.
Precise agreement between General Relativity and the effective string now depends only on the
relation ∑
Dk,D˙k
|CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ |2 = (ℓ+ 1)2 . (4.49)
Agreement in the case ℓ = 0 is trivial. For ℓ = 1, the original treatment in terms of free fermions on
the effective string is adequate: one can easily trace through the computations and verify that D1,
D˙1, and C
D˙1
D1
can be replaced in every equation by ∆, ∆˙, and C∆˙∆ . Any numerical discrepancy could
have been fixed by introducing a multiplicative constant in the relation xm = Ψ¯γmΨ; however to see
perfect agreement without such artifice is pleasing and also rather suggestive of the form one expects
for a gauge-fixed kappa symmetric action.
The real test is ℓ ≥ 2. Here it seems essential to depart from the simplistic effective string picture
and return to a more fundamental description of the D1-D5 bound state in order to compute the
coefficients CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ .
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Finally, it is worth noting that if agreement can be established for extremal absorption, agreement
for the near-extremal case follows automatically. In the effective string computation for near-extremal
absorption one must subtract off the stimulated emission contribution as described in chapter 3 in
order to respect detailed balance and time reversal invariance. Modulo this subtraction, the result
can be read off from (4.41) and (4.44):
σℓabs =
∑
Dk,D˙k
|CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ |2
ℓ!2(ℓ+ 1)!2
κ25LeffTLTR
TH
(
ω
√
TLTR
2teff
)2ℓ
·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Γ
(
1 + ℓ2 − iω4πTL
)
Γ
(
1 + ℓ2 − iω4πTR
)
Γ
(
1− i ω2πTH
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
Dk,D˙k
|CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ |2
ℓ!2(ℓ+ 1)!2
Ah
(ωr0
2
)2ℓ ∣∣∣∣∣∣
Γ
(
1 + ℓ2 − iω4πTL
)
Γ
(
1 + ℓ2 − iω4πTR
)
Γ
(
1− i ω2πTH
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
(4.50)
The second line relies on a modified version of (4.47) applicable to the near-extremal case with r0, rK ≪
r1, r5: √
TLTR =
r0
2πr1r5
κ25LeffTLTR
TH
= Ah . (4.51)
The same tension (4.48) and the same relation (4.49) establish agreement between (4.50) and (4.20).
It has been suggested [106] that the effective string picture can be used to describe in a U-duality
invariant fashion black holes with arbitrary charges, possibly even far from extremality. The expression
on the first line of (4.50) depends only only TL, TR, TH , and Leff—all quantities that have meaning to
the effective string considered in the abstract, independent of the microscopic D1-D5-brane model. It
cries out to be reconciled with (4.20) for arbitrary values of r0, Q1, Q5, and QK . But the treatment of
absorption given in this section relies on the dilute gas approximation and thus is not general enough
to be matched in any meaningful way to General Relativity when QK ≪/ Q1, Q5.
4.4 Limitations on partial wave absorption
Consider the more general couplings described in the paragraph preceding (4.37): local on spatial
S1 wrapped by the effective string but not on the effective string itself.1 Although the details of the
SO(4) group theory and Chan-Paton factors have yet to be worked out fully in the context of the (4,4)
SCFT description of the D1-D5-brane bound state, it seems clear that a coupling of the ℓth partial
wave to an operator built out of any combination of the 4n1n5 fermionic fields raises the maximum
value of ℓ which the effective string can absorb from 1 to some number on the order n1n5. One
might suppose that by putting derivatives on some of the fermion fields, the problem can be avoided
altogether. But such derivatives raise the dimension of the operator and hence suppress the cross-
section by more powers of ω than are present in the semi-classical result. To sum up, the assumption
of locality prevents the effective string from coupling to partial waves above a certain maximum ℓ with
the strength required to match General Relativity. The situation does not seem as satisfactory as for
the D3-brane, where couplings to all partial waves exist with appropriate dimensions to reproduce
semi-classical cross-sections [9] (normalizations however are problematic, as we shall see in chapter 6).
There is a reason, however, why one might expect not to observe agreement between the effective
string and General Relativity at high values of ℓ. If the black hole absorbs some very high partial
wave, it winds up with a large angular momentum, so the geometry before and after is appreciably
different. Back reaction is not included in the General Relativity calculations of section 4.2. In fact
1The ideas in this section originate largely in discussions with C. Callan, L. Thorlacius, and J. Maldacena.
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the only back reaction calculation to date for the black hole under consideration [110] is restricted to
ℓ = 0. But on the grounds of cosmic censorship one would expect that absorption processes which
drive the black hole past extremality are forbidden even semi-classically. From an adaptation of the
work of [38, 95] one can read off the corresponding bound on ℓ as ℓ <∼
√
nKn1n5.
We have two different bounds on ℓ indicating the maximum partial wave that the effective string
should be capable of absorbing:
ℓ <∼ ℓLmax ≡ n1n5 from locality and statistics
ℓ <∼ ℓCmax ≡
√
nKn1n5 from cosmic censorship.
(4.52)
Now we would like to inquire which is the more restrictive. Using the standard relations (see for
example [99])
n1n5 =
4π3r21r
2
5
κ25L5
nK =
πL5r
2
K
κ25
(4.53)
and the formula (4.47) for TL, one can show that ℓ
C
max/ℓ
L
max = L5TL/2.
The validity of any comparison between General Relativity and the effective string model as treated
in section 4.3 relies on being in the dilute gas regime [6] and at low energies [111]:
rK ≪ r1, r5 ≪ 1/ω . (4.54)
These inequalities still do not determine whether ℓLmax is larger or smaller than ℓ
C
max. But if it is
agreed to examine only fat black holes [72], which is to say if one assumes
L5 ≪ √r1r5 , (4.55)
then it is easy to obtain the inequality
ℓLmax ≫ ℓCmax (4.56)
by combining the dilute gas inequality in (4.54) with (4.55). Now, (4.56) is a hopeful state of affairs
for the effective string model, because it indicates that making couplings local only on S1 in principle
enables the effective string to absorb all the partial waves for which reasonable comparisons can be
made with General Relativity. It is perhaps not the ideal state of affairs: one might have hoped
that the bounds ℓLmax and ℓ
C
max would coincide, indicating that the effective string knew about cosmic
censorship. The results of [100] suggest that a more careful treatment of these issues using techniques
of conformal field theory would result in a translation of cosmic censorship into unitarity of the
effective string description. Such a treatment would need to address the problem that if one moves
deep into the black string region of parameter space by making L5 large, one can obtain ℓ
L
max ≪ ℓCmax.
The perturbative D-brane region is in fact closer to the black string region than the fat black hole
region, so it would be surprising to find such a disaster for comparisons in the black string region
when agreement seems possible for fat black holes.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have shown that the leading order coupling of the effective string to an ordinary
scalar correctly predicts the cross-sections for the ℓ = 1 partial wave. Due to the Grassmannian
character of the fermionic fields which carry the angular momentum, it is impossible for the simplest
effective string model (a single long string with ceff = 6) to couple properly to ℓ > 1 partial waves
through an operator local on the string. Generalizing the model to include what one might intuitively
regard as multi-strand interactions of the effective string postpones this difficulty to ℓ >∼ n1n5, a
higher bound on ℓ for fat black holes than the one arising from cosmic censorship. An analysis of the
unique form which such interactions must have in order to make a leading order contribution to the
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absorption of the ℓth partial wave demonstrates that the correct energy dependence arises from the
finite temperature kinematics. This demonstration, together with the general proof of the Optical
Theorem for absorption of scalars given in section 4.2, can be viewed as a full investigation of the
kinematics involved in higher partial waves. What is left is to calculate the coefficients CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ and
thereby verify or falsify (4.49), on which agreement between General Relativity and the effective string
model relies.
The means to achieve a clear description of the dynamics and hopefully a derivation of the CD˙1...D˙ℓD1...Dℓ
is a more precise treatment of the low-energy SCFT dictating the dynamics of the D1-D5-brane
bound state. The effective string might continue to be a useful picture, perhaps supplemented by
rules governing how different strands of the effective string interact.
In a way the finding that the effective string tension needs to scale as 1/
√
Q1Q5 is a more serious
difficulty than the vanishing of ℓ > 1 cross sections. Indeed, the necessity of choosing this peculiar
value for the tension appears already at ℓ = 1, where the naive effective string model in other ways
seems completely adequate. A study of T-duality in [104] led to the conclusion that a tension scaling as
1/
√
Q1Q5 is more natural than 1/Q1 or 1/Q5, and it was further described how a simple modification
in the calculation of disk diagrams would lead to such a scaling. However, in the absence of a first-
principles derivation of the tension, a 1/(Q1 +Q5) scaling seems equally natural. This scaling is the
one favored by entropy and temperature arguments. Thus it appears that a single energy scale does
not fully characterize effective strings in the way that α′ does fundamental strings.
Although effective string models of black holes have recently enjoyed a number of remarkable
successes, a unifying picture has been slow in emerging. The General Relativity calculations for near-
extremal black holes, on which most of the evidence for effective strings is based, are conceptually
straightforward. The difficulty of studying bound states of solitons has caused the link between funda-
mental string theory and effective strings to remain imprecise in certain respects—most importantly
in the interaction between the effective string and fields in the bulk of spacetime.
The puzzles presented by higher partial waves may push effective string theory in the directions it
needs to go in order to become a fully viable model of near-extremal black holes. Discrepant results
for the tension may be a clue to nature of effective string’s interactions with bulk fields. Rescuing the
ℓ > 1 cross-sections must surely lead to a consideration of the multi-strand interactions which are as
yet virgin territory in the theory of effective strings. Already, the absorption of higher partial waves
into five-dimensional black holes is the cleanest dynamical test of the role of fermions on the effective
string. Achieving a full understanding of these processes would constitute a major advance, not only
in establishing the viability of effective strings in black hole physics, but also in comprehending the
D1-D5-brane bound state.
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Chapter 5
Photons and fermions falling into
four-dimensional black holes
5.1 Introduction
Microscopic models of near-extremal black holes in terms of effective strings have recently been em-
ployed with great success to explain the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [5, 6, 54, 51, 72]. These models
have also proven their value by correctly predicting certain Hawking emission rates and absorption
cross-sections at low energies [7, 8, 73, 99, 87, 21, 103, 102, 110, 112, 101, 75, 100, 113, 114].
The many successful predictions have all been for scalar particles. Most in fact have been for
minimally coupled scalars. Usually it is said that minimally coupled scalars are those whose equation
of motion is φ = 0. This is a slight misnomer: a more precise way to say it is that when the equations
of motion are linearized in small fluctuations around the black hole solution under consideration, one of
them is simply δφ = 0. Fortunately, it is usually easy to see which scalars in the theory are minimally
coupled: for example, when one obtains a 5-dimensional black hole by toroidally compactifying the
D1-brane D5-brane bound state, the off-diagonal gravitons with both indices lying within the D5-
brane but perpendicular to the D1-brane are clearly minimally coupled scalars in the 5-dimensional
theory.
This chapter, based on the paper [23], presents a study of particles with nonzero spin falling into
effective string black holes. As a starting point, it is easiest to consider minimally coupled photons or
fermions. For photons, minimally coupled means that the relevant linearized equation of motion is
∇µδFµν = 0 , (5.1)
and for chiral fermions it means
σαβ˙µ ∇µδψα = 0 . (5.2)
Minimally coupled fermions in arbitrary dimensions were studied in [71]. The authors of [71] correctly
point out that the fermions in supergravity theories do not in general obey minimally coupled equations
of motion in the presence of charged black holes. Likewise, it is not usually the case that photons will
be minimally coupled in the presence of a supergravity black hole solution. Indeed, it seems that the
gauge fields which carry the charges of the black hole are never minimally coupled: there is mixing
between them and the graviton.
However, for the case we shall study in this chapter, namely the equal charge black hole [59] of
N = 4 supergravity [115, 116, 117, 118], two of the four Weyl fermions are in fact minimally coupled,
as are four of the six gauge fields. The same black hole provided the simplest framework in which
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to study fixed scalars [70]. Its metric is that of an extreme Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. In [100]
it was shown that an effective string model is capable of reproducing the minimally coupled scalar
cross-section of the Kerr-Newman metric, in the near-extremal limit. The effective string picture
carries over naturally to the equal charge extreme black hole in N = 4 supergravity and its near-
extremal generalization. The recent work [114] presents evidence that the effective string can model
a much broader class of black holes which have arbitrary U(1) charges and are far from extremality.
The essential features of the effective string, however, seem much the same in all its four-dimensional
applications. We will show that minimally coupled fermions can be incorporated naturally into the
effective string picture through a coupling to the supercurrent. Minimally coupled photons fit in in a
somewhat unexpected way: the coupling of the gauge field to the string seems to occur via the field
strength rather than the gauge potential.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2, the black hole solutions are exhibited
and the minimally coupled photons are identified. In section 5.3, separable equations are derived
for these photons. In section 5.4, these equations are solved to yield absorption cross-sections. The
parallel analysis of minimally coupled fermions is postponed to section 5.5, in which also the axion
cross-section is computed. The axion turns out to have the same cross-section as the dilaton, not
because it is a fixed scalar in the usual sense of attractors [66, 67], but because of a dynamical version
of the Witten effect [119]. Section 5.6 discusses the effective string interpretation of these cross-
sections. Although the overall normalizations of the cross-sections are not computed, it is shown that
the effective string correctly reproduces the relative normalization of the dilaton, axion, and minimal
fermion cross-sections. Some concluding remarks are made in section 5.7. The appendix presents
some results of the dyadic index formalism needed for the rest of the chapter.
5.2 Minimally coupled photons in N = 4 supergravity
The fields of the SU(4) version of N = 4, d = 4 supergravity [118] are the graviton eaµ, four Majorana
gravitinos ψiµ, three vector fields A
n
µ, three axial vectors B
n
µ , four Majorana fermions χ
i, the dilaton φ,
and the axion B. The doubly extreme black hole of [59] is electrically charged under Aµ3 , magnetically
charged under Bµ3 , and neutral with respect to the other four gauge fields. These four extra gauge
fields are minimally coupled photons, as we shall see shortly.
The full bosonic lagrangian of N = 4 supergravity in the SU(4) picture is
L = √−g
[
−R+ 2(∂µφ)2 + 2e4φ(∂µB)2 − e−2φ
∑
n(F
2
n +G
2
n)
− 2iB∑n(Fn ∗ Fn +Gn ∗Gn)] (5.3)
where Fn = dAn and Gn = dBn. The conventions used here are those of [59]. In particular, Hodge
duals are defined by
∗Fµν =
√−g
2
ǫµνρσF
ρσ (5.4)
where ǫ0123 = ǫtrθφ = −i. The equations of motion following from (5.3) are
∇µ
(
e−2φFµνn + 2iB ∗ Fµνn
)
= 0
∇µ
(
e−2φGµνn + 2iB ∗Gµνn
)
= 0
φ− 12e−2φ
∑
n(F
2
n +G
2
n)− 2e4φ(∂µB)2 = 0
B + 4∂µφ∂µB +
i
2e
−4φ∑
n(Fn ∗ Fn +Gn ∗Gn) = 0
Rµν + 2∂µφ∂νφ+ 2e
4φ∂µB∂νB − e−2φ
∑
n(2FnµλFnν
λ − 12gµνF 2n
+2GnµλGnν
λ − 12gµνG2n) = 0 .
(5.5)
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Including the fermions introduces extra terms into these equations involving fermion bilinears. These
terms affect neither the black hole solution nor the linearized bosonic equations around that solution
since the fermions’ background values are zero. Duals of the field strengths Fn and Gn are defined by
F˜ = ie−2φ ∗ F − 2BF . (5.6)
F˜n and G˜n are closed forms by the equations of motion (5.5). In the SO(4) version of N = 4
supergravity, one writes G˜n = dB˜n.
The equal charge, axion free, extreme black hole solution is
ds2 =
1
(1 +M/r)2
dt2 − (1 +M/r)2(dr2 + r2dΩ2)
F˜3 = Q volS2 G3 = P volS2
e2φ = 1 B = 0 .
(5.7)
The electric charge Q, the magnetic charge P , and the mass M are related by Q = P = M/
√
2. By
definition, volS2 = sin θ dθ ∧ dφ. Gauss’ law for the electric and magnetic charges reads∫
S2
F3 = 0
∫
S2
F˜3 = 4πQ∫
S2
G3 = 4πP
∫
S2
G˜3 = 0 .
(5.8)
Keeping the charges Q and P fixed but increasing the mass, one obtains the non-extremal generaliza-
tion of (5.7):
ds2 =
h
f2
dt2 − f2 (h−1dr2 + r2dΩ2)
F˜3 = Q volS2 G3 = P volS2
e2φ = 1 B = 0
(5.9)
where
h = 1− r0
r
f = 1 +
r0 sinh
2 α
r
. (5.10)
The mass, charges, area, and temperature of this black hole are given by
M =
r0
2
cosh 2α Q = P =
r0
2
√
2
sinh 2α
A = 4πr20 cosh
4 α T =
1
4πr0 cosh
4 α
.
(5.11)
Taking α→∞ with Q and P held fixed, one recovers the extremal solution (5.7).
A crucial property of (5.7) and (5.9), without which there will be no minimally coupled photons,
is the vanishing of the dilaton. This happens only when Q = P . The situation is similar to the case
of fixed scalars, where the Q = P case [70] was much easier to deal with than the Q 6= P case [83].
When the equations (5.5) are linearized around the solution (5.9), the variations δFµν3 and δG
µν
3
appear in all the equations of motion because the background values of F3 and G3 are nonzero. But
because F1, F2, G1, and G2 do have vanishing background values (as does the axion B) the variations
of these gauge fields appear in the linearized equations only as
∇µ
(
e−2φFµν
)
= 0 , (5.12)
where F = δF1, δF2, δG1, or δG2. Including e
−2φ in (5.12) was unnecessary since it is identically 1
when the charges are equal; but (5.12) is still the right linearized equation of motion for these fields
when the charges are unequal (provided the background value of the axion remains zero). Surprisingly
enough, a non-constant dilaton background makes it much more difficult to decouple the equations
for different components of the gauge field.
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5.3 Separable equations for gauge fields
Having shown that minimally coupled gauge fields do indeed exist, let us now show how to solve their
equations of motion. The dilaton background will be kept arbitrary just long enough to observe why
it makes the job much harder. The goal of this section is to convert Maxwell’s equations
dF = 0 d ∗ e−2φF = 0 (5.13)
into decoupled separable differential equations. The equation of motion for the vector potential A,
d ∗ e−2φdA = 0 , (5.14)
does not lend itself to this task. It turns out to be easier to dispense with A altogether and analyze
Maxwell’s equations, (5.13), directly. Even this is quite challenging if one sticks to the traditional
tools of tensor analysis. Fortunately, several authors [120, 121, 122] in the 60’s and 70’s worked out an
elegant approach to this sort of problem using Penrose’s dyadic index formalism [123]. Appendix A
provides a summary of some of the standard notation.
The field strength Fµν (six real quantities) is replaced by a symmetric matrix Φ∆Γ (three complex
quantities) using the equation
Fµνσ
µ
∆∆˙
σν
ΓΓ˙
= Φ∆Γǫ∆˙Γ˙ + Φ¯∆˙Γ˙ǫ∆Γ . (5.15)
Now define φ1, φ0, and φ−1 as follows:
φ1 = Φ00 = Fµνℓ
µmν
φ0 = Φ10 = Φ01 =
1
2Fµν(ℓ
µnν + m¯µmν)
φ−1 = Φ11 = Fµνm¯µnν
(5.16)
where ℓµ, nµ, mµ, and m¯µ form the complex null tetrad (see the appendix). In the literature, it is
more common to write φ0, φ1, and φ2 instead of φ1, φ0, and φ−1. The present convention has the
advantage that the subscript is essentially the helicity.
The Bianchi identity dF = 0 can be rewritten as DΓ∆˙Φ∆Γ = D
∆Γ˙Φ¯∆˙Γ˙. Using this identity one
can rewrite the equation of motion d ∗ e−2φF = 0 as
DΓ∆˙Φ∆Γ =
1
2 (∂ΓΓ˙e
−2φ)(Φ∆Γǫ∆˙Γ˙ + Φ¯∆˙Γ˙ǫ∆Γ) . (5.17)
One immediately sees that the equations simplify greatly if the coupling e−2φ = 1. If this is not the
case, then because the right hand side involves Φ¯∆˙Γ˙ as well as Φ∆Γ, the advantage of compressing the
real field strength components into complex components of Φ∆Γ is lost. In this case, it seems difficult
to decouple the equations. It is striking that the condition for Maxwell’s equations to be simple is the
same as the condition found in [70] and in chapter 3 for the fixed scalar equation to decouple from
Einstein’s equations.
Let us proceed with the case where e−2φ = 1, so that Maxwell’s equations can be succinctly written
as D∆∆˙Φ∆Γ = 0. The spin coefficients for the general spherically symmetric metric,
ds2 = e2A(r)dt2 − e2B(r)dr2 − e2C(r) (dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (5.18)
are presented in (5.114). Six of them vanish, and the remaining six can be expressed in terms of γ, ρ,
and α, which are real. Maxwell’s equations written out in components therefore take on a particularly
simple form:
(∆− 2γ + ρ)φ1 = δφ0
(D − 2ρ)φ0 = (δ¯ − 2α)φ1
(∆ + 2ρ)φ0 = (δ − 2α)φ−1
(D + 2γ − ρ)φ−1 = δ¯φ0 .
(5.19)
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The form of Maxwell’s equations in a more general metric can be found in [123].
A straightforward generalization of the preceding treatment can be given for fields of arbitrary
nonzero spin. The simplest Lorentz covariant wave equation for a massless field of spin n/2 is
D∆1∆˙Ψ∆1...∆n = 0 (5.20)
where Ψ∆1...∆n is symmetric in all its indices. The case n = 1 gives the Weyl fermion equation. The
case n = 2 is, as we have seen, Maxwell’s equations in vacuum. The case n = 4 can be obtained by
linearizing pure gravity around Minkowski space, as discussed in section 5.7 of [124]. The case n = 3
can be obtained in Minkowski space from the massless Rarita-Schwinger equation, as follows. The
constraint γµψµ = 0 is imposed on the Rarita-Schwinger field
ψµ =
(
σµ∆∆˙ψ∆Γ∆˙
σµ∆˙∆ψ¯∆˙
Γ˙
∆
)
(5.21)
to project out the spin-1/2 components. This constraint is equivalent to making ψ∆Γ∆˙ symmetric in
its two undotted indices. In the supergravity literature, the equation of motion is usually written as
ǫµνρσγ5γνΨρσ = 0 where Ψρσ = ∂ρψσ − ∂σψρ. The original paper by Rarita and Schwinger [125] (see
also p. 323 of [126]) proposes /∂ψµ = 0 as the equation of motion. Using the constraint one can show
that both are equivalent to ∂∆˙∆ψ∆ΓΣ˙ = 0. As a result, the field strength
Ψ∆ΣΓ = ∂Σ∆˙ψ∆
∆˙
Γ (5.22)
is symmetric in all its indices and obeys the n = 3 case of (5.20).
Although the cases n = 3 and n = 4 of (5.20) are not in general the correct curved-space equations
of motion for the gravitino and graviton, and although for n > 2 there are problems defining local,
gauge-invariant number currents and stress-energy tensors, still a brief investigation of (5.20) serves
to illustrate some of the general features one expects for fields of higher spin. Furthermore, the near-
Minkowskian limit of the equations we will derive should be close in form to the actual graviton and
gravitino equations far from a black hole.
Define helicity components ψs according to
Ψ∆1...∆n = ψn
2−
∑
i
∆i
. (5.23)
Then (5.20) can be written out in components. There are 2n equations:(
∆− nγ + ρ)ψn
2
=
(
δ + (n− 2)α)ψn
2
−1(
D − (n− 2)γ − nρ)ψn
2
−1 =
(
δ¯ − nα)ψn
2
...(
∆− 2sγ + (n2 + 1− s)ρ
)
ψs =
(
δ + (2s− 2)α)ψs−1(
D − (2s− 2)γ − (n2 + s)ρ
)
ψs−1 =
(
δ¯ − 2sα)ψs
...(
∆+ (n− 2)γ + nρ)ψ−n2+1 = (δ − nα)ψ−n2(
D + nγ − ρ)ψ−n2 = (δ¯ + (n− 2)α)ψ−n2 +1 .
(5.24)
The equations (5.24) are invariant under PT, which sends ψs → ψ−s, γ → −γ, ρ → −ρ, D ↔ ∆,
δ ↔ δ¯.
The commutation relations
[D, δ] = ρδ [D,α] = ρα [∆, δ¯] = −ρδ¯ [∆, α] = −ρα (5.25)
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are easily established by direct computation. They can be used to convert the pair of equations in
(5.24) relating ψs and ψs−1 into decoupled second order equations for ψs and ψs−1 separately. In this
way one obtains [(
D − (2s− 2)γ − (n2 + 1 + s)ρ
)(
∆− 2sγ + (n2 + 1− s)ρ
)
− (δ + (2s− 2)α)(δ¯ − 2sα)]ψs = 0[(
∆− (2s+ 2)γ + (n2 + 1− s)ρ
)(
D − 2sγ − (n2 + 1 + s)ρ
)
− (δ¯ − (2s+ 2)α)(δ + 2sα)]ψs = 0 .
(5.26)
The first of these can be derived for s > −n/2, while the second can be derived for s < n/2. In fact
they are different forms of the same equation, which can be written out more simply in terms of the
fields
ψ˜s = e
|s|A+(n2−|s|+1)Cψs (5.27)
as [(
D + (2− 4s)γ − 2sρ)∆− (δ + (2s− 2)α)(δ¯ − 2sα)]ψ˜s = 0 for s ≥ 0[(
∆− (2 + 4s)γ − 2sρ)D − (δ¯ − (2s+ 2)α)(δ + 2sα)]ψ˜s = 0 for s ≤ 0. (5.28)
More explicitly,[
∂2r +
(
(1 − 2|s|)A′ −B′ + 2|s|C′)∂r − e−2A+2B∂2t + 2s e−A+B(A′ − C′)∂t
+ e2B−2C
(
∂2θ + cot θ∂θ + csc
2 θ∂2φ + 2is cot θ csc θ∂φ − s2 cot2 θ − |s|
)]
ψ˜s = 0
(5.29)
for all values of s, positive and negative. It is interesting to note that there is no explicit dependence
on the spin n/2 of the particle in (5.29), only on its helicity s. In practice we will mainly be interested
in the equations for ψ˜±n
2
since these are the only components that can be radiative. The fact that
the equations for these radiative fields are identical to equations obeyed by non-radiative components
of fields of higher spin suggests that mixing of different spins is possible. Such mixing between
photons and gravitons was observed by Chandrasekhar in his analysis of perturbations of the Reissner-
Nordstrom black hole [127].
Equations similar to (5.29) were worked out for the Kerr metric by Teukolsky [120, 121]. In that
case, only the equations for the radiative fields turned out to be separable. But in the present context,
spherical symmetry makes the separability of (5.29) trivial: the general solution is
ψ˜s(t, r, θ, φ) = e
−iωtRsℓ(r)Ysℓm(θ, φ) (5.30)
where Ysℓm is a spin-weighted spherical harmonic [128] and Rsℓ(r) satisfies the ODE[
∂2r +
(
(1− 2|s|)A′ −B′ + 2|s|C′)∂r + ω2e−2A+2B − 2siω e−A+B(A′ − C′)
− e2B−2C(ℓ + |s|)(ℓ− |s|+ 1)
]
Rsℓ = 0 .
(5.31)
The minimal value of ℓ is |s|. In the case of photons, ℓ ≥ 1 indicates that the fields of lowest moment
that can be radiated are dipole fields. For fermions, ℓ, s, and m are all half-integer.
5.4 Semi-classical absorption probabilities
Returning now to the case of photons, let us investigate how an absorption cross-section can be
extracted from a solution to (5.31). Section 5.4.1 derives a formula for the absorption probability. In
section 5.4.2 matching solutions are exhibited and absorption probabilities calculated for the black
holes (5.7) and (5.9).
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5.4.1 Probabilities from energy fluxes
For the photon as for other fields of spin greater than 1/2, there is no gauge-invariant number current
analogous to Jµ =
1
2i φ¯
↔
∂ µφ for spin 0 and Jµ = ψ¯γµψ for spin 1/2. In order to count the photons
falling into the black hole, it is therefore necessary to examine the energy flux through the horizon and
adjust for the gravitational blueshift that the infalling photons experience. The stress-energy tensor
can be written in terms of φ1, φ0, and φ−1:
T µν = 14g
µνF 2 + FµρFρ
ν = 2σµ∆∆˙σνΓΓ˙φ∆Γφ¯∆˙Γ˙
=
[
|φ1|2nµnν + 2|φ0|2(ℓ(µnν) +m(µm¯ν)) + |φ−1|2ℓµℓν
− 4φ¯1φ0n(µmν) − 4φ¯0φ−1ℓ(µmν) + 2φ−1φ¯1mµmν
]
+ c.c.
(5.32)
Consider a sphere S2 located anywhere outside the horizon. Taking into account the blueshift factor
as described, the number of photons passing through S2 in a time interval [0, t] is
N =
1
ω
∫
S2×[0,t]
∗(Ttrdr) = t
ω
∫
S2
F volS2 (5.33)
where volS2 = sin θdθ ∧ dφ, and
F = eA−B+2CTtr = e2A+2C
(|φ−1|2 − |φ1|2) = |φ˜−1|2 − |φ˜1|2 (5.34)
is essentially the radial photon number flux.
The goal now is to find an approximate solution to (5.29) for photons whose wavelength is much
longer than the size of the black hole, and to extract from it an absorption probability and cross-
section. The dominant contribution to this absorption comes from dipole fields.
Far from the black hole, (5.31) for dipole fields simplifies to[
∂2ρ +
2
ρ
∂ρ + 1 +
2si
ρ
− 2
ρ2
]
R = 0 (5.35)
where ρ = ωr. The general solution to (5.35) with s = 1 is
R = 2ae−iρ
(
1− i
ρ
− 1
2ρ2
)
+ b
eiρ
ρ2
. (5.36)
The general solution with s = −1 is just the conjugate of (5.36). By using (5.19) φ0 can be calculated
as well. Let us choose the spatial orientation by setting m = 0 in (5.30). Then the final result is
φ˜1 = e
−iωt sin θ
[
2ae−iρ
(
1− i
ρ
− 1
2ρ2
)
+ b
eiρ
ρ2
]
φ˜0 = e
−iωt cos θ
√
2i
ω
[
ae−iρ
(
1− i
ρ
)
+ be−iρ
(
1 +
i
ρ
)]
φ˜−1 = e−iωt sin θ
[
a
e−iρ
ρ2
+ 2beiρ
(
1 +
i
ρ
− 1
2ρ2
)]
.
(5.37)
It is clear from (5.37) that φ−1 is the radiative component of the field for outgoing waves, while φ1 is
the radiative component for ingoing waves.
The boundary conditions at the horizon [121] require the radial group velocity to point inward. It
can be shown that φ˜1 remains finite at the horizon while φ˜−1 vanishes. Normalizations are fixed by
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requiring |φ˜1|2 → sin2 θ at the horizon. The net flux of photons into the black hole can be computed
in two ways:
at the horizon: Fh = −|φ˜1|2 = − sin2 θ
at infinity: F∞ = Fout∞ + F in∞ = |φ˜−1|2 − |φ˜1|2 = 4
(|b|2 − |a|2) sin2 θ . (5.38)
The two must agree, Fh = F∞, and so |a|2 = |b|2 +1/4. One can thus easily perceive the equivalence
of the two common methods for computing the absorption probability. The first examines the deficit
in the outgoing flux compared to the ingoing flux:
1− P = F
out
∞
F in∞
=
|b|2
|a|2 , (5.39)
while the second simply compares the flux on the horizon to the ingoing flux at infinity:
P =
Fh
F in∞
=
1
4|a|2 . (5.40)
For low-energy photons, the absorption probability is small and a and b are large and nearly equal,
so from a calculational point of view the second method is to be preferred over the first. Indeed, it
will be standard practice in the matching calculations of later sections to ignore the small difference
between a and b and simply set them equal. This approximation suffices when (5.40) is used.
Finally, to obtain the absorption cross-section from the probability, the Optical Theorem is needed.
Averaging over polarizations is unnecessary in view of the spherical symmetry of the background. The
result for photons in a dipole wave is
σabs =
3π
ω2
P . (5.41)
5.4.2 Matching solutions
The work of previous sections can be boiled down to a simple prescription for computing the absorption
probability and cross-section to leading order in the energy for minimally coupled photons falling into
a spherically symmetric black hole. The probability can be obtained by solving (5.31) with ℓ = 1
and s = 1, subject to the boundary condition R(r) ∼ eif(r) as r approaches the horizon, f(r) being
some real decreasing function of r. Far from the black hole, one will find R(r) ∼ 2ae−iωr, and the
probability is then given by
P =
1
4|a|2 =
|R(r)|2
∣∣∣
horizon
|R(r)|2
∣∣∣
∞
. (5.42)
First consider the extreme black hole (5.7). The radial equation (5.31) with ℓ = s = 1 is[
∂2r +
2
r +M
∂r + ω
2
(
1 +
M
r
)4
+
2iω
r
(
1− M
2
r2
)
− 2
r2
]
R = 0 . (5.43)
A different radial variable, y = ωM2/r, is more natural near the horizon. In terms of y, (5.43) can be
rewritten as [
(y2∂y)
2 − 2ωM
y + ωM
y3∂y + (y + ωM)
4 − 2iy(y2 − ω2M2)− 2y2
]
R = 0 . (5.44)
A matching solution can be pieced together as usual from a near region (I), an intermediate region (II),
and a far region (III). In the near region, (5.44) is simplified by setting to zero all terms containing
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explicit factors of ωM . The intermediate region solution is obtained from (5.43) with ω = 0. In the
far region, we simply make the flat space approximation, obtaining (5.35) and (5.36). The solutions
in the three regions are
RI = e
iy
(
1 +
i
y
− 1
2y2
)
RII =
C1r
1 +M/r
+
C2
r2(1 +M/r)
RIII = 2ae
−iρ
(
1− i
ρ
− 1
2ρ2
)
+ b
eiρ
ρ2
.
(5.45)
A match is obtained by setting
C1 = − 1
2ω2M3
C2 = 0
a = b = − 3i
8(ωM)3
.
(5.46)
The absorption probability and cross-section are
P =
16
9
(ωM)6 σabs =
16π
3
ω4M6 . (5.47)
Now consider the non-extremal generalization, (5.9). The radial equation (5.31) with ℓ = 1 and
s = 1 is [
∂2r +
2
fr
∂r + ω
2 f
4
h2
− 2iω
(
1
2 +
1
2h
− 2
f
)
− 2
hr2
]
R = 0 . (5.48)
As before, the far region is treated in the flat space approximation, and a solution in the intermediate
region is obtained by solving (5.48) with ω = 0. In the near region, the useful radial variable is h
itself. Having the black hole near extremality is useful since one can approximate f ≈ (1− h) cosh2 α
and drop terms in (5.48) which are small in the limit where α→∞ and ωr0 → 0 with
λ = ωr0 cosh
4 α =
ω
4πT
(5.49)
held fixed. The result is that (5.48) simplifies to[
h(1− h)∂2h − 2h∂h + λ2
1− h
h
− iλ1 + h
h
− 2
1− h
]
R = 0 , (5.50)
which is representative of the general form of differential equation which is solved by a hypergeometric
function of h times powers of h and 1− h.
The solutions in the three regions are
RI =
h−iλ
(1 − h)2F (−2,−1− 2iλ,−2iλ;h)
=
h−iλ
(1 − h)2
(
1 +
ih(1 + 2iλ)
λ
− h
2(1 + 2iλ)
1− 2iλ
)
RII = C1
h
f(1− h) + C2
h
f
(
1 +
1
h
+
2 logh
1− h
)
RIII = 2ae
−iρ
(
1− i
ρ
− 1
2ρ2
)
+ b
eiρ
ρ2
,
(5.51)
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and a match is obtained by setting
C1 =
i cosh2 α
λ(1 − 2iλ) C2 = 0
a = b = − 3 cosh
2 α
4ωr0λ(1 − 2iλ) .
(5.52)
The absorption probability and cross-section are
P = 49 (ωr0)
3λ(1 + 4λ2) σabs =
4π
3
ωr30λ(1 + 4λ
2) . (5.53)
5.5 The axion and minimally coupled fermions
Because the solution (5.7) preserves a quarter of the supersymmetry, it is clearly of interest to compare
cross-sections of particles with different spins related by the unbroken supersymmetry. The other
particles in N = 4 supergravity whose cross-sections are straightforward to compute are the dilaton,
the axion, and those fermions which obey the Weyl equation. The dilaton has been dealt with at
length in the fixed scalar literature [70, 96, 83]. The axion in fact is also a fixed scalar, as section
5.5.1 will show. Of the four massless fermions, two are minimally coupled. The purpose of section
5.5.2 is to demonstrate this fact and to compute the minimal fermion cross-section. For comparison
with (5.53) let us quote here the final results:
axion, dilaton: P = (ωr0)
2(1 + 4λ2) σabs = πr
2
0(1 + 4λ
2)
minimal fermions: P =
(ωr0)
2
4
(1 + 16λ2) σabs =
πr20
2
(1 + 16λ2)
(5.54)
where λ = ω/(4πT ), as in (5.53). Note that in the extremal limit the bosonic and fermionic absorption
probabilities quoted in (5.54) coincide.1
5.5.1 The axion
The strategy for deriving the linearized equation of motion for the axion is the same as the one used
in [70] for the dilaton: only spherical perturbations of the solution (5.9) are considered, and a gauge
is chosen where the only components of the metric that fluctuate are grr and gtt. The minimally
coupled gauge fields F1, F2, G1, and G2 do not affect the linearized axion equation because they have
no background value and enter into the axion equation quadratically. Spherical symmetry dictates
that only tr and θφ components of these field strengths can fluctuate, corresponding respectively to
radial electric and radial magnetic field fluctuations. These fluctuations are constrained further by
Gauss’ law (5.8):
F 3θφ = 0 F
tr
3 =
Q sin θ√−g e
2φ
G3θφ = P sin θ G
tr
3 =
2Be2φ√−g G
3
θφ .
(5.55)
The asymmetry between F3 and G3 arises because the black hole is electrically charged under F3 and
magnetically charged under G3. The axion B is a dynamical theta-angle for the gauge fields, so the
last relation in (5.55) should be viewed as a dynamical version of the Witten effect [119]: when the
1Similar results on the agreement of absorption probabilities due to residual supersymmetry have appeared elsewhere
in the literature [129, 130] for the case of N = 2 supergravity. See also [131]. Thanks to G. Horowitz and A. Peet for
bringing these papers to my attention.
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axion fluctuates, an object that was magnetically charged picks up what seems like an electric charge
in that there are radial electric fields.
Using (5.55) and ignoring the dilaton terms in the axion equation of (5.5) (which is valid for the
purpose of deriving the linearized axion equation because the dilaton has zero background value), one
obtains
B + i2 (F3 ∗ F3 +G3 ∗G3) = B + i(Gtr3 ∗G3tr +Gθφ3 ∗G3θφ) =
[
+
4P 2
f4r4
]
B = 0 . (5.56)
This is indeed identical to the linearized equation for the dilaton, although the “mass” term for the
dilaton receives equal contributions 2Q2+ 2P 2 from the electric and magnetic charges in place of the
4P 2 we see in (5.56).
The radial equation for B and φ is[
(hr2∂r)
2 + ω2r4f4 − hr
2
0 sinh
2 2α
2f2
]
R = 0 . (5.57)
By an analysis sufficiently analogous to the treatments in [70, 96] that it seems superfluous to present
the details, one obtains the result already quoted in (5.54):
P = (ωr0)
2(1 + 4λ2) σabs = πr
2
0(1 + 4λ
2) . (5.58)
5.5.2 Minimally coupled fermions
It was shown in [118] that the complete fermionic equations of motion for simple N = 4, d = 4
supergravity take on a simple form when written in terms of the supercovariant derivatives introduced
in [117]. The relevant one of these equations for spin-1/2 fermions is
i /ˆDΛI − 32e2φ( /ˆDB)ΛI = 0 , (5.59)
where Dˆµ denotes a supercovariant derivative.
2
Supercovariant derivatives in general can be read off from the supersymmetry variations of a field:
if δf = FIǫ
I , then Dˆµf = Dµf − 14FIΨIµ. Thus the supercovariant derivative of the axion is DˆµB =
∂µB+(two fermion terms). Again, terms in the equations of motion which are quadratic in fields with
zero background value do not contribute to the linearized first-varied equations of motion. Because
the background values of the axion as well as all fermions are zero for the solution (5.9), the second
term in (5.59) can be discarded.
A further simplification of (5.59) can be made by dropping terms from /ˆDΛI which are quadratic
in fields with zero background value. The supersymmetry variation of ΛI is
δΛI =
√
2σρσ(F 3ρσα
3
IJ − G˜3ρσβ3IJ)ǫJ (5.60)
plus terms which vanish for the solution (5.9). So
DˆµΛI = DµΛI − 1
2
√
2
σρσ(F 3ρσα
3
IJ − G˜3ρσβ3IJ)ΨJµ (5.61)
2The spinor and gamma matrix conventions conventions used here are those described in Appendix A of [59]. ΛI
is a chiral spinor with γ5ΛI = ΛI which replaces the Majorana spinor χ
i of [118]. The gravitinos are also written in
terms of chiral spinors ΨIµ with γ5Ψ
I
µ = Ψ
I
µ. I runs from 1 to 4. Conversion to these conventions from those of [118] is
discussed in [59]. It is worth adding that in the current conventions, each field is identified with K times its counterpart
in [118], and for notational simplicity K is then set equal to 1/2. With this choice of the gravitational constant, φ and
ΛI are not canonically normalized; rather, they are twice the canonically normalized fields. So for example the kinetic
term of φ in (5.3) is 2(∂µφ)2 rather than the canonical
1
2
(∂µφ)2.
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plus terms quadratic in fields with zero background value. In (5.60) and (5.61), we have introduced
σρσ = 14 [γ
ρ, γσ] and the matrices
α3IJ =


0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

 β3IJ =


0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

 . (5.62)
The matrices αnIJ and β
n
IJ were introduced in [132] and used in [118] to establish the SU(4) invariance
of N = 4 supergravity.
Since F 3ρσ = G˜
3
ρσ, the first variation of the equation of motion (5.59) is
i /ˆDδΛI = i /DδΛI − i
2
√
2
σρσF 3ρσ(α
3
IJ − β3IJ )δΨJµ = 0 . (5.63)
For I = 3 and 4, the gravitino part gets killed and (5.59) is nothing but the Weyl equation (5.2). For
I = 1 and 2, the gravitino mixes in.3
The key point in this analysis is that the supersymmetry transformation (5.60) leaves two of the
ΛI invariant no matter what ǫ
J is chosen to be. In view of the form of (5.59) and the prescription
for reading off supercovariant derivatives from the supersymmetry transformation laws, this makes it
inevitable that two of the ΛI are minimally coupled fermions. The situation is related to unbroken
supersymmetries, but only loosely: the non-extremal black hole has the same minimally coupled
fermions that the extremal one does, and the extremal black hole preserves only one supersymmetry
but admits two minimally coupled fermions. The condition for an unbroken supersymmetry is that the
supersymmetry variations of all the fermions fields must vanish. So one would expect that there are
at least as many minimally coupled fermions as unbroken supersymmetries. More precisely, suppose
that there are n broken supersymmetries and m fermions in the theory whose equation of motion is
of the form i /ˆDΛ = 0, up to terms quadratic in fields with zero background value. Then there must
be at least m − n minimally coupled fermions. For axion-free solutions to pure N = 4 supergravity,
m = 4.
The existence of minimally coupled fermions having been established, the computation of their
absorption cross-section now proceeds in parallel to the case of minimally coupled photons. If R(r)
is a solution of the radial equation (5.31) with ℓ = s = 1/2, then the absorption probability is once
again
P =
|R(r)|2
∣∣∣
horizon
|R(r)|2
∣∣∣
∞
. (5.64)
The justification for (5.64) is a little different than for its analog (5.42) for photons because for fermions
there is a conserved number current,
Jµ = −
√
2σ∆˙∆µ Ψ¯∆˙Ψ∆ . (5.65)
Here Ψ∆ is the dyadic version of δΛ3 or δΛ4. The number of fermions passing through a sphere in a
time t is
N =
∫
S2×[0,t]
∗(Jrdr) = t
∫
S2
F volS2 (5.66)
3The gravitino equation of motion has the form of the Rarita-Schwinger equation plus interactions. This equation
also has an SO(4) index structure which is block diagonal, and the spin-1/2 particles decouple from the I = 3, 4
equations. The resulting gravitino equation, ǫµνρσγνΨˆIρσ = 0, is less simple than the equations studied previously
because the supercovariant field strength ΨˆIρσ involves a non-vanishing combination of the field strengths F3 and G˜3.
The problem of extracting from it a separable PDE like (5.29) is under investigation.
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where
F = eA−B+2CJr = eA+2C
(|ψ−1/2|2 − |ψ1/2|2) = |ψ˜−1/2|2 − |ψ˜1/2|2 . (5.67)
The component ψ1/2, like φ1 in the case of photons, is both the radiative component at infinity for
infalling solutions and the nonzero component at the black hole horizon. The formula (5.64) thus
follows from (5.67) by the same analysis that gave (5.42) from (5.34).
The radial equation (5.31) with ℓ = s = 1/2 is[
∂2r +
1
r
(
1
2 +
1
2h
)
+ ω2
f4
h2
− iω f
2
h
1
r
(
1
2 +
1
2h
− 2
f
)
− 1
hr2
]
R = 0 . (5.68)
A matching solution can be obtained in the usual fashion:
RI =
h−iλ
1− hF (−1,−
1
2 − 2iλ, 12 − 2iλ;h)
=
h−iλ
1− h
(
1 +
1 + 4iλ
1− 4iλh
)
RII = C1
1 + h
1− h + C2
√
h
1− h
RIII = 2a e
−iρ
(
1− i
2ρ
)
+ ib
eiρ
ρ
(5.69)
with
C1 =
1
1− 4iλ C2 = 0
a = b =
i
ωr0
1
1− 4iλ
(5.70)
where as before λ = ω/(4πT ). The absorption probability and cross-section are
P =
(ωr0)
2
4
(1 + 16λ2) σabs =
2π
ω2
P =
πr20
2
(1 + 16λ2) . (5.71)
The λ→ 0 limit of (5.71) agrees with the general result of [71].
5.6 The effective string model
The usual approach to effective string calculations (see for example [8, 21, 99, 101]) has been to
derive couplings between bulk fields and the effective string by expanding the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI)
action to some appropriate order. The leading terms in the expansion specify a conformal field theory
(CFT) which would describe the effective string in the absence of interactions with bulk fields. The
interactions are dictated at leading order by terms in the expansion which are linear in the bulk fields:
for a scalar field φ, a typical coupling would be
Sint =
∫
d2xφ(t, x, ~x=0)O(t, x) (5.72)
where O(t, x) is some local conformal operator in the CFT. The integration is over the effective string
world-volume, and ~x is set to zero because this is the location of the effective string in transverse
space. One can then consider tree-level processes mediated by Sint where a bulk particle is converted
into excitations on the effective string. Although the applicability of the DBI action to D-brane
bound states can be called into question, the prescription described here for computing absorption or
emission rates appears to be very robust. In the spirit of [100], where effective string calculations were
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used to account for properties of Reissner-Nordstrom black holes without reference to any underlying
microscopic picture, let us examine the consequences of couplings of the general form (5.72).
Consider the absorption of a quanta of φ with energy ω, momentum p along the effective string,
and transverse momentum ~p. We shall continue to use +−−−− signature, so for example p · x =
ωt− px − ~p · ~x. The absorption cross-section can be calculated by setting φ(t, x, ~x=0) = e−ip·x and
then treating (5.72) as a time-dependent perturbation to the CFT which describes the effective string
in isolation. Stimulated emission would be calculated by choosing eip·x rather than e−ip·x. The t and
x dependence of O(t, x) is fixed by the free theory:
O(t, x) = eipˆ·xO(0, 0)e−ipˆ·x (5.73)
where pˆ · x = Ht−Px, H and P being the Hamiltonian and momentum operators of the CFT. If one
considers the perturbation (5.72) to act for a time t, then Fermi’s Golden Rule gives the thermally
averaged transition probability as
P =
∑
i,f
e−β·pi
Z
Pi→f = Lt
∑
i,f
e−β·pi
Z
(2π)2δ2(p+ pi − pf ) |〈f |O(0, 0)|i〉|2 . (5.74)
This formula is valid for when the length L of the effective string is much larger than the Compton
wavelength of the incoming scalar. In (5.74), β has two components, β+ = βL and β
− = βR. The
partition function splits into left and right sectors:
Z = tr e−β·pˆ = (trL e−βLpˆ+)(trR e−βRpˆ−) . (5.75)
For simplicity we take the momentum p = (ω, 0, ~p) of the incoming particle perpendicular to the
brane, but clearly (5.74) remains valid for the case of particles with Kaluza-Klein charge.
The summation over final states can become tedious when the scalar turns into more than two
excitations on the effective string. Already in the case of fixed scalars (chapter 3), which split into
two right-movers and two left-movers, the evaluation of this summation was a nontrivial exercise. It
therefore seems worthwhile to develop further a method employed in [100] in which the absorption
probability is read off from the two-point function of the operator O in the effective string CFT.
Allow t to take on complex values, defining O(t, x) by (5.73) for arbitrary complex t. According to
usual notational conventions [133], O†(t, x) is no longer the adjoint of O(t, x) except when t is real;
instead, O†(t, x) is evolved from O†(0, 0) using (5.73). The conventional thermal Green’s function
takes t = −iτ where τ is the Euclidean time:
G(−iτ, x) = 〈O†(−iτ, x)O(0, 0)〉 = tr (ρ Tτ {O†(−iτ, x)O(0, 0)}) (5.76)
where ρ = e−β·pˆ/Z. One can continue to arbitrary complex t, defining Tτ to time-order with respect
to −ℑ(t). The convenience of doing this is that the integral∫
d2x eip·xG(t− iǫ, x) =
∑
i,f
e−β·pi
Z
(2π)2δ2(p+ pi − pf ) |〈f |O(0, 0)|i〉|2 (5.77)
reproduces the right-hand side of (5.74). The proof of (5.77) proceeds by inserting
∑
i |i〉〈i| and∑
f |f〉〈f | into (5.76) before O† and O respectively.
Now let us turn to the evaluation of G(t, x). Assume that O(t, x) has the form
O(t, x) = O+(x+)O−(x−) (5.78)
where x± = t±x andO+ andO− are primary fields of dimensions hL and hR, respectively. Set z = ix−
so that, for x real and t = −iτ imaginary, z¯ = ix+. The singularities in G(t, x) are determined by the
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OPE’s of O+ and O− with themselves:
O+(z¯)O†+(w¯) =
CO+
(z¯ − w¯)2hL + less singular
O−(z)O†−(w) =
CO−
(z − w)2hR + less singular.
(5.79)
G(t, x) factors into a left-moving and right-moving piece. The imaginary time periodicity properties
of each piece, together with their singularities, suffice to fix the form of G(t, x) completely:4
G(t, x) = CO
i2hL+2hR
(
πTL
sinhπTLx+
)2hL ( πTR
sinhπTRx−
)2hR
(5.80)
where CO = CO+CO− .
At nonzero temperature, the absorption cross-section cannot be calculated straight from (5.74): for
bosons, the stimulated emission probability must be subtracted off in order to obtain a result consistent
with detailed balance, as described in chapter 3. The net result is to set σabsFt = P(1−e−β·p) where F
is the flux and P is read off from (5.74). For fermions, the presence of an incoming wave inhibits by the
Exclusion Principle emission processes leading to another fermion in the same state as the incoming
wave. The absorption cross-section must therefore be calculated using σabsFt = P(1+ e−β·p). Again,
this result is in accord with detailed balance.
The considerations of the previous paragraph can be restated compactly in terms of the Green’s
function:
σabs =
L
F
∫
d2x eip·x
(G(t− iǫ, x)− G(t+ iǫ, x))
=
LCO
F
(2πTL)
2hL−1(2πTR)2hR−1
Γ(2hL)Γ(2hR)
eβ·p/2 − (−1)2hL+2hRe−β·p/2
2
·
∣∣∣∣Γ
(
hL + i
p+
2πTL
)
Γ
(
hR + i
p−
2πTR
)∣∣∣∣2 .
(5.81)
One way to perform the integral in the first line is first to separate into x+ and x− factors and then
to deform the contours in the separate factors by setting ǫ = βL/2 or βR/2. Assuming that bosons
and fermions couple, respectively, to conformal fields with hL + hR an integer or half an odd integer,
one indeed obtains the factor 1∓ e−β·p required by detailed balance.
The formula (5.81) represents almost the most general functional form for an absorption cross-
section that the effective string model is capable of predicting. One possible generalization is for the
bulk field to couple to a sum of different operators O(t, x), in which case a sum of terms like (5.81)
would be expected. Another generalization can arise from a coupling of a bulk field φ to the effective
string not through its value φ(t, x, ~x = 0) on the string, as shown in (5.72), but rather through its
derivatives: for instance ∂iφ(t, x, ~x=0) where i labels a transverse dimension. In case of fields without
Kaluza-Klein charge, the effect of n such derivatives is simply to introduce an extra factor ω2n on
the right hand side of (5.81). Since the flux is F = ω for a canonically normalized scalar, the ω
dependence of the cross-section is
σabs ∼ ω2n−1 sinh
(
ω
2TH
) ∣∣∣∣Γ
(
hL + i
ω
4πTL
)
Γ
(
hR + i
ω
4πTR
)∣∣∣∣2 . (5.82)
As we shall see in a specific example below, the flux factor for massless fermions cancels out a similar
factor in CO. So for a fermionic field which couples to the effective string through a term in the
4Actually, there is a subtlety here: the information from periodicity and singularities must be supplemented by a
sum rule [133] on the spectral density to squeeze out an ambiguity in the analytic continuation.
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lagrangian of the form ∂nψO, the energy dependence of the cross-section is
σabs ∼ ω2n cosh
(
ω
2TH
) ∣∣∣∣Γ
(
hL + i
ω
4πTL
)
Γ
(
hR + i
ω
4πTR
)∣∣∣∣2 . (5.83)
The remarkable fact is that numerous classical absorption calculations that have appeared in the
literature [7, 8, 73, 99, 87, 21, 103, 102, 110, 112, 101, 75, 100, 113, 114, 71] all give results consistent
with (5.81) or (5.82) in the near-extremal limit. As an example, consider massless minimally coupled
scalars falling into the four-dimensional black hole considered in [87], whose effective string model is
derived from the picture of three intersecting sets of M5-branes. The absorption cross-section for the
ℓth partial wave is
σℓabs =
2
ω2
(ωTHAh)
2ℓ+1
(2ℓ)!2(2ℓ+ 1)!!
sinh
(
ω
2TH
) ∣∣∣∣Γ
(
ℓ+ 1 + i
ω
4πTL
)
Γ
(
ℓ+ 1 + i
ω
4πTR
)∣∣∣∣2 , (5.84)
consistent with a coupling to the effective string of the form (∂ℓφ)O where O has dimensions hL =
hR = ℓ + 1. Another interesting example is the fixed scalar [21, 96]. The cross-section for the s-
wave in the four-dimensional case [96], with three charges equal and much greater than the fourth
(R = r1 = r2 = r3 ≫ rK ∼ r0) is
σabs =
r30
2ωR2
sinh
(
ω
2TH
) ∣∣∣∣Γ
(
2 + i
ω
4πTL
)
Γ
(
2 + i
ω
4πTR
)∣∣∣∣2 , (5.85)
consistent with a coupling of the form φT++T−−. It is not hard to convince oneself that the analysis
of the two-point function works the same when O(t, x) = T++(x+)T−−(x−) as it did when O(t, x)
was the product of left and right moving primary fields.
One naturally expects that an equal charge black hole whose metric is extreme Reissner-Nordstrom,
like the N = 4 example we focused on in sections 5.2, 5.4.2, and 5.5, can be obtained in the effective
string picture by taking TL ≫ TR, ω. Indeed, it was found in [100] that ordinary scalar cross-sections
in this metric, and even in the Kerr-Newman metric, have precisely the form one would expect from
an effective string with TL ≫ TR, ω. The cross-sections have no dependence on TL in this limit,
and the authors of [100] suggested a model which made no reference to the left-moving sector. Note
however that left-movers seem the natural explanation for the finite entropy of extremal black holes—a
subject not addressed in [100]. In [25] it was argued in the context of N = 8 compactifications that
the CFT on the effective string is a (0, 4) theory with central charges cL = cR = 6. The (local) SU(2)
R-symmetry of the right-moving sector was identified with the group SO(3) of spatial rotations of
the black hole. The same identification of a local SU(2) on the effective string with SO(3) was used
in [100]. We will assume that an effective string description with 4 supersymmetries and c = 6 in the
right-moving sector also applies to the equal charge black hole of N = 4 supergravity.
Without committing to specific assumptions about the nature or existence of left-movers, one can
conclude that the general form for an effective string absorption cross-section of massless particles is
bosons: σabs ∼ ω2n
∣∣∣∣Γ(hR + 2iλ)Γ(1 + 2iλ)
∣∣∣∣2 = ω2n hR−1∏
r=1
(r2 + 4λ2) if hR ∈ Z
fermions: σabs ∼ ω2n
∣∣∣∣Γ(hR + 2iλ)Γ(12 + 2iλ)
∣∣∣∣2 = ω2n
hR−1/2∏
r=1/2
(r2 + 4λ2) if hR ∈ Z+ 12
(5.86)
where r runs over integers in the case of bosons and integers plus 1/2 in the case of fermions, and
λ =
ω
4πT
=
ω
8πTR
. (5.87)
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The cross-section (5.53) for minimally coupled photons fits the form (5.86) with hR = 2 and n = 1.
The form of the coupling of the minimal photon to the effective string is further constrained by rotation
invariance. If we represent the right-moving sector using 4 free chiral bosons (which are neutral under
SU(2)) and an SU(2) doublet of fermions, then simplest coupling to the minimal photon with the
right group theoretic properties is
Lint = φαβΨα−∂−Ψβ−F+ + h.c. (5.88)
where F+ is a left-moving field which, as noted previously, does not affect the form of the absorption
cross-section. Recall that φαβ is a field strength: one derivative is hidden inside it, so indeed n = 1.
The indices on Ψα− are for the group SO(3) of spatial rotations, while the indices on φαβ are for the
SU(2)L half of the Lorentz group SO(3, 1). But they can be contracted as shown in a static gauge
description since the generators of SO(3) are just sums of the generators of SU(2)L and SU(2)R.
With the current spinor index conventions, an upper dotted index is equivalent to a lower undotted
index if only spatial SO(3) rotations are considered.
The dilaton and axion cross-sections (5.54) fit the form (5.86) with hR = 2, and so does the minimal
fermion cross-section with hR = 3/2. The natural guess is a coupling of these fields to the stress-energy
tensor and the supercurrents: to linear order in all the fields,
Lint =
[
(φ+ iB)T−− + Λ3αTαF− − iΛ4αT †αF−
]
F+ + h.c. (5.89)
The form of (5.89) is dictated by the quarter of the N = 4 supersymmetry which is preserved by the
extreme black hole. The terms in the supersymmetry variation of Lint with no derivatives can shown
to cancel using
δ(φ+ iB) = ǫαΛ3α + ǫ¯α˙i
√
2σ0α˙βΛ4β
δTαF− = ǫ
αT−− .
(5.90)
Here ǫα parametrizes what was referred to in [59] as the ǫ
34
+ supersymmetry. Note that in the con-
ventions outlined in the appendix, both
√
2σ0α˙β and
√
2σ0
αβ˙
are numerically the identity matrix. The
left-moving sector of the CFT is assumed to be neutral under supersymmetry.
The equivalence (in static gauge) of upper undotted and lower dotted indices has been used to
simplify (5.89). The matrices
√
2σ0α˙β and
√
2σ0
αβ˙
can be used to convert between them. The index
on T †F− has been raised in (5.89) using ǫ
αβ . A consequence of the second line in (5.90) is thus
δT †αF− = −ǫ¯α˙T−−.
The normalization of TαF− used here differs from [134] by a factor of
√
2: if Gαn and Ln are the
supercurrent and Virasoro generators of [134], then the present conventions are to set TαF−(z) =
1√
2
∑
n z
−n−3/2Gαn and T (z) =
∑
n z
−n−2Ln. On the complex plane, the nonzero two-point functions
are
〈TαF−(z)T †F−β(w)〉 =
c
3
δαβ
(z − w)3
〈T−−(z)T−−(w)〉 = c/2
(z − w)4 .
(5.91)
Let us also assume that the only nonzero two-point function of F+ and F
†
+ is
〈F (z¯)F †(w¯)〉 = CF
(z¯ − w¯)2hR . (5.92)
Now we are ready to compute effective string cross-sections. For the dilaton, the operator O(t, x)
entering into the analysis of (5.72)-(5.81) is
O(t, x) = T−−(x−)
(
F+(x
+) + F †+(x
+)
)
. (5.93)
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The fact that T−− is not primary does not alter the periodicity properties of its two-point function.
Thus the arguments leading from (5.78) to (5.81) still apply, and CO = cCF = 6CF . Because of
the non-canonical normalization of the dilaton field in the action (5.3), the particle flux in a wave
φ = e−ip·x is F = 4ω, four times the usual value. Plugging these numbers into (5.81) and taking the
large TL limit, one obtains
σabs =
LCF
8T
(2πTL)
2hL−1(2πTR)3
Γ(hL)
2
Γ(2hL)
(1 + 4λ2) . (5.94)
The axion of course yields the same result.
The minimal fermions clearly have the same cross-section, so let us consider only Λ3. Let the
incoming wave be Λ3α = uαe
−ip·x. With O(t, x) = uαTαF−(x−)F+(x+), the analysis leading to (5.81)
goes through as usual, yielding
CO = u¯α˙δβαuβ
cCF
3
= u¯α˙
√
2σ0α˙βuβ 2CF . (5.95)
In the second equality the equivalence of lower undotted and upper dotted indices has again been
used. Recall that
√
2σ0α˙β is indeed the identity matrix. The flux is F = 4u¯α˙
√
2σ0α˙βuβ. (As for the
dilaton, the 4 here is due to the non-canonical normalization of the fermion field: see the footnote at
the beginning of section 5.5.2.) Now (5.81) can be used again to give
σabs =
πLCF
16
(2πTL)
2hL−1(2πTR)2
Γ(hL)
2
Γ(2hL)
(1 + 16λ2) . (5.96)
The effective string cross-sections (5.94) and (5.96) stand in the same ratio as the semi-classical
cross-sections for fixed scalars and minimal fermions quoted in (5.54).
Of course, it would be highly desirable to carry out calculations similar to the ones presented here
for the black holes in five dimensions that can be modeled using the D1-brane D5-brane bound state.
There one can hope that an understanding of the soliton picture can fix overall normalizations; but
again one expects the residual supersymmetry to fix relative normalizations between fermionic and
bosonic cross-sections.
5.7 Conclusion
One of the main technical results of this chapter has been to show that when the equations of motion for
photons or fermions are simple enough to be analyzed by the dyadic index methods of [120, 121, 122],
they lead to ordinary differential equations whose near-horizon form is hypergeometric. That fact
alone gives their low-energy absorption cross-sections a form which is capable of explanation in the
effective string description.
Dyadic index methods are not essential to the analysis of minimally coupled fermions; indeed, the
Weyl equation for fermions has been analyzed recently in [71] in arbitrary dimensions using more
conventional techniques. However, the dyadic index method provides an efficient, unified treatment
of minimal fermions and minimal photons. Indeed, the photon radial equations (5.43) and (5.48)
seem difficult to derive by other means. The existence of minimally coupled photons seems to depend
essentially on the equal charge condition, which makes the dilaton background constant. Minimally
coupled fermions, as suggested in section 5.5.2, may be more common because their existence depends
on the vanishing of their supersymmetry variations in the black hole background.
The greybody factors computed in (5.53) and (5.54) are polynomials in the energy ω rather than
quotients of gamma functions as found in [75]. This is characteristic of an effective string whose
left-moving temperature TL is much greater than TR and ω. These polynomial greybody factors are
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sufficient to determine the conformal dimension of the right-moving factor in the operator through
which a field couples to the effective string, and the number of derivatives in that coupling. For
example, the minimal photon couples through its field strength times a hR = 2 operator. But (5.53)
and (5.54) do not yield any information regarding the left-movers. To see the effects of left-movers,
one might try to generalize the present treatment to black holes far from extremality, as was done
recently in [114] for minimally coupled scalars.
The absence of a string soliton description of the equal charge black hole in pure d = 4, N = 4
supergravity precludes a precise comparison of cross-sections between the effective string and semi-
classical descriptions. However, by assuming that the effective string world-sheet theory is a (0, 4)
super-conformal field theory whose right-moving R-symmetry group, SU(2), is identified with the
group of spatial rotations, it has been possible to show that the relative normalizations of the dilaton,
axion, and minimally coupled fermion cross-sections are correctly predicted by the effective string.
The proposed couplings of these fields to the effective string are simple: the scalars couple to the
stress-energy tensor while the fermions couple to the supercurrent. One would expect that it possible
to extend this picture to a manifestly supersymmetric specification of how all the massless bulk fields
couple to the effective string at linear order.
There is a simple point which nevertheless is worth emphasizing: the cross-sections of the dilaton,
axion, and minimal fermions are related by supersymmetry despite their different energy dependence.
The energy dependence (also known as the greybody factor) arises from finite-temperature kinematics.
Unsurprisingly, the kinematic factors are different for particles of different spin; but their form turns
out to be fixed by the conformal dimension of the field by which a field couples to the effective string.
Supersymmetry acts on the S-matrix, relating the coefficients we have called CO in section 5.6. The
predictions of supersymmetry regarding the absorption cross-sections of different particles in the same
multiplet thus have more to do with the relative normalization than the energy dependence.
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Appendix: Dyadic index conventions
This appendix presents in a pedestrian fashion the aspects of the Newman-Penrose formalism relevant
to the rest of the chapter. A readable introduction can be found in [135]; for an authoritative treatment
the reader is referred to [124].
Sign conventions vary by author, and the ones used here are as close as possible to those of the
original paper by Newman and Penrose [123] and to those of Teukolsky [120, 121]. First consider
flat Minkowski spacetime with mostly minus metric, ηab = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). The conventions on
raising and lowering spinor indices are those of “northwest contraction:”
ψα = ǫαβψβ ψα = ψ
βǫβα
ψ¯α˙ = ǫα˙β˙ψ¯β˙ ψ¯α˙ = ψ¯
β˙ǫβ˙α˙
(5.97)
where the sign of the antisymmetric tensors is fixed by ǫ01 = ǫ
01 = ǫ0˙1˙ = ǫ
0˙1˙ = 1. In flat space, the
conventional choice of the matrices σa
αβ˙
which map bispinors to vectors is
σa =
1√
2
(1, τ3, τ1,−τ2) (5.98)
where the matrices τi are the standard Pauli matrices. Vector indices are interchanged with pairs of
spinor indices using the formulae
va = σaαα˙v
αα˙ vαα˙ = σαα˙a va (5.99)
where σαα˙a = ηabǫ
αβǫα˙β˙σb
ββ˙
, consistent with our northwest contraction rules. There is no need to
define matrices σ¯aα˙β . The metric has a simple form when written with spinor indices:
ηabσ
a
αα˙σ
b
ββ˙
= ǫαβǫα˙β˙ . (5.100)
In curved spacetime, the metric gµν is again chosen with +−−− signature. In this chapter, the
metric is always of the form
ds2 = e2A(r)dt2 − e2B(r)dr2 − e2C(r) (dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) . (5.101)
It will turn out to be useful to define not only the standard diagonal vierbein,
eaµ = diag(
√
gtt,
√−grr,
√−gθθ,
√−gφφ) ,
but also a complex null tetrad5
ℓµ =
eµt + e
µ
r√
2
nµ =
eµt − eµr√
2
mµ =
eµθ + ie
µ
φ√
2
m¯µ =
eµθ − ieµφ√
2
.
(5.102)
One of the conveniences of working with spinors is that a spinor is a sort of square root of a null vector:
for any spinor ψα, vµ = eµaσ
a
αα˙ψ
αψ¯α˙ is a null vector, and any null vector can be written in this form.
It is important to note that in the context of the Newman-Penrose formalism, spinor components are
5In the literature it is common to see factors of gtt included in the definitions of ℓµ and nµ so that seven rather than
six of the spin coefficients vanish. This however complicates the time-reversal properties of the solutions.
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ordinary commuting numbers, not Grassmann numbers. It is possible to introduce a basis (oα, ια) for
spinor space with the properties
oαι
α = 1
ℓαα˙ = oαo¯α˙ nαα˙ = ια ι¯α˙ mαα˙ = oαι¯α˙ m¯αα˙ = ιαo¯α˙ .
(5.103)
A particular choice of (oα, ια) is
oα =
(
1
0
)
ια =
(
0
1
)
. (5.104)
Dyadic indices are introduced by defining ξα0 = o
α, ξα1 = ι
α and writing ψΓ for the components of the
spinor ψα with respect to the basis ξ
α
Γ :
ψΓ = ξ
α
Γψα ψα = −ξΓαψΓ . (5.105)
The minus sign in the second equation is the result of insisting on the same raising and lowering
conventions for dyadic indices as for spinor indices: ξΓα = ǫ
Γ∆ξβ∆ǫβα.
It is a familiar story [28] how the minimal SO(3, 1) connection ωµ
a
b on the local Lorentz bundle is
induced from the Christoffel connection: one defines
ωµ
a
b = e
a
ν∂µe
b
ν + e
a
νΓ
ν
µρe
ρ
b (5.106)
so that
∇µva = ∂µva + ωµabvb = eaν∇µvν = eaν(∂µvν + Γνµρvρ) . (5.107)
The Newman-Penrose spin coefficients are defined in an exactly analogous way. In fact, they are
merely special (complex) linear combinations of the ωµ
a
b. It is conventional in the literature to make
dyadic indices “neutral” under the covariant derivative ∇µ: ∇µvΓ = ∂µvΓ. The covariant derivatives
of spinors, by contrast, are defined using the connection induced from ωµ
a
b. It is convenient to define
a “completely covariant” derivative Dµ and a connection γµ
Σ
Γ with the defining properties
DµψΓ = ∂µψΓ − ψΣγµΣΓ = ξαΓ∇µψα . (5.108)
A brief way of characterizing the covariant derivative is to say that under ∇µ, the quantities gµν , ηab,
ǫαβ , e
a
µ, and σ
a
αα˙ (together with their alternative incarnations η
ab, ǫα˙β˙, etc.) are covariantly constant.
Under Dµ, the quantities ξ
α
Γ are covariantly constant as well. From (5.108) it is immediate that
6
γmΣΓ = −ξΓα∇µξαΣ . (5.109)
The quantities γ∆∆˙ΓΣ = σ
µ
∆∆˙
γmΓΣ are the spin coefficients. They have the symmetry γ∆∆˙ΓΣ =
γ∆∆˙ΣΓ. With twelve independent complex components they represent the same information as the
forty real components of the Christoffel connection Γµνρ. It is useful to note that
σµ
∆∆˙
= eµaξ
α
∆ξ¯
α˙
∆˙
σaαα˙ =
(
ℓµ mµ
m¯µ nµ
)
. (5.110)
A useful formula for calculating the spin coefficients can be given in terms of σµ
∆∆˙
:
γ∆∆˙ΓΣ = − 12 ξβΓ ξ¯β˙Γ˙σ
ν
∆∆˙
∇ν(ξΣβ ξ¯Γ˙β˙ ) = − 12σ
µ
ΓΓ˙
σν
∆∆˙
∇νσµΣΓ˙ . (5.111)
6Note that the choice of sign for γ∆∆˙ΓΣ follows the convention of [120] and [123] rather than of [135].
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Some further notational definitions are conventional in dyadic index papers:
γ00˙ΓΣ =
(
κ ǫ
ǫ π
)
γ01˙ΓΣ =
(
σ β
β µ
)
γ10˙ΓΣ =
(
ρ α
α λ
)
γ11˙ΓΣ =
(
τ γ
γ ν
) (5.112)
D = ℓµ∇µ ∆ = nµ∇µ δ = mµ∇µ δ¯ = m¯µ∇µ . (5.113)
For the metric (5.101), one finds
κ = π = σ = λ = τ = ν = 0
ǫ = γ =
e−BA′
2
√
2
β = −α = e
−C cot θ
2
√
2
µ = ρ = −e
−BC′√
2
(5.114)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to r. (5.114) represents a remarkably economical way
of describing the connection of an arbitrary spherically symmetric spacetime: there are only three
independent nonzero spin coefficients, and they are real.
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Chapter 6
Absorption by non-dilatonic branes
6.1 Introduction
Dirichlet branes provide an elegant embedding of Ramond-Ramond charged objects into string theory
[4]. The D-brane description of the dynamics of these solitons may be compared with corresponding
results in the semi-classical low-energy supergravity. In particular, a counting of degeneracies for
certain intersecting D-branes reproduces, in the limit of large charges, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
of the corresponding geometries [5, 6]. Furthermore, calculations of emission and absorption rates for
scalar particles agree with a simple “effective string” model for the dynamics of the intersection
[6, 7, 8, 73, 99, 75, 87, 21, 96]. Questions have been raised, however, whether the simplest model
is capable of incorporating all the complexities of black holes physics [112, 102, 103]. Indeed, it is
possible that the dynamics of intersecting D-branes, which is not yet fully understood, cannot be
captured by one simple model.
This chapter, based on the paper [10], is concerned with the simpler configurations which involve
parallel D-branes only. Their string theoretic description is well understood in terms of supersymmetric
U(N) gauge theory on the world-volume [13]. Perturbative string calculations of scattering [74, 136,
137] and absorption [138] are fairly straightforward for the parallel D-branes, and their low-energy
dynamics is summarized in the DBI action.
To leading order in the string coupling, N coincident Dp-branes are described by O(N2) free
fields in p + 1 dimensions. This result may be compared with the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of
the near-extremal p-brane solutions in supergravity. In [45, 46] it was found the the scaling of the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy with the temperature agrees with that for a massless gas in p dimensions
only for the non-dilatonic p-branes. The only representative of this class which is described by parallel
D-branes is the self-dual three-brane. Other representatives include the dyonic string in D = 6, and
the two-branes and five-branes of M-theory. In [47] a way of reconciling the differing scalings for
the dilatonic branes [139] was proposed.1 Nevertheless, in [9] it was shown that the non-dilatonic
branes (and especially the self-dual three-brane) have a number of special properties that allow for
more detailed comparisons between semi-classical gravity and the microscopic theory. For example,
the string theoretic calculation of the absorption cross-section by three-branes for low-energy dilatons
was found to agree exactly with the classical calculation in the background of the extremal classical
geometry [9].
What are the features that make the three-brane so special? In classical supergravity, the extremal
three-brane is the only RR-charged solution that is perfectly non-singular [141, 142, 143]. For N
1Other ideas on how to find agreement for the dilatonic branes were put forward in [140].
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three-branes, the curvature of the classical solution is bounded by a quantity of order
1√
Nκ10
∼ 1
α′
√
Ngstr
.
Thus, to suppress the string scale corrections to the classical metric, we need to take the limit Ngstr →
∞. This fact seems to lead to a strongly coupled theory on the world-volume and raises questions
about the applicability of string perturbation theory to macroscopic three-branes. However, in [9] it
was shown that the dimensionless expansion parameter that enters the string theoretic calculation of
the absorption cross-section is actually
Nκ10ω
4 ∼ Ngstrα′2ω4 , (6.1)
where ω is the incident energy. Thus, we may consider a “double scaling limit,”
Ngstr →∞ , ω2α′ → 0 , (6.2)
where the expansion parameter (6.1) is kept small. Moreover, the classical absorption cross-section
is naturally expanded in powers of ω4 × (curvature)−2, which is the same expansion parameter (6.1)
as the one governing the string theoretic description of the three-branes. The two expansions of the
cross-section thus may indeed be compared, and the leading term agrees exactly [9]. This provides
strong evidence in favor of absorption by extremal three-branes being a unitary process. While in
the classical calculation the information carried by the dilaton seems to disappear down the infinite
throat of the classical solution, the stringy approach indicates that the information is not lost: it is
stored in the quantum state of the back-to-back massless gauge bosons on the world-volume which
are produced by the dilaton. Subsequent decay of the three-brane back to the ground state proceeds
via annihilation of the gauge bosons into an outgoing massless state, and there seems to be no space
for information loss.
The scenario mentioned above certainly deserves a more careful scrutiny. In this chapter, we carry
out further comparisons between string theory and classical gravity of the three-brane. In string
theory there is a variety of fields that act as minimally coupled massless scalars with respect to the
transverse dimensions. The dilaton, which was investigated in [9], is perhaps the simplest one to
study. In this chapter we turn to other such fields: the RR scalar and the gravitons polarized parallel
to the world-volume. We show that in classical gravity all these fields satisfy the same equation and,
therefore, are absorbed with the same rate as the dilaton. However, their cubic couplings to the
massless world-volume modes dictated by string theory [138] are completely different. In particular,
the longitudinally polarized gravitons can turn into pairs of gauge bosons, scalars, or fermions. Adding
up these rates we find that the total cross-section has the same universal value, in agreement with
classical gravity.
Another interesting check concerns the absorption of scalars in partial waves higher than ℓ = 0. In
[9] it was shown that the scaling of the relevant cross-sections with ω and N agrees for all ℓ. For ℓ = 1
we show that the coefficient agrees as well. For ℓ > 1 the simplest assumption about the effective
action does not yield a coefficient which agrees with the classical calculation. Normalization of the
effective action is a subtle matter, however, and we suspect that its direct determination from string
amplitudes will yield agreement with the classical cross-sections.
While a microscopic description of RR-charged branes is by now well known in string theory, the
situation is not as simple for the p-brane solutions of the 11-dimensional supergravity. There is
good evidence that a yet unknown M-theory underlies their fundamental description. Comparisons
with semi-classical gravity provide consistency checks on this description. In [9] the scalings of the
classical absorption cross-sections were found to agree with the two-brane and five-brane effective
action considerations. Here we calculate the absorption cross-section of a longitudinally polarized
graviton by a single five-brane. Using the world-volume effective action, we find that the absorption
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cross-section is 1/4 of the rate formally predicted by classical gravity. In fact, one could hardly expect
perfect agreement for a single five-brane – the classical description is expected to be valid only for a
large number of coincident branes. It is interesting, nevertheless, how close the two calculations come
to agreeing with each other. We also carry out a similar comparison for a single two-brane, but find
the discrepancy in the coefficient to be far greater than in the five-brane case.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 6.2 we exhibit the spacetime effective actions
and derive the classical equations satisfied by various fields. In section 6.3 we present the new three-
brane calculations. In section 6.4 we carry out the comparisons of classical 11-dimensional supergravity
with the predictions of the M-brane world-volume actions. We conclude in section 6.5.
6.2 Spacetime effective actions and perturbations around non-
dilatonic p-brane solutions
6.2.1 Perturbations of three-branes
The bosonic part of the field equations of d = 10 type IIB supergravity, which is the low-energy limit
of the type IIB superstring [144], can be derived from the following action: [81, 145]
S10 =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
[√−G(e−2φ[R + 4(∂φ)2 − 112 (∂B2)2] (6.3)
− 12 (∂C)2 − 112 (∂C2 − C∂B2)2 − 14·5!F 25
)− 12·4!·(3!)2 ǫ10C4∂C2∂B2 + ...
]
,
where2
(∂B2)MNK ≡ 3∂[MBNK] , (∂C4)MNKLP ≡ 5∂[MCNKLP ] ,
F5 = ∂C4 + 5(B2∂C2 − C2∂B2) .
Following [145] we assume that the self-duality constraint F5 = F˜5 may be added at the level of the
equations of motion. This action is a useful tool for deriving the dimensionally reduced forms of type
IIB supergravity action [145] and also for discussing perturbations near the solitonic p-brane solutions
given below. Written in the Einstein frame (gMN = e
−φ/2GMN ) it takes the following SL(2, R)
covariant form:
S10 =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
(√−g10[ R− 12 (∂φ)2 − 112e−φ(∂B2)2 (6.4)
− 12e2φ(∂C)2 − 112eφ(∂C2 − C∂B2)2 − 14·5!F 25
]− 12·4!·(3!)2 ǫ10C4∂C2∂B2 + ...
)
.
The extremal three-brane of type IIB theory is represented by the background [146, 141]
ds210 = H
−1/2(−dt2 + dxadxa) +H1/2dxidxi , (6.5)
(∂C4)abcdi = ǫabcd∂iH
−1 , (∂C4)ijklm = ǫijklmn∂nH , H = 1 +
R4
r4
, r2 = xixi , (6.6)
2We use the following notation. The signature is (−+ ...+). M,N, ... label the coordinate indices of d = 10 or d = 11
theory. The indices α, β, ... (a, b, ..) will label the spacetime (spatial) coordinates parallel to the p-brane world-volume,
i.e. α = (0, a), a = 1, ..., p; the indices i, j, ..., will label the coordinates transverse to the p-brane, i = p+1, ...,9(10). We
shall also use µ, ν, ... for the indices of the dimensionally reduced theory obtained by compactifying the internal directions
parallel to the p-brane, i.e. µ = (0, i). ǫd will stand for the totally antisymmetric symbol (density). Contractions over
repeated lower-case indices are always performed with the flat metric, and A[ab] ≡
1
2
(Aab − Aba).
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with all other components and fields vanishing (i.e. φ = C = B2 = C2 = 0, F5 = ∂C4). The scalar
curvature ∼ (∂C4)2 ∼ R−2 near r = 0, In fact, this metric may be extended to a geodesically complete
non-singular geometry [142, 143]. This is the only RR-charged p-brane for which this is possible.
Let us consider small perturbations near this background which depend only on xµ, i.e. on the
time t and the transverse coordinates xi. Our aim is to identify the modes which have simple Klein-
Gordon type equations. A guiding principle is to look for (components of) the fields that have trivial
background values.
The obvious examples are the dilaton φ and the Ramond-Ramond scalar C perturbations which
are decoupled from the C4-background and thus have the action (ϕ = (φ,C))
Sscal. = − 1
4κ210
∫
d10x
√−g10 gµν∂µϕ∂νϕ = − 1
4κ210
∫
d10x
[
∂iϕ∂iϕ−H(r)∂0ϕ∂0ϕ
]
, (6.7)
where we have used the fact that for the three-brane background the Einstein and the string frame
metrics are identical, GMN = gMN , which implies
gµν = diag(−H−1/2, H1/2δij) ,
√−g10 = H1/2 .
Perturbations of the metric are, in general, mixed with perturbations of components of C4. An
important exception is the traceless part of the longitudinal (polarized along the three-brane) graviton
perturbations hab. These perturbations give rise to scalars upon dimensional reduction to d = 7. Let
us split the metric in the “7+3” fashion
ds210E = gµνdx
µdxν + gabdx
adxb ,
and assume that all the fields depend only on xµ (this is equivalent to reduction to 7 dimensions).
Then the relevant part of (6.4) becomes
S10 =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
√−g7√g3
(
R7 − 14gabgcd∂µgac∂µgbd − 148FµνabcFµνdefgadgbegcf + ...
)
, (6.8)
where g7 ≡ det gµν , g3 ≡ det gab and we have written down explicitly the only F 25 term that could
potentially couple hab to the gauge field strength background. Introducing the “normalized” metric
γab = g
−1/3
3 gab which has unit determinant, we find
Sscal.grav. =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
√−g7√g3
(
R7 − 14γabγcd∂µγac∂µγbd (6.9)
− 112g−23 ∂µg3∂µg3 − 18g−13 FµνFµν + ...
)
,
where Fµν = Fµν123 is the d = 7 vector field strength which, according to (6.6), describes an electrically
charged extremal black hole. Thus, only the determinant of gab, which is related to the 7-dimensional
dilaton, couples to the gauge field background. This is consistent with the fact that γab has a trivial
background value, γab = δab, while the value of det gab in (6.5) is g3 = H
−3/2.
The fluctuations hab = γab − δab (which are traceless, haa = 0, to keep det γab = 1) thus have the
same quadratic part of the action as the scalar fields in (6.7)
Sscal.grav. = − 1
8κ210
∫
d10x
√−g10 ∂µhab∂µhab (6.10)
= − 1
8κ210
∫
d10x
[
∂ihab∂ihab −H(r)∂0hab∂0hab
]
.
Similar conclusions hold for other p-brane solutions because the “normalized” internal space metric
γab has a flat background value.
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6.2.2 Perturbations of two-branes and five-branes
The discussion of perturbations around the two-brane and five-brane solutions [147, 148] of the d = 11
supergravity is very similar to the analysis in the preceding subsection. The starting point is the
bosonic part of the d = 11 supergravity action [149]
S11 =
1
2κ211
∫
d11x
(√−g11[R− 12·4! (∂C3)2]+ 1(12)4 ǫ11C3∂C3∂C3 + ...
)
, (6.11)
where (∂C3)MNKL = 4∂[MCNKL]. The two-brane and five-brane backgrounds are respectively (a =
1, ..., p, i = p+ 1, ..., 10, p = 2, 5)
ds211 = H
−2/3(−dt2 + dxadxa) +H1/3dxidxi , (6.12)
(∂C3)0abn = ǫab∂nH
−1 , H = 1 +
R6
r6
,
ds211 = H
−1/3(−dt2 + dxadxa) +H2/3dxidxi , (6.13)
(∂C3)ijkl = ǫijkln∂nH , H = 1 +
R3
r3
.
Both for the two-brane and for the five-brane, the scalar curvature is ∼ (∂C3)2 ∼ R−2 near r = 0.
There is a subtle difference, however, in that the five-brane metric may be extended to a geodesically
complete non-singular geometry, while the two-brane metric cannot [142, 143].
We consider small perturbations near these backgrounds which depend only on xµ = (t, xi). There
are no scalars like φ or C in the d = 11 theory, but it is easy to check that, as in (6.8),(6.9), the
“normalized” internal part of the metric γab = g
−1/p
p gab, gp ≡ det gab (p = 2, 5), which has a flat
background value, is decoupled from the (∂C3)
2 term. As a result, the gravitons polarized parallel to
the brane, hab = γab − δab, haa = 0, have the minimal action as in (6.10),
Sscal.grav. = − 1
8κ211
∫
d11x
[
∂ihab∂ihab −H(r)∂0hab∂0hab
]
. (6.14)
6.3 The self-dual three-brane
6.3.1 Classical absorption
This section focuses on minimally coupled scalars, such as those that satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation
following from (6.7), (6.10) with H(r) given in (6.6). Because the classical analysis of absorption for
all partial waves of such a scalar was sketched in [9] and is similar to the matching calculations that
have appeared in many other places in the literature [7, 8, 73, 99, 75, 87, 21, 96, 37, 150, 71, 70],
details will not be presented here. In order to employ analytical rather than numerical techniques,
it is necessary as usual to take the Compton wavelength much larger than the typical radii of the
black hole. Fortunately, it is precisely in this region where agreement with string theoretic models is
expected [111].
Recall from chapter 4 that in d spacetime dimensions, the absorption cross-section σℓabs of a massless
scalar with energy ω in the ℓ-th partial wave is related to the absorption probability 1− |Sℓ|2 by
σℓabs =
2d−3π(d−3)/2
ωd−2
Γ((d− 3)/2)(ℓ+ (d− 3)/2)
(
ℓ+ d− 4
ℓ
)(
1− |Sℓ|2
)
. (6.15)
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For the three-brane one takes d = 7 since the other 3 dimensions are compactified on T 3. A matching
calculation outlined for all partial waves in [9] gives the absorption probability
1− |Sℓ|2 = π
2(ωR)8+4ℓ
[(ℓ + 1)!]4(ℓ+ 2)242ℓ+2
.
Therefore, the classical result for the cross-section to absorb the ℓ-th partial wave of a minimally
coupled scalar is, to leading order in (ωR)4,
σℓ3 class. =
π4
24
(ℓ+ 3)(ℓ+ 1)
[(ℓ + 1)!]4
(
ωR
2
)4ℓ
ω3R8 . (6.16)
The scale parameter R of the classical three-brane solution (6.6) is related [45, 9] to the number N of
coinciding microscopic three-branes by the equation
R4 =
κ10
2π5/2
N , (6.17)
which follows from the quantization of the three-brane charge.
There is a number of minimally coupled scalars in the theory: the dilaton, the RR scalar, and
off-diagonal gravitons polarized with both indices parallel to the three-brane world-volume. The goal
of the next section will be to demonstrate that the universality of leading order cross-section for these
scalars, which is so obvious in the semi-classical framework, also follows from the D-brane description.
6.3.2 Universality of the absorption cross-section for minimally coupled
scalars
The three-brane is the case where we know the world-volume theory the best: at low energies (and
in flat space) it is N = 4 supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory where N is the number of parallel
three-branes [13]. Thus, the massless fields on the world-volume are the gauge field, 6 scalars, and 4
Majorana fermions, all in the adjoint representation of U(N). As we will see below, the universality
of the cross-section is not trivial in the world-volume description: while for dilatons and RR scalars
leading absorption proceeds by conversion into a pair of gauge bosons only, for the gravitons polarized
along the brane it involves a summation over conversions into world-volume scalars, fermions, and
gauge bosons.
The world-volume action, excluding all couplings to external fields, is
S3 = T3
∫
d4x tr
[− 14F 2αβ + i2 ψ¯Iγα∂αψI − 12 (∂αX i)2 + interactions] . (6.18)
The indices I = 1, ..., 4 and i = 4, ..., 9 label representations of the R-symmetry group, SO(6). It is
clear from the d = 10 origin of this theory that the R-symmetry group is the group of spatial rotations
in the uncompactified dimensions. Under this group, the gauge fields are neutral and the scalars X i
form a 6. When the fermions are written in chiral components, ψI =
(λI
λ¯I
)
, the fields λI form a 4 of
SO(6) = SU(4).
In order to properly normalize the amplitudes, one needs the kinetic part of the action for the bulk
fields, which is given by (6.7) and (6.10).
We also need to know how the three-brane world-volume fields couple to the bulk fields of type IIB
supergravity. For a single three-brane, a κ-symmetric version of the DBI action in a non-trivial
type IIB background was constructed in [33, 34] (see also [35, 36]), which, by use of superfields,
captures all such couplings to leading order in derivatives of external fields. For the terms necessary
to us, the generalization from U(1) to U(N) gauge group is straightforward. One can, in principle,
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obtain detailed information about the structure of the non-abelian action by directly computing string
amplitudes as done in [138]. The three-brane is well suited to this line of attack because the string
theory description is known exactly and is not complicated by the difficulties one encounters in bound
states of intersecting branes, such as the D1-D5-brane system [31].
SO(6) invariance and power counting in the string coupling greatly restrict the possible couplings
between the bulk and world-volume fields in the interaction part of the action Sint. In both the
semi-classical and world-volume computations, the dimensionless expansion parameter is not Ngstr
but rather (ωR)4. A cross-section which involves n powers of this parameter arises from a coupling
of the bulk field to a local operator O of dimension n+ 4.
The leading bosonic terms in the action for a single three-brane in a type IIB supergravity back-
ground are [32, 151, 152, 153]
S3 = −T3
∫
d4x
(√
− det(gˆ + e−φ/2F) + 14! ǫαβσρCˆαβσρ + 12 CˆαβF˜αβ + 14CFαβF˜αβ
)
, (6.19)
where
Fαβ = Fαβ + Bˆαβ , F˜αβ = 12ǫαβσρFσρ , gˆαβ = gMN∂αXM∂βXN , etc.,
and the background fields are functions of XM . In the static gauge (Xα = xα, α = 0, . . . , 3) one has
gˆαβ = gαβ + 2gi(α∂β)X
i + gij∂αX
i∂βX
j .
In flat space the fermionic terms may be found by replacing gˆαβ + e
−φ/2Fαβ by [33, 34, 35, 36]
gˆαβ + e
−φ/2[Fαβ − 2Ψ¯(Γα + Γi∂αX i)∂βΨ+ Ψ¯Γi∂αΨΨ¯Γi∂βΨ] ,
where Ψ is the d = 10 Majorana-Weyl spinor (which can be split into four d = 4 Majorana spinors ψI
in (6.18)) and ΓM are the d = 10 Dirac matrices.
The leading-order interaction of the dilaton with world-volume fields implied by (6.19) was discussed
in [9]. The coupling of the RR scalar C is similar, being related by SL(2, R) duality. The coupling of
the gravitons polarized parallel to the brane, hαβ = gαβ − ηαβ , to the bosonic world-volume fields can
be deduced by expanding the action (6.19). At the leading order it is given by 12h
αβT bosonsαβ where
T bosonsαβ is the energy-momentum tensor of Aα and X
i. The only possible supersymmetric extension
is for hαβ to couple to the complete energy-momentum tensor corresponding to (6.18).
Generalizing to U(N), we find that the part of Sint that is relevant to the leading-order absorption
processes we wish to consider is3
Sint = T3
∫
d4x
[
tr
(
1
4φF
2
αβ − 14CFαβF˜αβ
)
+ 12h
αβTαβ
]
, (6.20)
where
Tαβ = tr
[
F γα Fβγ − 14ηαβF 2γδ − i2 ψ¯Iγ(α∂β)ψI + ∂αX i∂βX i − 12ηαβ(∂γX i)2
]
. (6.21)
Let us first consider an off-diagonal graviton polarized along the brane, say hxy, which is an example
of a traceless perturbation hab whose quadratic action is given in (6.10)). From (6.20) one can read
off the invariant amplitudes for absorption into two scalars, two fermions, or two gauge bosons:
scalars: M = −
√
2κ210(p1xp2y + p1yp2x)
fermions: M = − 12
√
2κ210v¯(−p1)(γxp2y + γyp2x)u(p2)
gauge bosons: M = −
√
2κ210(f
(1)
x
βf
(2)
yβ + f
(1)
y
βf
(2)
xβ )
(6.22)
3We ignore the fermionic couplings like φψ¯Iγα∂αψI and similar ones for C and hαβ which are proportional to the
fermionic equations of motion and thus give vanishing contribution to the S-matrix elements.
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where p1 and p2 are the momenta of the outgoing particles, and the field strength polarization tensors
f
(s)
αβ are given by
f
(s)
αβ = ipsαǫ
(s)
β − ipsβǫ(s)α . (6.23)
Summation over the spins of the outgoing particles can be performed using∑
s
u(s)(p)u¯(s)(p) = p/ ,
∑
s
v(s)(p)v¯(s)(p) = −p/ , (6.24)
∑
s
ǫ(s)α ǫ
(s)∗
β = ηαβ .
Summing as well over different species of particles available (six different X i, for example), one obtains
scalars: |M|2 = 3κ210ω4n2xn2y
fermions: |M|2 = κ210ω4(n2x + n2y − 4n2xn2y)
gauge bosons: |M|2 = κ210ω4(1 − n2x − n2y + n2xn2y)
(6.25)
where ~n is the direction of one of the outgoing particles. In (6.25) we have anticipated conservation
of energy and momentum by setting ~p1 + ~p2 = 0 and ω1 + ω2 = ω. It is remarkable that the sum
of these three quantities is independent of ~n. Thus, if one performs the spin sums not just over all
polarizations and species of particles of a given spin, but rather over all the states in the N = 4
super-multiplet, the result is isotropic:
|M|2 = κ210ω4 . (6.26)
The absorption cross-section is evaluated from |M|2 in precisely the same way that decay rates of
massive particles are calculated in conventional 4-dimensional field theories:
σ3 abs =
N2
2
1
2ω
∫
d3p1
(2π)32ω1
d3p2
(2π)32ω2
(2π)4δ4
(
q −∑
i
pi
) |M|2 . (6.27)
The leading factor of N2 accounts for the multiple branes; the 1/2 is present because the outgoing
particles are identical (this is true also of the fermions because we are working with Majorana spinors).
The cross-section following from (6.26) agrees with the semi-classical ℓ = 0 result (6.16):
σ3 abs =
κ210ω
3N2
32π
= σ3 class. , (6.28)
where we have used the relation (6.17) between N and R.
Compared to the off-diagonal graviton, the calculation of the cross-section for the RR scalar is
relatively simple. Inspection of the leading order amplitudes for absorption of a dilaton and a RR
scalar makes it obvious that they have the same cross-section:
dilaton: M = 12
√
2κ210f
(1)
αβ f
(2)αβ
RR scalar: M = − 12
√
2κ210f
(1)
αβ f˜
(2)αβ .
(6.29)
To show that |M|2 = κ210ω2 in both cases, it suffices to prove the relation∑
spins
f
(1)
αβ f
(1)∗
γδ f
(2)αβf (2)γδ∗ =
∑
spins
f
(1)
αβ f
(1)γδ∗f˜ (2)αβ f˜ (2)γδ∗ = 8(p1 · p2)2 . (6.30)
The verification is straightforward algebra. The formula (6.27) applies as written to the RR scalar as
well, so the agreement with the semi-classical calculation is clear.
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6.3.3 Higher partial waves
A more difficult comparison is the absorption cross-section for higher partial waves. It is possible to
argue, based on power counting and group theory, that the interaction term suggested in [9],
Sℓint = −T3
∫
d4x 14·ℓ!∂i1 · · · ∂iℓφ tr
(
X i1 · · ·X iℓFαβFαβ
)
(6.31)
is the only one that could possibly contribute at leading order to a given partial wave. It was shown
in [9] that this term predicts a cross-section for the ℓ-th partial wave whose scaling with ω and N is
in agreement with classical gravity. Here we show that, if we use the specific normalization given in
(6.31), we obtain precise agreement for ℓ = 0, 1 but disagreement for higher ℓ. Later on we will argue
that the disagreement for ℓ > 1 may be due simply to an incorrect normalization of the necessary
effective action terms.
Let us restrict our attention to the dilaton. It will be obvious that all our arguments apply equally
well to the RR scalar, and perhaps with a bit more attention to details to the off-diagonal gravitons.
The absorption cross-section (6.16) is of order κℓ+210 for the ℓ-th partial wave. Processes which can
contribute to this absorption at leading order must be mediated by an operator O which involves
ℓ + 2 fields. All interaction terms which involve the dilaton must include at least two powers of Fαβ
because of the restricted way in which the dilaton enters the DBI action. Since the gauge bosons are
neutral under SO(6), the other ℓ fields must be responsible for balancing the SO(6) transformation
properties of the ℓ-th partial wave. We want to argue that the only way this can be done is to use ℓ
powers of the scalar fields X i. To do this it is necessary to know something about the addition rules
for representations of SO(6) = SU(4). The SU(4) Young tableaux for the fields in question are
λI : λ¯
I : X i: φℓ: . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ columns
(6.32)
where φℓ stands for the ℓ-th partial wave. There is a complicated general procedure known as the
Littlewood-Richardson rule for taking tensor products of representations of SU(N). It becomes much
simpler when one of the factors is a fundamental representation (k boxes in a single column) [154]. In
that case, one adds these k boxes to the other factor’s Young tableaux in all possible ways, modulo
the restriction that not more than one box can be added to any given row. Then one eliminates all
columns containing N boxes. Using this rule it is easy to show that with ℓ fundamental representations
as the factors in a tensor product, it is impossible to obtain the tableau for φℓ unless all the factors
are 6 representations.
A shorter argument can be made based on purely dimensional grounds. The dimension of O must
be ℓ + 4 or the cross-section would be suppressed by extra powers of ω. Since F 2αβ has dimension 4,
the other ℓ fields must add ℓ to the total dimension of O. The only possibility is ℓ scalars.
The upshot is that the only possible term in the action which can contribute at leading order to
the absorption of a dilaton in the ℓ-th partial wave is, up to normalization, given by (6.31). The
normalization given there is the one arising from Taylor expanding φ(X).4 Actually, this action is
not quite the one we want for ℓ > 1: in addition to mediating the process which contributes at
leading order to the absorption of the ℓ-th partial wave, it makes subleading contributions to lower
partial waves. In order to isolate the ℓ-th partial wave, the product X i1 · · ·X iℓ should be replaced
by an expression which transforms irreducibly under SO(6). For ℓ = 2 and ℓ = 3, the appropriate
replacements are
ℓ = 2: X i1X i2 → X i1X i2 − 16δi1i2X2
ℓ = 3: X i1X i2X i3 → X i1X i2X i3 − 38δ(i1i2X i3)X2 .
(6.33)
4As we argue below, it is possible that this local expansion is not consistent with the string amplitude calculations.
This may remove the discrepancy for ℓ > 1.
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One thus subtracts an ℓ = 0 contribution from the putative ℓ = 2 term in (6.31), and an ℓ = 1
contribution from ℓ = 3. The whole Taylor series can be thus reshuffled.
Because the replacements in (6.33) project out a final state with definite ℓ, it is permissible to
let the initial dilaton wave-function be e−iω(t−x
1) as usual. The derivatives ∂i in (6.31) can then be
replaced by iωδ1i . The spin-summed amplitudes squared for absorption of the first few partial waves
are
ℓ = 0: |M|2 = 4κ210(p1 · p2)2
ℓ = 1: |M|2 = 4√
π
κ310ω
2(p1 · p2)2
ℓ = 2: |M|2 = 10
3π
κ410ω
4(p1 · p2)2
ℓ = 3: |M|2 = 5
2π3/2
κ510ω
6(p1 · p2)2 .
(6.34)
As before, p1 and p2 are the momenta of the outgoing gauge bosons. The gauge bosons are identical
particles, as are the ℓ outgoing scalars, whose momenta will be labeled p3, . . ., pℓ+2. To avoid over-
counting in the integral over phase space, we must include a factor of 1/(2 · ℓ!) in the expression for
the cross-section. The cross-section also includes an explicit factor of 1/(2ω) from the normalization
of the incoming dilaton. Altogether,
σℓD =
N ℓ+2
2 · ℓ!
1
2ω
∫
d3p1
(2π)32ω1
· · · d
3pℓ+2
(2π)32ωℓ+2
(2π)4δ4
(
q −∑
i
pi
) |M|2 . (6.35)
The momentum integrations take the following form:
Iℓ =
∫
d3p1
2ω1
· · · d
3pℓ+2
2ωℓ+2
δ4
(
q −∑
i
pi
)
(p1 · p2)2 = 3π
ℓ+1
2ℓ+1
ω2ℓ+4
(ℓ+ 2)!(ℓ + 3)!
. (6.36)
The quickest way to establish (6.36) is to Fourier transform to position space.
The final results for the first few ℓ are
σℓ=0D−brane = σ
ℓ=0
class.
σℓ=1D−brane = σ
ℓ=1
class.
σℓ=2D−brane =
9
5σ
ℓ=2
class.
σℓ=3D−brane =
24
5 σ
ℓ=3
class. .
(6.37)
If the ℓ = 2 and ℓ = 3 D-brane cross-sections had been smaller than the corresponding classical results,
one might have wondered if the argument around (6.32) might possibly be invalidated by some peculiar
interaction. But any such additional interaction could only increase the D-brane cross-section, making
the disagreement even worse.
It is worth noting that nowhere in the literature have higher partial waves been compared with
complete success between D-brane models and General Relativity. Agreement up to numerical factors
was obtained in [100] for effective string models of four- and five-dimensional black holes, and indepen-
dently in [155] for the five-dimensional case; but in the absence of a well articulated prescription for
coupling the effective string to the bulk fields it is difficult to tell much about numerical coefficients.
The agreement of the ℓ = 1 cross-section certainly encourages us to believe that the D-brane
description is capable of handling partial waves correctly. On the level of effective field theory this
may seem peculiar because, in this low-energy description, the D-brane has no thickness. How can
an object with no extent in transverse dimensions absorb particles with angular momentum? Power
counting and group theory alone seem to dictate the answer (6.31), up to normalization.
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Fortunately, with three-branes the string theory prescription for the couplings to external fields is
more directly accessible than for other solitonic models of black holes. While it does indeed appear
that ℓ > 1 partial waves present a test which the DBI action, supplemented by the prescription
of [9] to obtain the normalization of (6.31) via a Taylor expansion, fails to pass, we expect that a
proper string theoretic treatment will once again yield agreement. For ℓ = 1, a full-fledged disk
amplitude computation verifies both the form of (6.31) and the normalization shown. The ℓ = 1
disk amplitude, which involves one bulk insertion and three boundary operators, is easy to deal with
because the insertion of one scalar vertex operator on the boundary simply generates a spacetime
translation. When more than one such operators are present, one encounters singularities in their
mutual collisions that need a careful treatment. The necessary calculations look quite complicated:
for example, computing the full ℓ = 2 amplitude would be equivalent via the prescription of [137] to
computing a six point type I disk amplitude. They nevertheless seem highly worthwhile as a means
to refine our understanding of the world-volume action.
6.4 Absorption cross-sections for M-branes
A remarkable aspect of the agreement between the string theoretic and the classical results for three-
branes is that it holds exactly for any value of N , including N = 1. As explained in the introduction,
the classical geometry should be trusted only in the limit gstrN → ∞. Thus, the agreement of the
absorption cross-sections for N = 1 suggests that our calculations are valid even in the limit gstr →∞,
provided that gstrα
′2ω4 is kept small. The supersymmetric non-renormalization theorems are probably
at work here, insuring that there are no string loop corrections.
In this section we would like to ask whether the exact agreement between the absorption cross-
sections is also found for the two-branes and five-branes of M-theory. These branes have much in
common with the self-dual three-brane of type IIB theory: their entropies scale with the temperature
in agreement with the scaling for a gas of massless fields on the world-volume [46], while the scaling
of their absorption cross-sections with ω agrees with estimates from the world-volume effective theory
[9]. While the effective actions for one two-brane [156] and one five-brane [157, 158, 159] are now
known in some detail, their generalizations to N > 1 remain somewhat obscure.5 In this section we
compare the cross-sections for N = 1 and find that, in contrast to the three-branes, there is no exact
agreement in the normalizations. This is probably due to the fact that M-theory has no parameter
like gstr that can be dialed to make the classical solution reliable.
First we discuss absorption of longitudinally polarized gravitons by an two-brane. The massless
fields in the effective action are 8 scalars and 8 Majorana fermions. The longitudinal graviton couples
to the energy momentum tensor on the world-volume, Tαβ. The terms in the effective action necessary
to describe the absorption of hxy are (i = 3, . . . , 10; I = 1, . . . , 8)
S2 = T2
∫
d3x
[
− 12∂αX i∂αX i + i2 ψ¯Iγα∂αψI
+
√
2κ11hxy
(
∂xX
i∂yX
i − i4 ψ¯I(γx∂y + γy∂x)ψI
)]
,
(6.38)
where hxy is the canonically normalized field which enters the D = 11 spacetime action as (cf. (6.14))
−1
2
∫
d11x ∂Mhxy∂
Mhxy .
5It is believed, for instance, that N > 1 coincident five-branes are described by non-trivial conformally invariant
theories in 5 + 1 dimensions. Comparisons with classical gravity of the kind made in [46, 9] and here are among the
ways of learning more about this theory.
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The absorption cross-section is found using the Feynman rules in a manner analogous to the three-
brane calculation of section 6.3. For the 8 scalars, we find that the matrix element squared (with all
the relevant factors included) is
κ211ω
4
2
4n2xn
2
y ,
where ~n is the unit vector in the direction of one of the outgoing particles. For the 8 Majorana
fermions, the corresponding object summed over the final polarizations is
κ211ω
4
2
(n2x − n2y)2 .
Adding them up, we find that the dependence on direction cancels out, just as in the three-brane case.
The sum must be multiplied by the phase space factor
1
2ω
1
2π
∫
d2p1
2ω1
∫
d2p2
2ω2
δ2(~p1 + ~p2)δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω) = 1
8ω2
,
so that the total cross-section is
σ2 abs =
κ211ω
2
16
. (6.39)
This does not agree with the classical result for N set to 1 [9, 160],
σ2 class. =
π4
12
ω2R9 =
1
6
√
2π
κ211ω
2N3/2 ,
where we have used the two-brane charge quantization to express R9 in terms of N . Notice that even
the power of π does not match. This situation is reminiscent of the discrepancy in the near-extremal
entropy where the relative factor was a transcendental number involving ζ(3) [46].
Now we show that, just as for the three-brane, the transversely polarized gravitons have the same
absorption cross-section as the longitudinally polarized gravitons. The coupling of h67 to scalars is
given by
−T2
∫
d3x
√
2κ11h67∂αX
6∂αX7 , (6.40)
while pairs of fermions are not produced because the coupling to them vanishes on shell. The matrix
element squared is κ211ω
4/2. Multiplying this by the phase space factor, we again find the cross-section
(6.39).
Now we turn to the five-brane. The massless fields on the five-brane form a tensor multiplet
consisting of 5 scalars, 2 Weyl fermions and the antisymmetric tensor Bαβ with anti-self-dual strength
[161, 162]. The transverse gravitons are again the easier case because they produce pairs of scalars
only (the coupling to 2 fermions vanishes on shell). The necessary coupling of h67 is similar to (6.40):
−T5
∫
d6x
√
2κ11h67∂αX
6∂αX7 .
The matrix element squared is κ211ω
4/2, while the phase space factor is now
1
2ω
1
(2π)4
∫
d5p1
2ω1
∫
d5p2
2ω2
δ5(~p1 + ~p2)δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω) = ω
27 · 3π2 , (6.41)
so that the absorption cross-section is
σ5 class. =
κ211ω
5
28 · 3π2 . (6.42)
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To discuss the absorption of longitudinally polarized gravitons, hxy, we need the action (i =
6, . . . , 10; I = 1, 2)
S = T5
∫
d6x
[
− 12∂αX i∂αX i − 112H2αβγ + iψ¯Iγα∂αψI
+
√
2κ11hxy
(
∂xX
i∂yX
i + 12H−xβγH−βγy − i2 ψ¯I(γx∂y + γy∂x)ψI
)]
.
(6.43)
To describe interaction of the anti-self-dual antisymmetric tensor with external field we follow the
covariant approach of [163] using the standard unconstrained propagator for Bαβ and replacing H by
its anti-self-dual part H− = 12 (H− H˜) in the vertices.
For the 5 scalars, we find that the matrix element squared (with all the relevant factors included)
is
κ211ω
4
2
5
2
n2xn
2
y . (6.44)
For the 2 Weyl fermions, the corresponding object summed over the final polarizations is6
κ211ω
4
2
(n2x + n
2
y − 4n2xn2y) . (6.45)
Finally, the contribution of the anti-self-dual gauge field turns out to be equal to that of the usual,
unconstrained Hαβγ divided by 2. The matrix element squared is, therefore,7
|M|2 = 1
2
2κ211
1
4
∑
[H(1)xβγH(2)βγy +H(2)xβγH(1)βγy ]H(1)∗xαδH(2)αδ∗y , (6.46)
where we have also included 1/2 because the outgoing particles are identical. Sums over polarizations
are to be performed with ∑
ǫαβǫ
∗
γδ = ηαγηβδ − ηαδηβγ .
The entire calculation is lengthy, but the end result is simple,8
|M|2 = κ
2
11ω
4
2
(
1− n2x − n2y +
3
2
n2xn
2
y
)
. (6.47)
Adding up the contributions of the entire tensor multiplet, we find that all the direction-dependent
terms cancel out, just as they did for the three-brane and the two-brane. Multiplying by the phase
space factor (6.41), we find that the total cross-section for the longitudinally polarized gravitons is
again given by (6.42). This turns out to be a factor of 4 smaller than the classical result,
σ5 class. =
2π3
3
ω5R9 =
κ211N
3ω5
26 · 3π2 , (6.48)
evaluated for N = 1, i.e. σ5 abs =
1
4σ
(N=1)
5 class.. This discrepancy is relatively minor and is of a kind that
could easily be produced by a calculational error. However, having checked our calculations a number
of times, we believe that the factor of 4 discrepancy is real.
6It is interesting to observe that, if we consider an N = 1 multiplet consisting of 1 Weyl fermion and 4 scalars, then
the “tensor term” n2xn
2
y cancels out in the direction dependence. The same cancelation occurs for the three-brane (both
for the N = 1 vector multiplet and for the N = 1 hypermultiplet).
7Since the propagator of Bαβ is taken to be non-chiral, it is sufficient to do the replacement HH → H
−H− in only
one of the two stress tensor factors in |M|2. The relevant part of H−H− is 1
4
(HH + H˜H˜) which is equal to 1
2
HH for
off-diagonal components of the stress tensor.
8This answer passes also a number of heuristic checks. For instance, for the N = 1 multiplet including the gauge
field, 1 scalar and 1 Weyl fermion, the n2xn
2
y terms again cancels out.
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A conclusion that we may draw from this section is that, although the single M-brane cross-sections
scale with the energy in the same way as the classical cross-sections, the normalizations do not agree.
The five-brane comes much closer to agreement than the two-brane, which may be connected to the
fact that the five-brane supergravity solution is completely non-singular. For N = 1, however, the
curvature of the solution is of order of the 11-dimensional Planck scale. Obviously, the 11-dimensional
supergravity is at best a low-energy approximation to M-theory. The M-theory effective action should
contain higher-derivative terms weighted by powers of κ11, by analogy with the α
′ and gstr expansions
of the string effective action. Thus, for N = 1, the classical solution may undergo corrections of order
one which we believe to be the source of the discrepancy. For largeN , however, we expect the M-theory
cross-section to agree exactly with the classical cross-section. We hope that these considerations will
serve as a useful guide in constructing the world volume theory of N coincident five-branes.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have provided new evidence, furthering the earlier results of [9], that there exists
exact agreement between the classical and the D-brane descriptions of the self-dual three-brane of
type IIB theory. The specific comparisons that we have carried out involve probing an extremal three-
brane with low-energy massless quanta incident from the outside. As argued in [9] and here, the great
advantage of the three-brane is that both the perturbative string theory and the classical supergravity
calculations are under control and yield expansions in the same dimensionless expansion parameter
(ωR)4 ∼ Ngstrα′2ω4, which may be kept small.
While the low-energy physics of the three-brane is described by a N = 4 SYM theory, probing
it from the extra dimensions provides a new point of view and allows for a variety of interesting
calculations. One example is the absorption of a graviton polarized parallel to the brane which, as
discussed in section 6.3, couples to the energy-momentum tensor in 3+1 dimensions. Because of the
existence of the transverse momentum, the kinematics for this process is that of a decay of a massive
spin-two particle into a pair of massless world-volume modes. Summing over all the states in theN = 4
multiplet we find that the rate is completely isotropic, which is undoubtedly related to the conformal
invariance of the theory. We should emphasize, however, that we are exploring the properties of this
theory away from the BPS limit; therefore, they are not determined by supersymmetry alone. For
this reason, we find it remarkable that the net absorption cross-section has the same value as that of
the dilaton and the RR scalar, and which agrees with the cross-section found in classical supergravity.
We have also carried out similar explorations of the physics of M-branes. These studies are ham-
pered, to a large extent, by insufficient understanding of the multiple coincident branes of M-theory.
For a single two-brane, a formal application of classical gravity gives an answer which is off by a factor
of 4
√
2/(3π), while for a single five-brane – off only by a factor of 4. For the five-brane the discrepancy
is relatively minor which, we are tempted to speculate, is due to the fact that its classical geometry is
completely non-singular, just like that of the three-brane. We should keep in mind, however, that for
singly charged branes the quantum effects of M-theory are expected to be important, and the classical
reasoning should not be trusted.
While in this chapter we have probed three-branes with massless particles, we may contemplate
another interesting use of the three-brane: it may be used as a probe by itself [164]. For example, N
coincident three-branes may be probed by a three-brane parallel to them. This situation is described
by a 3 + 1 dimensional N = 4 supersymmetric U(N + 1) gauge theory, with gauge symmetry broken
to U(N) × U(1). A more complicated theory will arise if a three-brane is used to probe a stringy
d = 4 black hole. As was shown in [26, 165], the d = 4 extremal black holes with regular horizons
(which are parametrized by 4 charges [61]) can be represented by 1/8 supersymmetric configurations
of four intersecting three-branes wrapped over a 6-torus. Following [93, 166] one can find an action
for a classical three-brane probe moving in this geometry. If the probe is oriented parallel to one of
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the four source three-branes, the resulting moduli space metric is
ds26 = H1H2H3(dr
2 + r2dΩ22) +H1dy
2
1 +H2dy
2
2 +H3dy
2
3 , Hi = 1 +
Ri
r
,
where yi are toroidal coordinates transverse to the probe. In contrast to the case of the 5-brane-plus-
string-plus-momentum configuration describing d = 5 regular extremal black holes with 3 charges [82]
where one finds [167] that the non-compact part of the moduli space metric is multiplied by the product
of two harmonic functions, here we obtain the product of three harmonic functions. This is, however,
exactly what is needed to get the same near-horizon (r → 0) behaviour as found in [167], i.e. that the 3-
dimensional non-compact part of the moduli space metric becomes flat: ds23 → R1R2R3(dρ2+ρ2dΩ22),
ρ ≡ r−1/2 →∞. This close similarity between a d = 5 black hole probed by a string and a d = 4 black
hole probed by a three-brane strongly suggests that one can obtain important information about
these black holes by studying the corresponding three-brane world-volume theory. This theory in
the presence of intersecting branes is necessarily more intricate than the simpler, parallel brane case
discussed in the main part of this chapter.
Clearly, there is much work to be done before we claim a complete understanding of the remarkable
duality between the D-brane and the classical descriptions of the three-brane. The complexities that
affect the higher-spin classical equations remain to be disentangled. The numerical discrepancies for
ℓ > 1 partial waves suggest an incomplete understanding of the low-energy effective action. As we have
argued in section 6.3, a direct string calculation is necessary to check normalizations. And finally, we
need to push our methods away from extremality where the physics is necessarily more complicated,
involving thermal field theory in 3+1 dimensions. We hope that detailed insight into such a theory
will help explain the specific factors appearing in the near-extremal entropy [45].
We feel that further efforts in the directions mentioned above are worthwhile because they of-
fer a promise of building a theory of certain black holes in terms of a manifestly unitary theory –
perturbative string theory.
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Chapter 7
Cross-sections and Schwinger terms
in the world-volume
7.1 Introduction
Extremal black holes with non-vanishing horizon area may be embedded into string theory or M-theory
using intersecting p-branes [168, 62, 5, 6, 84, 85, 169, 26, 170]. These configurations are useful for
a microscopic interpretation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The dependence of the entropy on
the charges, the non-extremality parameter, and the angular momentum suggests a connection with
1+1 dimensional conformal field theory [5, 6, 171, 84, 85, 26]. This “effective string” is essentially the
intersection of the p-branes. Calculations of emission and absorption rates [6, 7, 8, 99, 75, 87, 21, 96,
112, 102, 103, 83, 101, 104, 22, 113, 114] provide further tests of the “effective string” models of D = 5
black holes with three charges and of D = 4 black holes with four charges. For minimally coupled
scalars the functional dependence of the greybody factors on the frequency agrees exactly with semi-
classical gravity, providing a highly non-trivial verification of the effective string idea [75, 87]. Similar
successes have been achieved for certain non-minimally coupled scalars, which were shown to couple
to higher dimension operators on the effective string. For instance, the fixed scalars [66, 67, 70] were
shown in chapter 3 to couple to operators of dimension (2, 2) [21] while the “intermediate” scalars
[101] – to operators of dimension (2, 1) and (1, 2). Unfortunately, there is little understanding of the
“effective string” from first principles, and some of the more sensitive tests reveal this deficiency. For
instance, semi-classical gravity calculations of the fixed scalar absorption rates for general black hole
charges reveal a gap in our understanding of higher dimension operators [83]. A similar problem
occurs when one attempts a detailed effective string interpretation of the higher partial waves of a
minimally coupled scalar, as we saw in chapter 4. Even the s-wave absorption by black holes with
general charges is complex enough that it is not reproduced by the simplest effective string model
[112, 113, 114]. These difficulties by no means invalidate the general qualitative picture, but they do
pose some interesting challenges. In order to gain insight into the relation between supergravity and
D-branes it is useful to study, in addition to the intersecting branes, the simpler configurations which
involve parallel branes only. This chapter, based on the paper [39], shows how absorption calculations
in linearized supergravity are related to certain Schwinger terms in the operator algebra of the D-brane
world-volume gauge theory.
A microscopic interpretation of the entropy of near-extremal p-branes was first studied in [45, 46].
It was found that the scaling of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy with the temperature agrees with
that for a massless gas in p dimensions only for the “non-dilatonic p-branes”: namely, the self-dual
three-brane of the type IIB theory, and the 2- and 5-branes of M-theory. Their further study was
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undertaken in [9, 10], where low-energy absorption cross-sections for certain incident massless particles
were compared between semi-classical supergravity and string or M-theory. For three-branes, exact
agreement was found for the leading low-energy behavior of the absorption cross-sections for dilatons
[9] as well as R-R scalars and for gravitons polarized along the brane [10]. The string-theoretic
description of macroscopic three-branes can be given in terms of many coincident D3-branes [172, 4].
Indeed, N parallel D3-branes are known to be described by a U(N) gauge theory in 3+1 dimensions
with N = 4 supersymmetry [13]. This theory has a number of remarkable properties, including exact
S-duality, and we will be able to draw on a known non-renormalization theorem in explaining the
absorption by the three-branes.
From the point of view of supergravity, the three-brane is also special because its extremal geometry,
ds2 =
(
1 +
R4
r4
)−1/2
(−dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23) +
(
1 +
R4
r4
)1/2
(dr2 + r2dΩ25) , (7.1)
is non-singular [142], while the dilaton background is constant. Instead of a singularity at r = 0 we
find an infinitely long throat whose radius is determined by the charge (the vanishing of the horizon
area is due to the longitudinal contraction). Thus, for a large number N of coincident branes, the
curvature may be made arbitrarily small in Planck units. For instance, for N D3-branes, the curvature
is bounded by a quantity of order
1√
Nκ
∼ 1
α′
√
Ngstr
. (7.2)
In order to suppress the string scale corrections to the classical metric, we need to take the limit
Ngstr →∞.
The tension of a D3-brane depends on gstr and α
′ only through the ten-dimensional gravitational
constant κ = 8π7/2gα′2:
T(3) =
√
π
κ
. (7.3)
This suggests that we can compare the expansions of various quantities in powers of κ between the
microscopic and the semi-classical descriptions. Indeed, the dominant term in the absorption cross-
section at low energy is (see chapter 6)
σ =
π4
8
ω3R8 =
κ2ω3N2
32π
, (7.4)
which agrees between semi-classical supergravity and string theory.
It is important to examine the structure of higher power in gstr corrections to the cross-section
[173]. In semi-classical supergravity the only quantity present is κ, and corrections to (7.4) can only
be of the form
a1κ
3ω7 + a2κ
4ω11 + . . . (7.5)
However, in string theory we could in principle find corrections even to the leading term ∼ ω3, so that
σstring =
κ2ω3N2
32π
(
1 + b1gstrN + b2(gstrN)
2 + . . .
)
+O(κ3ω7) . (7.6)
Presence of such corrections would spell a manifest disagreement with supergravity because, as we
have explained, the comparison has to be carried out in the limit Ngstr → ∞. The main purpose of
this chapter is to show that, in fact, bi = 0 due to a non-renormalization theorem in D = 4 N = 4
SYM theory.
In section 7.2 we present a detailed argument for the absence of such corrections in the absorption
cross-section of gravitons polarized along the brane. These gravitons couple to the stress-energy tensor
on the world volume and we will show that the absorption cross-section is, up to normalization, the
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central term in the two-point function of the stress-energy tensor. The fact that bi = 0 follows from
the fact that the one-loop calculation of the central charge is exact in D = 4 N = 4 SYM theory.
The connection between absorption of gravitons polarized along the brane and Schwinger terms
in the stress-energy correlators of the world volume theory is a general phenomenon that holds for
all branes. In section 7.3 we explore this connection to deduce some properties of the stress-energy
tensor OPE’s for multiple 2-branes and 5-branes of M-theory, as well as for multiple 5-branes of string
theory.
7.2 D-brane approach to absorption
It was probably Callan who first realized that, in terms of D-brane models, absorption cross-sections
correspond up to a simple overall factor to discontinuities of two-point functions of certain operators
on the D-brane world volume [174]. This realization was exploited in [100] and in chapter 5. Consider
massless scalar particles in ten dimensions normally incident upon D3-branes. If the coupling to the
brane is given by
Sint =
∫
d4xφ(x, 0)O(x) , (7.7)
where φ(x, 0) is a canonically normalized scalar field evaluated on the brane, and O is a local operator
on the brane, then the precise correspondence is
σ =
1
2iω
DiscΠ(p)
∣∣∣∣
p0=ω
~p=0
. (7.8)
Here ω is the energy of the incident particle, and
Π(p) =
∫
d4x eip·x〈O(x)O(0)〉 . (7.9)
When O is a scalar in the world volume theory, Π(p) depends only on s = p2, and DiscΠ(p) is
computed as the difference of Π evaluated for s = ω2+ iε and s = ω2− iε. In the case of the graviton,
we shall see that Π(p) is a polynomial in p times a function of s, so the evaluation of DiscΠ(p) is
equally straightforward.
The validity of (7.8) depends on φ being a canonically normalized field. In form it is almost identical
to the standard expression for the decay rate of an unstable particle of mass ω. The dimensions
are different, however: σ is the cross-section of the three-brane per unit world volume, and so has
dimensions of (length)5. Similar formulas can be worked out for branes of other dimensions and for
near-extremal branes, although away from extremality (7.9) would become a thermal Green’s function
(see chapter 5).
Now let us work through the example of the graviton. The three-brane world volume theory is
N = 4 supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory, where N is the number of parallel three-branes [13]. Thus,
the massless fields on the world volume are the gauge field, six scalars, and four Majorana fermions,
all in the adjoint representation of U(N). To lowest order in κ, and ignoring the couplings to the bulk
fields, the world volume-action is (I = 1, ..., 4; i = 4, ..., 9)
S3 =
∫
d4x tr
[− 14F 2αβ + i2 ψ¯Iγα∂αψI + 12 (∂αX i)2 + interactions] . (7.10)
The interactions referred to here are the standard renormalizable ones of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills (see
for example [175] for the complete flat-space action). In equation (6.18), a factor of the three-brane
tension T(3) appeared in front of the action. It is convenient to work with canonically normalized
fields, and so, relative to the conventions of chapter 6 we have absorbed a factor of
√
T(3) into Aµ,
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ψI , and X i. Another difference between chapter 6 and our present conventions is that we work here
with a mostly minus metric and the spinor conventions of [175].
The full (and as yet unknown) action for multiple three-branes is non-polynomial, and (7.10)
includes only the dimension 4 terms. The higher dimension terms will appear with powers of 1/T(3),
which is to say positive powers of κ. They could give rise to corrections of the form (7.5), but not
(7.6).
Despite our ignorance of the full action for multiple coincident three-branes, one can be fairly
confident in asserting that the external gravitons polarized parallel to the brane couple via
Sint =
∫
d4x 12h
αβTαβ , (7.11)
where hαβ = gαβ − ηαβ is the perturbation in the metric, and Tαβ is the stress-energy tensor:
Tαβ = tr
[− F γα Fβγ + 14ηαβF 2γδ + i2 ψ¯Iγ(α∂β)ψI
+ 23∂αX
i∂βX
i − 16ηαβ(∂γX i)2 − 13X i∂α∂βX i + 112ηαβX i X i
+ interactions
]
.
(7.12)
This “new improved” form of the stress-energy tensor [176] is chosen so that ∂µT
µν = 0 and T µµ = 0
on shell. The scalar terms differ from the canonical form
T
(can)
αβ = tr
[
∂αX
i∂βX
i − 12ηαβ(∂γX i)2 + . . .
]
. (7.13)
The difference arises from adding a term − 112
√−gR trX2 to the lagrangian so that the scalars are
conformally coupled.
Choosing the scalars to be minimally or conformally coupled does not affect the one-loop result for
the cross-section. But it is the traceless form of Tαβ presented in (7.12) which has a non-renormalized
two-point function. The reason is that the conformal Tαβ is in the same supersymmetry multiplet as
the supercurrents and the SU(4) R-currents. N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory is finite to all orders and
anomaly free in flat space. The Adler-Bardeen theorem guarantees that any anomalies of the SU(4)
R-currents can be computed exactly at one loop. Because ∂αR
α and Tαα are in the same supermultiplet
(the so-called “multiplet of anomalies”), the one-loop result for the trace anomaly must also be exact.1
Thus the trace anomaly in a curved background is the same as in the free theory:
〈T µµ 〉 = −
1
16π2
(
cF − 2c
3
R − bG
)
, (7.14)
where F = C2αβγδ is the square of the Weyl tensor and G = R
2
αβγδ − 4R2αβ + R2 is the topological
Euler density. Thus the second and third terms in (7.14) are total derivatives. The coefficients c and
b are given by [28]
c =
12N1 + 3N1/2 +N0
120
=
N2
4
b =
124N1 + 11N1/2 + 2N0
720
=
N2
4
.
(7.15)
N1 = N
2, N1/2 = 4N
2, and N0 = 6N
2 are the numbers of spin-one, Majorana spin-half, and real
spin-zero fields in the super-Yang-Mills theory. Note that spin-one, spin-half, and spin-zero particles
make contributions to c in the ratio 2 : 2 : 1. The different spins contribute to the cross-section in
precisely the same ratio, as was demonstrated in chapter 6.
1We thank D. Anselmi for pointing out the relevance of the Adler-Bardeen theorem.
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It remains to make the connection between 〈Tαα 〉 and 〈Tαβ(x)Tγδ(0)〉. Suppressing numerical factors
and Lorentz structure, the OPE of Tαβ with Tγδ is [177]
T (x)T (0) =
c
x8
+ . . .+
T (0)
x4
+ . . . . (7.16)
We have omitted terms involving the Konishi current as well as terms less singular than 1/x4, and
we have anticipated the conclusion that the coefficient on the Schwinger term is precisely the central
charge c appearing in (7.14). A clean argument to this effect is presented in [178] and summarized
briefly below. The Schwinger term is nothing but the two-point function: with all factors and indices
written out explicitly2 [179],
〈Tαβ(x)Tγδ(0)〉 = c
48π4
Xαβγδ
(
1
x4
)
(7.17)
where
Xαβγδ = 2
2 ηαβηγδ − 3 2(ηαγηβδ + ηαδηβγ)− 4∂α∂β∂γ∂δ
− 2 (∂α∂βηγδ + ∂α∂γηβδ + ∂α∂δηβγ + ∂β∂γηαδ + ∂β∂δηαγ + ∂γ∂δηαβ) .
(7.18)
The argument of [178] starts by obtaining an expression for the flat space three-point function
〈Tαα (x)Tβγ(y)Tρσ(z)〉 by expanding (7.14) around flat space to second order. Using Ward identi-
ties for the conservation of Tµν , one can then derive a relation on two-point functions which can only
be satisfied if the coefficients c in (7.17) and (7.14) are identical.
We are finally ready to compute the cross-section. Fourier transforming the two-point function
(7.17), one obtains
Παβγδ(p) =
∫
d4x eip·x〈Tαβ(x)Tγδ(0)〉 = c
48π4
Xˆαβγδ
∫
d4x
eip·x
x4
(7.19)
where Xˆαβγδ is just the Xαβγδ of (7.18) with ∂ → −ip. The integral is evaluated formally as
Π(s) =
∫
d4x
eip·x
x4
= π2 log(−s) + (analytic in s) (7.20)
where, as before, s = p2. One easily reads off the discontinuity across the positive real axis in the
s-plane:
DiscΠ(s) = Π(s+ iε)−Π(s− iε) = −2π3i , (7.21)
and so
DiscΠαβγδ(p) = − ic
24π
Xˆαβγδ . (7.22)
For the sake of definiteness, let us consider a graviton polarized in the x1–x2 direction. Xˆ1212 = −3ω4
for normal incidence, so
σ =
2κ2
2iω
DiscΠ1212(p)
∣∣∣∣
p0=ω
~p=0
=
c
8π
κ2ω3 , (7.23)
in agreement with the classical result when c = N2/4. The extra factor of 2κ2 in the second expression
in (7.23) comes from the fact that hαβ as defined in the text following (7.11) is not a canonically
normalized scalar field; instead, hαβ/
√
2κ2 is.
In summary, the non-renormalization argument is as follows: the graviton cross-section is read off
at leading order in κ, but correct to all orders in gstr, from the two-point function of the stress-energy
2The field normalization conventions in [179] differ from those used here.
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tensor. The two-point function is not renormalized beyond one loop because the Schwinger term
in the OPE (7.16) is similarly non-renormalized. That in turn is due to the fact that the central
charge appearing in the Schwinger term is precisely the coefficient of the Weyl tensor squared in the
trace anomaly (7.14). The trace anomaly is not renormalized past one loop because Tαα is related by
supersymmetry to the divergence of the SU(4) R-current, which is protected by the Adler-Bardeen
theorem against anomalies beyond one loop. Another, more heuristic, reason why the central charge
should not be renormalized is that there is a critical line extending from gstrN = 0 to gstrN =∞. The
central charge is expected to be constant along a critical line. In four dimensions, this expectation
is supported by the work of [179].3 Therefore, c can be calculated in the gstrN → 0 limit where it is
given by one-loop diagrams.
We could adopt a different strategy and invert our arguments. Requiring that the world volume
theory ofN coincident three-branes agrees with semi-classical supergravity tells us that in the gstrN →
∞ limit its central charge approachesN2/4. In the next section we will similarly deduce the Schwinger
terms in the two-point functions of the stress-energy tensor for other branes. Furthermore, we can
study two-point functions of other operators by calculating the semi-classical absorption cross-section
for particles that couple to them. For instance, the dilaton couples to trF 2. The dilaton absorption
cross-section was calculated in [9]. The semi-classical result implies that the Schwinger term here is
again ∼ N2 in the gstrN →∞ limit. The comparisons with the gauge theory calculation in chapter 6
suggest that the one-loop result is again exact. It will be interesting to extract more results from
these connections between gravity and gauge theory.
7.3 Extension to other branes
In this section we further explore the connection between the absorption cross-sections in semi-classical
supergravity and central terms in two-point functions calculated in corresponding world volume the-
ories. We proceed in analogy to the three-brane discussion presented in the previous section, and
consider absorption of gravitons polarized along the branes. In the world volume theories such gravi-
tons couple to components of stress-energy tensor, Tαβ . On the other hand, in supergravity such
gravitons satisfy the minimally coupled scalar equation with respect to the coordinates transverse to
the brane [10], as we have seen in chapter 6. This establishes a general connection between the absorp-
tion cross-section of a minimally coupled scalar and the central term in the algebra of stress-energy
tensors. For N coincident three-branes the world volume theory is known, and we have shown that the
conformal anomaly is in exact agreement with this principle. There are cases, however, where little
is known about the world volume theory of multiple branes. In such cases we can use our method to
find the Schwinger term without knowing any details of the world volume theory.
Consider, for instance, the 2-branes and the 5-branes of M-theory. While the world volume theory of
multiple coincident branes is not known in detail, the extreme supergravity solutions are well-known.
The absorption cross-sections for low-energy gravitons polarized along the brane were calculated in
[9, 10, 160], with the results
σ2 =
1
6
√
2π
κ211ω
2N3/2 , σ5 =
1
3 · 26π2N
3ω5 . (7.24)
For N coincident M2-branes we may deduce that the schematic structure of the stress-energy tensor
OPE is
T (x)T (0) =
c2
x6
+ . . . (7.25)
where the central charge behaves as c2 ∼ N3/2 in the large N limit. For N coincident M5-branes we
3A more definitive argument has been given in four dimensions for the constancy of flavor central charges along fixed
lines [180].
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instead have
T (x)T (0) =
c5
x12
+ . . . . (7.26)
Now the central charge behaves as c5 ∼ N3 in the large N limit. These results have an obvious
connection with properties of the near-extremal entropy found in [46]. Indeed, the near-extremal
entropy of a large number N of coincident M2-branes is formally reproduced by O(N3/2) massless
free fields in 2+1 dimensions, while that of N coincident M5-branes is reproduced by O(N3) massless
free fields in 5+1 dimensions.
As a final example we consider the 5-branes of string theory. In [76] it was shown that their near-
extremal entropy is reproduced by a novel kind of string theory, rather than by massless fields in
5+1 dimensions. For N coincident D5-branes the string tension turns out to be that of a D-string
divided by N . This suggests that the degrees of freedom responsible for the near-extremal entropy are
those of “fractionated” D-strings bound to the D5-branes. An S-dual of this picture suggests that the
entropy of multiple NS-NS 5-branes comes from fractionated fundamental strings bound to them.4 We
would like to learn more about these theories by probing them with longitudinally polarized gravitons
incident transversely to the brane.
The extreme Einstein metric of both the NS-NS and the R-R 5-branes is
ds2E =
(
1 +
R2
r2
)−1/4
(−dt2 + dx21 + . . .+ dx25) +
(
1 +
R2
r2
)3/4
(dr2 + r2dΩ23) . (7.27)
The s-wave Laplace equation in the background of this metric is[
ρ−3
d
dρ
ρ3
d
dρ
+ 1+
(ωR)2
ρ2
]
φ(ρ) = 0 , (7.28)
where ρ = ωr. Remarkably, this equation is exactly solvable in terms of Bessel functions. The two
possible solutions are
ρ−1J±
√
1−(ωR)2(ρ) . (7.29)
Clearly, there are two physically different regimes. For ωR > 1 the label of the Bessel function is
imaginary, and the requirement that the wave is incoming for ρ→ 0 selects the solution
ρ−1J−i
√
(ωR)2−1(ρ) . (7.30)
From the large ρ asymptotics we find that the absorption probability is
P = 1− e−2π
√
(ωR)2−1 . (7.31)
Hence, for ωR ≥ 1 the absorption cross-section is
σ =
4π
ω3
(
1− e−2π
√
(ωR)2−1
)
. (7.32)
For ωR < 1 the question of how to choose the solution is somewhat more subtle. It is clear that
ρ−1J√
1−(ωR)2(ρ) is better behaved near ρ = 0 than ρ
−1J−
√
1−(ωR)2(ρ). If we approach the extreme
5-brane as a limit of a near-extreme 5-brane, we indeed find that ρ−1J√
1−(ωR)2(ρ) is the solution that
is selected. Since this solution is real, there is no absorption for ωR < 1.5 This result agrees with the
extremal limit of the 5-brane absorption cross-section calculated in [112].
4New insights into the world volume theory of NS-NS 5-branes were recently obtained in [181, 182, 183, 184].
5The fact that an extremal 5-brane in 10 dimensions does not absorb minimally coupled scalars below a certain
threshold was noted in [170].
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It is not hard to generalize our calculation to higher partial waves. For the ℓ-th partial wave we
find that the absorption cross-section vanishes for ωR ≤ ℓ+ 1. Above this threshold it is given by
σℓ =
4π(ℓ+ 1)2
ω3
(
1− e−2π
√
(ωR)2−(ℓ+1)2
)
. (7.33)
From (7.32) we reach the surprising conclusion that
〈T (ω,~0)T (−ω,~0)〉 (7.34)
vanishes identically for ω < 1/R, which implies that gravity does not couple to the massless modes
of the world volume theory! The threshold energy 1/R is precisely 1/
√
α′eff , where α
′
eff = 1/(2πTeff)
and
Teff =
1
2πR2
(7.35)
is the tension of the fractionated strings. The ordinary superstring has its first massive excited state
at mass m2 = 2/α′. The threshold energy squared is half this value with α′ replaced by α′eff . If one
imagines producing a single massive string at ω = 1/R, then its mass is m = 1/
√
α′eff . Perhaps this
is the first excited level of the non-critical string living on the 5-brane. Similarly, the higher partial
wave thresholds might correspond to higher excited levels of mass (ℓ+ 1)/
√
α′eff . If instead ω ≥ 1/R
corresponds to the pair production threshold of the first massive state of fractionated strings, then
the mass would be m = 1/(2
√
α′eff). Neither picture yields any obvious explanation of the behavior
〈T (ω,~0)T (−ω,~0)〉 ∼ [(ωR)2 − 1]1/2 (7.36)
just above threshold. Pair production in a weakly interacting theory would predict a 7/2 power in
(7.36). It would be interesting to find an explanation of the observed square-root scaling in (7.36).
We believe that our discussion applies to a large number of coincident D5-branes, as well as to
solitonic 5-branes of type IIA and IIB theories. This is because all these solutions have the same
Einstein metric. Perhaps in the large N limit some properties of the world volume theories of these
different branes become identical.6 For N coincident NS-NS 5-branes,
R2 ∼ Nα′ . (7.37)
Thus, the absorption cross-section (7.32) is formally independent of gstr. Therefore, our formula
should be applicable in the gstr → 0 limit proposed in [182]. There it was argued that in this limit
the NS-NS 5-branes decouple from the bulk modes. We indeed find that incident gravitons are not
absorbed for sufficiently low energies. However, above a critical energy of order 1/
√
Nα′ the 5-branes
do appear to couple to the bulk modes. As we have commented, this is probably related to the fact
that the scale of the string theory living on the 5-brane is
α′eff = Nα
′ , (7.38)
i.e. the fundamental strings become fractionated [76].
In summary, we note that probing branes with low-energy particles incident from transverse direc-
tions is a useful tool for extracting correlation functions in their world volume theory. Here we have
given an application of this technique to M2-branes and to 5-branes, but a more general investigation
would be worthwhile.
6We thank J. Maldacena for suggesting this possibility to us.
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Chapter 8
Green’s functions from supergravity
8.1 Introduction
The nature of the relation between gauge fields and strings is an old, fascinating, and largely unan-
swered question. Its full answer is of great importance for theoretical physics. On one hand, it should
provide us with a theory of quark confinement by explaining the dynamics of color-electric fluxes.
On the other hand, it will perhaps uncover the true “gauge” degrees of freedom of the fundamental
string theories, and therefore of gravity. There is still a long way to go before we can hope to give a
satisfactory string theory account of the gauge theories observed in the real world. In this chapter,
based on the paper [18], we attempt nevertheless to make some forward progress by considering the
relation of maximally supersymmetric gauge theory to supergravity via D3-branes.
The Wilson loops of gauge theories satisfy loop equations which translate the Schwinger-Dyson
equations into variational equations on the loop space [185, 186]. These equations should have a
solution in the form of the sum over random surfaces bounded by the loop. These are the world
surfaces of the color-electric fluxes. For the SU(N) Yang-Mills theory they are expected to carry the
’t Hooft factor [187], Nχ, where χ is the Euler character. Hence, in the large N limit where g2YMN is
kept fixed only the simplest topologies are relevant.
Until recently, the action for the “confining string” had not been known. In [188] it was suggested
that it must have a rather unusual structure. Let us describe it briefly. First of all, the world surface
of the electric flux propagates in at least 5 dimensions. This is because the non-critical strings are
described by the fields
Xµ(σ) , gij(σ) = e
ϕ(σ)δij , (8.1)
where Xµ belong to 4-dimensional (Euclidean) space and gij(σ) is the world sheet metric in the
conformal gauge. The general form of the world sheet lagrangian compatible with the 4-dimensional
symmetries is
L = 1
2
(∂iϕ)
2 + a2(ϕ)(∂iX
µ)2 +Φ(ϕ)(2)R+Ramond− Ramond backgrounds , (8.2)
where (2)R is the world sheet curvature, Φ(ϕ) is the dilaton [189], while the field
Σ(ϕ) = a2(ϕ)
defines a variable string tension. In order to reproduce the zig-zag symmetry of the Wilson loop, the
gauge fields must be located at a certain value ϕ = ϕ∗ such that a(ϕ∗) = 0. We will call this point
“the horizon.”
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The background fields Φ(ϕ), a(ϕ) and others must be chosen to satisfy the conditions of conformal
invariance on the world sheet [190]. After this is done, the relation between gauge fields and strings
can be described as an isomorphism between the general Yang-Mills operators of the type∫
d4xeip·x tr (∇α1 . . . Fµ1ν1 . . .∇αn . . . Fµnνn(x)) (8.3)
and the algebra of vertex operators of string theory, which have the form
V α1...αn(p) =
∫
d2σΨi1...inj1...jmp
(
ϕ(σ)
)
eip·X(σ)∂i1X
α1 . . . ∂inX
αn∂j1ϕ . . . ∂jmϕ , (8.4)
where the wave functions Ψi1...inj1...jmp (ϕ) are again determined by the conformal invariance on the
world sheet. The isomorphism mentioned above implies the coincidence of the correlation functions
of these two sets of vertex operators.
Another, seemingly unrelated, development is connected with the Dirichlet brane [4] description
of black three-branes in [45, 9, 10, 39]. The essential observation is that, on the one hand, the black
branes are solitons which curve space [54] and, on the other hand, the world volume of N parallel D-
branes is described by supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory with 16 supercharges [13]. A particularly
interesting system is provided by the limit of a large number N of coincident D3-branes [45, 9, 10, 39],
whose world volume is described by N = 4 supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory in 3 + 1 dimensions.
For large g2YMN the curvature of the classical geometry becomes small compared to the string scale
[9], which allows for comparison of certain correlation functions between the supergravity and the
gauge theory, with perfect agreement [9, 10, 39]. Corrections in powers of α′ times the curvature on
the string theory side correspond to corrections in powers of (g2YMN)
−1/2 on the gauge theory side.
The string loop corrections are suppressed by powers of 1/N2.
The vertex operators introduced in [9, 10, 39] describe the coupling of massless closed string fields
to the world volume. For example, the vertex operator for the dilaton is∫
d4xeip·x trFµνFµν(x) (8.5)
while that for the graviton polarized along the three-branes is∫
d4xeip·xT µν(x) , (8.6)
where T µν is the stress tensor. The low energy absorption cross-sections are related to the two-point
functions of the vertex operators, and turn out to be in complete agreement with conformal invariance
and supersymmetric non-renormalization theorems, as we saw in chapter 7. An earlier calculation [45]
of the entropy as a function of temperature forN coincident D3-branes exhibits a dependence expected
of a field theory with O(N2) massless fields. As we saw in chapter 2, the entropy turns out to be 3/4 of
the free field answer. This is not a discrepancy since the free field result is valid for small g2YMN , while
the result of [45] is applicable as g2YMN → ∞. We now regard this result as a non-trivial prediction
of supergravity concerning the strong coupling behavior of N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theory at
large N and finite temperature.
The non-critical string and the D-brane approaches to 3+1 dimensional gauge theory have been
synthesized in [16] by rescaling the three-brane metric and taking the limit in which it has conformal
symmetry, being the direct product AdS5×S5.1 This is exactly the confining string ansatz [188] with
a(ϕ) = eϕ/R , (8.7)
1The papers that put an early emphasis on the anti-de Sitter nature of the near-horizon region of certain brane
configurations, and its relation with string and M-theory, are [161, 142]. Other ideas on the relation between branes
and AdS supergravity were recently pursued in [191, 192, 193].
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corresponding to the case of constant negative curvature of order 1/R2. The horizon is located at
ϕ∗ = −∞. The Liouville field is thus related to the radial coordinate of the space transverse to the
three-brane. The extra S5 part of the metric is associated with the 6 scalars and the O(6) R-symmetry
present in the N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theory.
The purpose of this chapter is to make the next step and show how the excited states of the
“confining string” are related to the anomalous dimensions of the SYM theory. Hopefully this analysis
will help future explorations of asymptotically free gauge theories needed for quark confinement.
We will suggest a potentially very rich and detailed means of analyzing the throat-brane corre-
spondence: we propose an identification of the generating function of the Green’s functions of the
superconformal world-volume theory and the supergravity action in the near horizon background ge-
ometry. We will find it necessary to introduce a boundary of the AdS5 space near the place where the
throat turns into the asymptotically flat space. Thus, the anti-de Sitter coordinate ϕ is defined on a
half-line (−∞, 0], similarly to the Liouville coordinate of the 2-dimensional string theory [194, 195].
The correlation functions are specified by the boundary terms in the action, again in analogy with
the c = 1 case. One new prediction that we will be able to extract this way is for the anomalous
dimensions of the gauge theory operators that correspond to massive string states. For a state at level
n we find that, for large g2YMN , the anomalous dimension grows as 2
√
n(2g2YMN)
1/4.
8.2 Green’s functions from the supergravity action
The geometry of a large number N of coincident D3-branes is
ds2 =
(
1 +
R4
r4
)−1/2 (−dt2 + d~x2)+ (1 + R4
r4
)1/2 (
dr2 + r2dΩ25
)
. (8.8)
The parameter R, where
R4 =
N
2π2T3
, T3 =
√
π
κ
(8.9)
is the only length scale for the geometry. T3 is the tension of a single D3-brane, and κ is the ten-
dimensional gravitational coupling. The near-horizon geometry of N D3-branes is AdS5 × S5, as one
can see most easily by defining the radial coordinate z = R2/r. Then
ds2 =
R2
z2
(−dt2 + d~x2 + dz2)+R2dΩ25 . (8.10)
The relation to the coordinate ϕ used in the previous section is
z = Re−ϕ/R . (8.11)
Note that the limit z → 0 is far from the brane. Of course, for z <∼ R the AdS form (8.10) gets
modified, and for z ≪ R one obtains flat ten-dimensional Minkowski space. We will continue to use
the phrase “far from the brane” to emphasize that the all-important boundary conditions at small z
are not imposed far down the throat, but rather at the border region where the throat merges into
flat space. The geometry is geodesically complete and nonsingular, so there is no sense in which any
one point on AdS5 is the location of the brane.
The basic idea is to identify the generating functional of connected Green’s functions in the gauge
theory with the minimum of the supergravity action, subject to some boundary conditions at z = R
and z =∞:
W [gµν(x
λ)] = K[gµν(x
λ)] = S[gµν(x
λ, z)] . (8.12)
W generates the connected Green’s functions of the gauge theory; S is the supergravity action on the
AdS space; while K is the minimum of S subject to the boundary conditions. We have kept only the
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metric gµν(x
λ) of the world-volume as an explicit argument of W . The boundary conditions subject
to which the supergravity action S is minimized are
ds2 =
R2
z2
(
gµνdx
µdxν + dz2
)
+O(1) as z → R . (8.13)
All fluctuations have to vanish as z →∞.
A few refinements of the identification (8.12) are worth commenting on. First, it is the generator
of connected Green’s functions which appears on the left hand side because the supergravity action
on the right hand side is expected to follow the cluster decomposition principle. Second, because
classical supergravity is reliable only for a large number N of coincident branes, (8.12) can only be
expected to capture the leading large N behavior. Corrections in 1/N should be obtained as loop
effects when one replaces the classical action S with an effective action Γ. This is sensible since the
dimensionless expansion parameter κ2/R8 ∼ 1/N2. We also note that, since (α′)2/R4 ∼ (g2YMN)−1,
the string theoretic α′ corrections to the supergravity action translate into gauge theory corrections
proportional to inverse powers of g2YMN . Finally, the fact that there is no covariant action for type
IIB supergravity does not especially concern us: to obtain n-point Green’s functions one is actually
considering the nth variation of the action, which for n > 0 can be regarded as the (n− 1)th variation
of the covariant equations of motion.
In section 8.2.2 we will compute a two-point function of massless vertex operators from (8.12),
compare it with the absorption calculations in [9, 10, 39] and find exact agreement. However it is
instructive first to examine boundary conditions.
8.2.1 Preliminary: symmetries and boundary conditions
As a preliminary it is useful to examine the appropriate boundary conditions and how they relate
to the conformal symmetry. In this discussion we follow the work of Brown and Henneaux [196].
In the consideration of geometries which are asymptotically anti-de Sitter, one would like to have a
realization of the conformal group on the asymptotic form of the metric. Restrictive or less restrictive
boundary conditions at small z (far from the brane) corresponds, as Brown and Henneaux point out
in the case of AdS3, to smaller or larger asymptotic symmetry groups. On an AdSd+1 space,
ds2 = Gmndx
mdxn =
R2
z2
(−dt2 + d~x2 + dz2) (8.14)
where now ~x is d − 1 dimensional, the boundary conditions which give the conformal group as the
group of asymptotic symmetries are
δGµν = O(1) , δGzµ = O(z) , δGzz = O(1) . (8.15)
Our convention is to let indices m,n run from 0 to d (that is, over the full AdSd+1 space) while µ, ν
run only from 0 to d− 1 (i.e. excluding z = xd). Diffeomorphisms which preserve (8.15) are specified
by a vector ζm which for small z must have the form
ζµ = ξµ − z
2
d
ηµν∂ν(ξ
κ
,κ) +O(z
4)
ζz =
z
d
ξκ,κ +O(z
3) .
(8.16)
Here ξµ is allowed to depend on t and ~x but not r. (8.16) specifies only the asymptotic form of ζm at
large r, in terms of this new vector ξµ.
Now the condition that the variation
δGmn = LζGmn = ζk∂kGmn +Gkn∂mζk +Gmk∂nζk (8.17)
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be of the allowed size specified in (8.15) is equivalent to
ξµ,ν + ξν,µ =
2
d
ξκ,κ (8.18)
where now we are lowering indices on ξµ with the flat space Minkowski metric ηµν . Since (8.18) is the
conformal Killing equation in d dimensions (d = 4 for the three-brane), we see that we indeed recover
precisely the conformal group from the set of permissible ξµ.
The spirit of [196] is to determine the central charge of an AdS3 configuration by considering the
commutator of deformations corresponding to Virasoro generators Lm and L−m. This method is
not applicable to higher dimensional cases because the conformal group becomes finite, and there
is apparently no way to read off a Schwinger term from commutators of conformal transformations.
Nevertheless, the notion of central charge can be given meaning in higher dimensional conformal field
theories, either via a curved space conformal anomaly (also called the gravitational anomaly) or as the
normalization of the two-point function of the stress energy tensor [178]. We shall see in section 8.2.2
that a calculation reminiscent of absorption probabilities allows us to read off the two-point function
of stress-energy tensors in N = 4 super-Yang-Mills, and with it the central charge.
8.2.2 The central charge from the stress tensor two-point function
As a preliminary, it is instructive to consider the case of a minimally coupled massless scalar propa-
gating in the anti-de Sitter near-horizon geometry (one example of such a scalar is the dilaton φ [9]).
As a further simplification we assume for now that φ is in the s-wave (that is, there is no variation
over S5). Then the action becomes
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d10x
√
G
[
1
2G
MN∂Mφ∂Nφ
]
=
π3R8
4κ2
∫
d4x
∫ ∞
R
dz
z3
[
(∂zφ)
2 + ηµν∂µφ∂νφ
]
.
(8.19)
Note that in (8.19), as well as in all the following equations, we take κ to be the ten-dimensional
gravitational constant. The equations of motion resulting from the variation of S are[
z3∂z
1
z3
∂z + η
µν∂µ∂ν
]
φ = 0 . (8.20)
A complete set of normalizable solutions is
φk(x
ℓ) = λke
ik·xφ˜k(z) where φ˜k(z) =
z2K2(kz)
R2K2(kR)
, (8.21)
k2 = ~k2 − ω2 .
We have chosen the modified Bessel function K2(kz) rather than I2(kz) because the functions Kν(kz)
fall off exponentially for large z, while the functions Iν(kz) grow exponentially. In other words, the
requirement of regularity at the horizon (far down the throat) tells us which solution to keep. A
connection of this choice with the absorption calculations of [9] is provided by the fact that, for time-
like momenta, this is the incoming wave which corresponds to absorption from the small z region. λk
is a coupling constant, and the normalization factor has been chosen so that φ˜k = 1 for z = R.
Let us consider a coupling
Sint =
∫
d4xφ(xλ)O(xλ) (8.22)
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in the world-volume theory. If φ is the dilaton then according to [9] one would have O = 14 trF 2.
Then the analogue of (8.12) is the claim that
W [φ(xλ)] = K[φ(xλ)] = S[φ(xλ, z)] (8.23)
where φ(xλ, z) is the unique solution of the equations of motion with φ(xλ, z) → φ(xλ) as z → R.
Note that the existence and uniqueness of φ are guaranteed because the equation of motion is just the
Laplace equation on the curved space. (One could in fact compactify xλ on very large T 4 and impose
the boundary condition φ(xλ, z) = φ(xλ) at z = R. Then the determination of φ(xλ, z) is just the
Dirichlet problem for the laplacian on a compact manifold with boundary).
Analogously to the work of [194] on the c = 1 matrix model, we can obtain the quadratic part of
K[φ(xλ)] as a pure boundary term through integration by parts,
K[φ(xλ)] =
π3R8
4κ2
∫
d4x
∫ ∞
R
dz
z3
[
−φ
(
z3∂z
1
z3
∂z + η
µν∂µ∂ν
)
φ+ z3∂z
(
φ
1
z3
∂zφ
)]
=
1
2
∫
d4kd4qλkλq(2π)
4δ4(k + q)
N2
16π2
∫
d4xF ,
(8.24)
where we have expanded
φ(xλ) =
∫
d4kλke
ik·x .
The “flux factor” F (so named because of its resemblance to the particle number flux in a scattering
calculation) is
F =
[
φ˜k
1
z3
∂zφ˜
]∞
R
. (8.25)
In (8.24) we have suppressed the boundary terms in the xλ directions—again, one can consider these
compactified on very large T 4 so that there is no boundary. We have also used (8.9) to simplify the
prefactor. Finally, we have cut off the integral at R as a regulator of the small z divergence. This
is in fact appropriate since the D3-brane geometry is anti-de Sitter only for z ≫ R. Since there is
exponential falloff in φ˜k as z →∞, only the behavior at R matters.
To calculate the two-point function of O in the world-volume theory, we differentiate K twice with
respect to the parameters λi:
2
〈O(k)O(q)〉 =
∫
d4xd4y eik·x+iq·y〈O(x)O(y)〉
=
∂2K
∂λk∂λq
= (2π)4δ4(k + q)
N2
16π2
F
= −(2π)4δ4(k + q) N
2
64π2
k4 ln(k2R2) + (analytic in k2)
(8.26)
where now the flux factor has been evaluated as
F =
[
φ˜k
1
z3
∂zφ˜k
]
z=R
=
[
1
z3
∂z ln(φ˜k)
]
z=R
= − 14k4 ln(k2R2) + (analytic in k2) . (8.27)
Fourier transforming back to position space, we find
〈trF 2(x) trF 2(y)〉 ∼ N
2
|x− y|8 . (8.28)
2The appearance of the logarithm here is analogous to the logarithmic scaling violation in the c = 1 matrix model.
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This is consistent with the free field result for small g2YMN . Remarkably, supergravity tells us that
this formula continues to hold as g2YMN →∞.
Another interesting application of this analysis is to the two-point function of the stress tensor,
which with the normalization conventions of chapter 7 is
〈Tαβ(x)Tγδ(0)〉 = c
48π4
Xαβγδ
(
1
x4
)
, (8.29)
where the central charge c = N2/4 and
Xαβγδ = 2
2 ηαβηγδ − 3 2(ηαγηβδ + ηαδηβγ)− 4∂α∂β∂γ∂δ
− 2 (∂α∂βηγδ + ∂α∂γηβδ + ∂α∂δηβγ + ∂β∂γηαδ + ∂β∂δηαγ + ∂γ∂δηαβ) .
(8.30)
For metric perturbations gµν = ηµν + hµν around flat space, the coupling of hµν at linear order is
Sint =
∫
d4x 12h
µνTµν . (8.31)
Furthermore, at quadratic order the supergravity action for a graviton polarized along the brane,
hxy(k), is exactly the minimal scalar action, provided the momentum k is orthogonal to the xy plane.
We can therefore carry over the result (8.26) to obtain
〈Txy(k)Txy(q)〉 = −(2π)4δ4(k + q) N
2
64π2
k4 ln(k2R2) + (analytic in k2) , (8.32)
which upon Fourier transform can be compared with (8.29) to give c = N2/4. In view of the conformal
symmetry of both the supergravity and the gauge theory, the evaluation of this one component is a
sufficient test.
The conspiracy of overall factors to give the correct normalization of (8.32) clearly has the same
origin as the successful prediction of the minimal scalar s-wave absorption cross-section examined in
[9] and chapters 6 and 7. The absorption cross-section is, up to a constant of proportionality, the
imaginary part of (8.32). In [9] the absorption cross-section was calculated in supergravity using
propagation of a scalar field in the entire three-brane metric, including the asymptotic region far from
the brane. Here we have, in effect, replaced communication of the throat region with the asymptotic
region by a boundary condition at one end of the throat. The physics of this is clear: signals coming
from the asymptotic region excite the part of the throat near z = R. Propagation of these excitations
into the throat can then be treated just in the anti-de Sitter approximation. Thus, to extract physics
from anti-de Sitter space we must introduce a boundary at z = R and take careful account of the
boundary terms that contain the dynamical information.
It now seems clear how to proceed to three-point functions: on the supergravity side one must
expand to third order in the perturbing fields, including in particular the three point vertices. At
higher orders the calculation is still simple in concept (the classical action is minimized subject to
boundary conditions), but the complications of the N = 8 supergravity theory seem likely to make
the computation of, for instance, the four-point function, rather tedious. We leave the details of such
calculations for the future. It may be very useful to compute at least the three point functions in
order to have a consistency check on the normalization of fields.
One extension of the present work is to consider what fields couple to the other operators in the
N = 4 supercurrent multiplet. The structure of the multiplet (which includes the supercurrents, the
SU(4) R-currents, and four spin 1/2 and one scalar field) suggests a coupling to the fields of gauged
N = 4 supergravity. The question then becomes how these fields are embedded in N = 8 supergravity.
We leave these technical issues for the future, but with the expectation that they are “bound to work”
based on supersymmetry.
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The main lesson we have extracted so far is that, for certain operators that couple to the massless
string states, the anomalous dimensions vanish. We expect this to hold for all massless vertex oper-
ators. This may be the complete set of operators that are protected by supersymmetry. As we will
see in the next section, other operators acquire anomalous dimensions that grow for large ’t Hooft
coupling.
8.3 Massive string states and anomalous dimensions
Before we proceed to the massive string states, a useful preliminary is to discuss the higher par-
tial waves of a minimally coupled massless scalar. The action in five dimensions (with Lorentzian
signature), the equations of motion, and the solutions are
S =
π3R8
4κ2
∫
d4x
∫ ∞
R
dz
z3
[
(∂zφ)
2 + (∂µφ)
2 +
ℓ(ℓ+ 4)
z2
φ2
]
(8.33)
[
z3∂z
1
z3
∂z + η
µν∂µ∂ν − ℓ(ℓ+ 4)
z2
]
φ = 0 (8.34)
φk(x
ℓ) = eik·xφ˜k(z) where φ˜k(z) =
z2Kℓ+2(kz)
R2Kℓ+2(kR)
. (8.35)
We have chosen the normalization such that φ˜k(z) = 1 at z = R. The flux factor is evaluated by
expanding
Kℓ+2(kz) = 2
ℓ+1Γ(ℓ+ 2)(kz)−(ℓ+2)
·
(
1 + . . .+
(−1)ℓ
22ℓ+3(ℓ+ 1)!(ℓ+ 2)!
(kz)2(ℓ+2) ln kz + . . .
)
,
(8.36)
where in parenthesis we exhibit the leading non-analytic term. We find
F =
[
1
z3
∂z ln(φ˜k)
]
z=R
=
(−1)ℓ
22ℓ+2[(ℓ+ 1)!]2
k4+2lR2ℓ ln kR . (8.37)
As before, we have neglected terms containing analytic powers of k and focused on the leading non-
analytic term. This formula indicates that the operator that couples to ℓ-th partial wave has dimension
4 + ℓ. In [9] it was shown that such operators with the SO(6) quantum numbers of the ℓ-th partial
wave have the form ∫
d4xeik·x tr
[(
X(ii . . . X iℓ) + . . .
)
FµνF
µν(x)
]
, (8.38)
where in parenthesis we have a traceless symmetric tensor of SO(6). Thus, supergravity predicts that
their non-perturbative dimensions equal their bare dimensions.
Now let us consider massive string states. Our goal is to use supergravity to calculate the anomalous
dimensions of the gauge theory operators that couple to them. To simplify the discussion, let us focus
on excited string states which are spacetime scalars of mass m. The propagation equation for such a
field in the background of the three-brane geometry is[
d2
dr2
+
5
r
d
dr
− k2
(
1 +
R4
r4
)
−m2
(
1 +
R4
r4
)1/2]
φ˜k = 0 . (8.39)
For the state at excitation level n,
m2 =
4n
α′
.
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In the throat region, z ≫ R, (8.39) simplifies to[
d2
dz2
− 3
z
d
dz
− k2 − m
2R2
z2
]
φ˜k = 0 . (8.40)
Note that a massive particle with small energy ω ≪ m, which would be far off shell in the asymptotic
region z ≪ R, can nevertheless propagate in the throat region (i.e. it is described by an oscillatory
wave function).
Equation (8.40) is identical to the equation encountered in the analysis of higher partial waves,
except the effective angular momentum is not in general an integer: in the centrifugal barrier term
ℓ(ℓ + 4) is replaced by (mR)2. Analysis of the choice of wave function goes through as before, with
ℓ+ 2 replaced by ν, where
ν =
√
4 + (mR)2 . (8.41)
In other words, the wave function falling off exponentially for large z and normalized to 1 at z = R
is3
φ˜k(z) =
z2Kν(kz)
R2Kν(kR)
. (8.42)
Now we recall that
Kν =
π
2 sin(πν)
(I−ν − Iν) ,
Iν(z) =
(z
2
)ν ∞∑
k=0
(z/2)2k
k!Γ(k + ν + 1)
.
Thus,
Kν(kz) = 2
ν−1Γ(ν)(kz)−ν
(
1 + . . .−
(
zk
2
)2ν
Γ(1− ν)
Γ(1 + ν)
+ . . .
)
, (8.43)
where in parenthesis we have exhibited the leading non-analytic term. Calculating the flux factor as
before, we find that the leading non-analytic term of the two-point function is
〈O(k)O(q)〉 = −(2π)4δ4(k + q)N
2
8π2
Γ(1− ν)
Γ(ν)
(
kR
2
)2ν
R−4 . (8.44)
This implies that the dimension of the corresponding SYM operator is equal to 2 + ν.
Now, let us note that
R4 = 2Ng2YM (α
′)2 ,
which implies
(mR)2 = 4ngYM
√
2N .
Using (8.41) we find that the spectrum of dimensions for operators that couple to massive string states
is, for large gYM
√
N ,
hn ≈ 2
(
ngYM
√
2N
)1/2
. (8.45)
Equation (8.45) is a new non-trivial prediction of the string theoretic approach to large N gauge
theory.4
We conclude that, for large ’t Hooft coupling, the anomalous dimensions of the vertex operators
corresponding to massive string states grow without bound. By contrast, the vertex operators that
3These solutions are reminiscent of the loop correlators calculated for c ≤ 1 matrix models in [197].
4We do not expect this equation to be valid for arbitrarily large n, because application of linearized local effective
actions to arbitrarily excited string states is questionable. However, we should be able to trust our approach for
moderately excited states.
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couple to the massless string states do not acquire any anomalous dimensions. This has been checked
explicitly for gravitons, dilatons and RR scalars [9, 10, 39], and we believe this to be a general
statement.5 Thus, there is an infinite class of operators that do not acquire anomalous dimensions
(this is probably due to the fact that they are protected by SUSY). The rest of the operators are
not protected and can receive arbitrarily large anomalous dimensions. Such large dimensions may
be expected to “freeze out” the operators from the local operator algebra, just as the corresponding
massive string states are frozen out of the supergravity description. While we cannot yet write down
the explicit form of these operators in the gauge theory, it seems likely that they are conventional local
operators, such as (8.3). Indeed, the coupling of a highly excited string state to the world volume may
be guessed on physical grounds. Since a string in a D3-brane is a path of electric flux, it is natural to
assume that a string state couples to a Wilson loop O = exp
(
i
∮
γ A
)
. Expansion of a small loop in
powers of F yields the local polynomial operators.
There is one potential problem with our treatment of massive states. The minimal linear equation
(8.39) where higher derivative terms are absent may be true only for a particular field definition
(otherwise corrections in positive powers of α′∇2 will be present in the equation). Therefore, it is
possible that there are energy dependent leg factors relating the operators O in (8.44) and the gauge
theory operators of the form (8.3). We hope that these leg factors do not change our conclusion about
the anomalous dimensions. However, to completely settle this issue we need to either find an exact
sigma-model which incorporates all α′ corrections or to calculate the three-point functions of massive
vertex operators.
8.4 Conclusions
There are many unanswered questions that we have left for the future. So far, we have considered
the limit of large ’t Hooft coupling, since we used the one-loop sigma-model calculations for all
operators involved. If this coupling is not large, then we have to treat the world sheet theory as an
exact conformal field theory (we stress, once again, that the string loop corrections are ∼ 1/N2 and,
therefore, vanish in the large N limit). This conformal field theory is a sigma-model on a hyperboloid.
It is plausible that, in addition to the global O(2, 4) symmetry, this theory possesses the O(2, 4)
Kac-Moody algebra. If this is the case, then the sigma model is tractable with standard methods of
conformal field theory.
Throughout this work we detected many formal similarities of our approach with that used in c ≤ 1
matrix models. These models may be viewed as early examples of gauge theory – non-critical string
correspondence, with the large N matrix models playing the role of gauge theories. Clearly, a deeper
understanding of the connection between the present work and the c ≤ 1 matrix models is desirable.
5A more general set of such massless fields is contained in the supermultiplet of AdS gauge fields, whose reduction
to the boundary was recently studied in [198].
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Chapter 9
Concluding Remarks
Because this dissertation represents the author’s contribution to a rapidly evolving field, it is perhaps
more worthwhile to look ahead to where the field may be moving rather than to simply recapitulate
the contents of chapters 2-8. There are certainly a number of avenues for further research, but perhaps
the most attractive revolve around the idea of focusing on the near-horizon geometry of p-branes and
the relation to gauge theory.
The near-horizon geometry of simple D-brane configurations is in general a homogeneous space:
for example, D3-branes have as their near-horizon geometry AdS5 × S5 = SO(4, 2)/SO(4, 1) ×
SO(6)/SO(5). Writing the anti-de Sitter factor as a quotient of groups makes the conformal symme-
try manifest. There is certainly great interest in investigating further how the properties of conformal
field theories can be reflected by supergravity on homogeneous spaces; but from a mainstream physics
point of view the most significant extensions of the work in chapter 8 would involve non-conformal
gauge theories, such as pure N = 2, 1, or 0 gauge theory in four dimensions. These theories have
non-vanishing beta-functions, and for N < 2 there is confinement. Already in [199] a way of studying
non-conformal theories and confinement “holographically” has been suggested, using brane configura-
tions at finite temperature. A very clean way to proceed would be to perturb the D3-brane solution
by what in the gauge theory are relevant operators (for instance, scalar or fermion masses). The
resulting geometry should reflect softly broken N = 4 gauge theory, which in general does confine in
the infrared. To put it another way, N = 4 would be the ultraviolet regulator of a confining theory.
Several ideas for studying soft breakings in supergravity have been proposed, but the main difficulty
lies in finding solutions of the full non-linear supergravity equations with less symmetry than the usual
three-brane solution.
The greatest conceptual limitation of the supergravity–gauge theory correspondence is the require-
ment of large N and strong ’t Hooft coupling gYM
√
N . Let us review the reasons for these require-
ments. The formulas will be specific to the case of the three-brane, but similar observations apply to
other brane configurations like the D1-D5 bound state. Supergravity has a scale (the Planck scale)
because the gravitational coupling κ is dimensionful. The near-horizon geometry has length scale R
and is an exact solution to the tree-level supergravity equations. Loop corrections in supergravity are
suppressed only if κ/R4 is small. But κ/R4 ∼ 1/N , so we see the origin of the large N requirement.
Also, supergravity is the α′ → 0 limit of string theory, and the α′ corrections can be neglected only if
α′/R2 ∼ 1/(gYM
√
N) is small—hence the requirement of large gYM
√
N .
Gauge theory at large N is dominated by planar graphs, so one way to regard the relation
ZYM [φ0] ∼ maximum
φ=φ0 on ∂AdS
e−S[φ] as g2YMN →∞ (9.1)
is to say that classical supergravity captures the large gYM
√
N asymptotics of planar graphs.
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One would hope to improve (9.1) to an exact equality by replacing the right hand side with a full
quantum theory of gravity: namely, type IIB string theory in the D3-brane background. As mentioned
in chapter 1, there are formidable difficulties standing in the way of formulating string theory in a
background involving Ramond-Ramond fields. Ramond-Ramond fields enter into the world-sheet
description of strings as bilinears of spin fields with additional “superghost” dressings which maintain
two-dimensional superconformal invariance. At the time of writing we are unaware of any proposals
for formulating a ghost-free non-linear sigma-model action.
Notwithstanding the technical difficulties, we can ask what stringy corrections to (9.1) might be
like. By including the full tower of massive excited string states, a string theory description would
reintroduce the non-chiral gauge theory operators that were argued in chapter 8 to freeze out in the
large coupling limit on account of large anomalous dimensions. The ability to make α′/R2 arbitrary
is precisely what we need in order to get down to weak coupling where perturbative gauge theory is
reliable. Special quantities, like Schwinger terms in the OPE’s of conserved currents, can be expected
to be protected against radiative corrections, as we saw in the case of the central charge in chapter 7.
Tests of the gravity–gauge theory correspondence that rely in no way on symmetries, anomalies, or
non-renormalizations are much harder to come by. This is perhaps typical of duality conjectures:
expansion parameters get shuffled in such a way that what is simple on one side of the duality is very
difficult to verify on the other.
One can nevertheless try to see what improvements to (9.1) might be the most accessible to cal-
culation. One idea is to compute the leading 1/(gYM
√
N) correction to the entropy from the first
α′ correction to supergravity (which comes at order α′3 for type IIB). Another possibility is to con-
sider 1/N corrections via low order loop effects in quantized supergravity which are not troubled by
divergences. For example, as explained in [19], the U(1) part of the world-volume gauge theory is
not visible in the AdS geometry, because the low-dimension conformal fields in the U(1) sector would
correspond to tachyons violating the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound. Consequently, supergravity in
the throat region should reflect a central charge c = (N2 − 1)/4 rather than the c = N2/4 calculated
in chapter 7. This slight difference may be one of the simplest 1/N2 effects. To see it in supergravity,
one would want to evaluate the two-point function of the stress-tensor via graviton propagation in the
AdS geometry, but including one-loop corrections to the propagator. The identification of parameters
discussed in the previous paragraph guarantees that this will lead to some 1/N2 effect; whether it
comes out with the correct coefficient is a check on whether (9.1) can be extended beyond the level
of planar graphs.
Another direction, building upon the results in chapters 6 and 8, is to consider what effects in
the world-volume theory become visible when one considers the full three-brane metric rather than
just its near-horizon limit. Crudely speaking, the AdS space is “cut off” at a radius R by the
asymptotically flat portion of the three-brane metric. Modes of the supergravity fields with ωR ≪ 1
do not see the effects of this cut-off because they approach a pure power law dependence at radii
much larger than ωR2. Supergravity effects at these low energies seem to be all that is relevant to the
renormalizable gauge theory on the world-volume. The full world-volume theory (presumably some
non-abelian version of the DBI action) contains non-renormalizable terms which contribute to Green’s
functions with inverse powers of R. By considering the double scaling limit (6.2) with finite ωR, one
should be able to probe the complicated dynamics of the full DBI theory. The ωR → 0 limit is all
that is explored by the analysis of the near-horizon geometry. In [200] the leading corrections in ωR
to s-wave minimal scalar absorption were shown to correspond to the effects of breaking conformal
invariance in the world-volume theory by retaining the leading non-renormalizable term in the DBI
action. Further work in this direction has begun to suggest the appearance of anomalous dimensions
at finite ωR for what in the conformal theory are protected operators whose dimensions are fixed by
the superconformal algebra.
A better understanding of the double scaling limit may also be interesting from the point of view
of black hole physics, for the following reason. In dynamical processes like absorption or emission, one
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usually restricts to low energy. The physics picked out by this limit is the same as by the decoupling
limit (where gravity is taken arbitrarily weak), the throat limit (where attention is focused on the
near-horizon geometry), and the renormalizable gauge theory lagrangian on the world-volume. To
put it another way, the “universal” low-energy behavior (1.3) of the cross sections has to do with a
renormalizable theory on the brane decoupled from the bulk. If we instead we explore the double
scaling limit with (ωR)4 ∼ Nκω4 held finite, then the cross-sections retain κ dependence. We may
speculate that couplings between the brane and the bulk are being studied in a controlled way. The
world-volume gauge theory is now non-renormalizable, and its time evolution cannot be regarded as
strictly unitary because of the ultraviolet divergences. The energy scale of the non-renormalizable
effects is 1/R. Is it possible that this divergence-related non-unitarity is related to the apparent
lack of unitarity in the evolution of black holes? If so, then string theory resolves information loss
by providing a perfectly unitary description of the system at the (much higher) energy scale 1/
√
α′.
This discussion has focused on the D3-brane, but in principle such considerations should extend to
the effective string model. As mentioned before, the string theory description becomes less simple
because of the complicated structure of the D1-D5 bound state. However, non-unitarity issues may
be more straightforward to analyze in 1 + 1 dimensions.
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